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Zusammenfassung

In dieser Arbeit wird die Wehselwirkung von Plasmonen mit Anregungen in einzel-

nen epitaktish gewahsenen Halbleiter-Quantenpunkten untersuht. Die lokalisier-

te Verstärkung des elektromagnetishen Feldes nahe metallisher Strukturen kann

genutzt werden, um die Emissionseigenshaften einzelner, in diesen Regionen positio-

nierter Quantenpunkte zu modi�zieren. Besonders für optishe Nanoantennen varii-

ert diese Nahfeld-Verstärkung auf einer Längeskala die kürzer als die Wellenlänge ist.

Deshalb ist es notwendig, einzelne Nanostrukturen mit einer Genauigkeit von weni-

gen Nanometern positionieren zu können. Um vollständige Kontrolle über die Kopp-

lung eines Quantenpunktes an optishe Nanostrukturen zu erreihen müssen sämt-

lihe für die Kopplung entsheidenden Parameter ausreihend genau bestimmt und

vor allem präpariert werden können. Für präzise hergestellte Nanostrukturen aus

epitaktish gewahsenen GaAs/AlGaAs Quantenpunkten und vershiedenen Gold

Nanostrukturen wird hier die Nahfeld-Kopplung durh die Charakterisierung der

Photolumineszenz im Fernfeld untersuht.

Im ersten experimentellen Kapitel (Kapitel 4) wird dargestellt, wie sih die opti-

shen Eigenshaften metallisher Nanostrukturen auf Halbleitersubstraten verhal-

ten. Die vershiedenen Moden einfaher plasmonishe Strukturen werden harakte-

risiert. Weiterhin wird der Ein�uÿ des Substrates auf die optishen Eigenshaften

von Nanoantennen diskutiert. Die Erkenntnisse werden in den folgenden Kapiteln

auf Nanoantennen mit einer Resonanzfrequenz bei der Anrege- oder Emissionsfre-

quenz der Quantenpunkte übertragen.

In Kapitel 5 wird die Nanopositionierung von metallishen Nanostrukturen auf

einzelnen Quantenpunkten mit einem Rasterkraft-Mikroskop gezeigt. Die Plasmon-

resonanz wird bei diesen Experimenten genutzt, um eine Verstärkung der Anrege-

e�zienz zu erzielen. Indem die Anregung der Quantenpunkte variiert wird, kann

die spektrale Abhängigkeit der Feldverstärkung der Nanoantennen harakterisiert

werden. Es wird deutlih eine Vershiebung der Nahfeldverstärkung zu niedrigeren

Energien beobahtet, die sih zum Teil über den spektralen Untershied von Nah-

und Fernfeld eines strahlenden Dipoles erklären lässt.
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In Kapitel 6 wird eine auf der Elektronenstrahllithographie basierende Nano-

Positionierungsmethode beshrieben. Nanostrukturen können damit mit einer Ge-

nauigkeit von etwa 9 nm positioniert und beliebig orientiert werden. Hier wurde

zum ersten Mal erreiht, eptitaktishen Halbleiterquantenpunkte kontrolliert an re-

sonante metallishe Nanostrukturen zu koppeln. Die Kopplung von Quantenpunkt-

Exzitonen mit den Plasmonen der Nanoantenne wird positionsaufgelöst untersuht.

Weiterhin wird die Kopplung einzelner Quantenpunkte an metallishe Drähte unter-

suht. Die Emission der Quantenpunkte wird hierbei durh die zusätzlihen Emis-

sionsmöglihkeit in Form von am Draht entlang propagierender Plasmonen modi�-

ziert.

Im letzten Kapitel wird die Kopplung einzelner Quantenpunkte an ausgedehnte

periodishe plasmonishe Strukturen untersuht. Die Emission der Quantenpunk-

te wird hierbei durh Nah- und Fernfeld-Kopplung an kollektive Anregungen der

Antennen-Arrays beein�usst.

Diese Arbeit beshreibt die gezielte Untersuhung der Nahfeld-Kopplung von

eingebetteten Quantenpunkten mit metallishen Nanostrukturen. Die Ergebnisse

ebnen den Weg für halbleiterbasierte plasmonishe Quanten-Shaltkreise auf einer

Mikrometer Längenskala.



Abstrat

In this work the interation of plasmons in metalli nanostrutures and exitations

in single epitaxially grown semiondutor quantum dots is studied. The enhane-

ment of the eletromagneti �eld lose to metalli strutures is used to modify the

emission properties of single quantum dots positioned in these regions. The near-

�eld enhanement espeially for optial nanoantennas varies on a length sale muh

shorter than the wavelength. As a onsequene, the individual nanostrutures have

to be plaed with a preision of a few nanometers. To have full ontrol over the

oupling of a quantum dot to a plasmoni nanostruture one needs the ability to

determine and prepare all parameters whih in�uene the oupling. For preisely

fabriated nanostrutures onsisting of epitaxially grown GaAs/AlGaAs quantum

dots and di�erent gold nanostrutures the near-�eld oupling is studied here by the

haraterization of the photoluminesene in the far-�eld.

In the �rst experimental hapter (hapter 4) of this thesis the optial properties

of metalli nanostrutures on semiondutor substrates are desribed. The di�erent

modes of plasmoni strutures are haraterized. The in�uene of the substrate

on the optial properties of nanoantennas are also disussed. The �ndings will be

transferred in the following hapters to nanoantennas with resonane frequenies at

the exitation or emission frequeny of the quantum dots.

In hapter 5 I will present nano-positioning of metalli nanostrutures on single

quantum dots with an atomi fore mirosope. The plasmon resonane is used here

to ahieve an enhanement of the exitation e�ieny. The spetral dependene of

the �eld enhanement of the nanoantennas is haraterized by varying the exitation

of the quantum dots. We observe a lear shift of the near-�eld enhanement to lower

energies, whih an be partially explained by the spetral di�erenes of the near-

and far-�elds of a radiating dipole.

In hapter 6 a positioningmethod based on eletron beam lithography is desribed.

With that method nanostrutures an be positioned with an auray of about

9 nm and oriented arbitrarily. The positioning method is used to plae resonant

nanoantennas lose to single epitaxially grown quantum dots. We ahieve for the
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�rst time ontrolled oupling of epitaxial semiondutor quantum dots to resonant

metalli nanostrutures. The dependene of oupling of quantum dot exitons with

plasmons in the nanoantenna is investigated as a funtion of the relative position of

the two. The resonant harater of the oupling is studied by tuning the antenna

resonane. The oupling of single quantum dots to metalli wires is also investigated.

The emission of the quantum dots is modi�ed by the additional emission possibility

in the form of propagating plasmons along the wire.

In the last hapter the oupling of single quantum dots to extendend periodi

plasmoni strutures is investigated. The emission of the quantum dots is here

in�uened by near- and far-�eld oupling to olletive exitations of the antenna

arrays.

This work desribes the ontrolled investigation of the near-�eld oupling of em-

bedded quantum dots to metalli nanostrutures. The �ndings pave the way for

semiondutor based plasmoni quantum iruits on the mirometer sale.
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1 Introdution

Nanostrutures have fasinating physial properties. Strutures with a size around

a wavelength in the visible spetrum an exhibit a strongly spetrally seletive and

varying optial response. The e�ets that an be utilized by nano-struturing di�er-

ent types of materials has opened the vast �eld of nanooptis, whih has ontinuously

been growing sine deades. When the dimensions of the nanostrutures are on the

order of ten nanometers the sizes an beome omparable to the de-Broglie wave-

length of harge arriers and one enters the regime where quantum e�ets start to

play an important role. Here the ombination of quantum systems with di�erent

types of optial strutures allows studies, ontrol, and manipulation of quantum

mehanial states and oupling e�ets. Here urrent researh is onstantly pushing

forward. One goal is the ombination and implementation of a larger numbers of

single quantum systems in a network, whih lets them interat with eah other in a

ontrolled way.

Semiondutor quantum dots as quantum systems whose states an be ontrolled

and manipulated o�er a great variety of possibilities for quantum optial applia-

tions. Their suessful use in quantum-logi gates or as single photon soures has

been proven in many fasinating experiments [1, 2℄. However, to enable omplex

photoni strutures on the mirometer sale a method is required to loalize the

optial �elds to dimensions of a few ten nanometers to e�iently address and ouple

single quantum dots.

Bringing optis to the subwavelength sale has always been a hallenging task. In

reent times several methods were invented to break the di�ration limit and on�ne

the interation to the sub-one hundred nanometer length sale. Far-�eld tehniques

like stimulated emission depletion (STED) mirosopy [3, 4℄ are based on mode

shaping of the exitation point spread funtion and require ertain properties of the

invesigated samples to obtain emission from a on�ned spot. Near-�eld tehniques

like sanning near-�eld optial mirosopes (SNOMs) [5,6℄ use optial �bers and the

sample interats with light via evanesent �elds whih are loalized at the �ber tip.

The length sale of the interation here is determined by the apex dimensions of the
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�ber tip. However, the number of simultaneously addressable quantum systems is

strongly limited.

Here it has beome interesting to use plasmoni nanostrutures. Plasmons are

olletive harge osillations whih are bound to the surfae of metalli strutures.

Using plasmons for enhanement, sensing, or imaging, the wide �eld of plasmonis

opens many possibilities. The strong enhanement and loalization of optial �elds

at metalli surfaes an be utilized to enhane, e.g., �uoresene (surfae-enhaned

�uoresene) [7, 8℄, Raman sattering (surfae-enhaned Raman sattering, SERS)

[9, 10℄, or nonlinear optial proesses like optial frequeny mixing [11, 12℄. For

emitters lose to a metalli surfae, the oupling to surfae plasmons opens up

additional deay hannels, whih an inrease the spontaneous deay rate [13�15℄.

When resonant metalli nanostrutures are used instead of a metalli interfae, the

strength and loalization of the optial near-�elds are inreased. The same proesses

whih were enhaned lose to metalli surfaes are ampli�ed with metal nanopartiles

whih at as optial antennas [16,17℄ and inrease the e�ieny for seond harmoni

generation (SHG) [18℄ or four wave mixing (FWM) [19℄. The loalization opens up

the possibilities to study the interation of a single quantum system that is oupled

to a single plasmoni struture. Even single moleule detetion has been published

for surfae-enhaned Raman sattering [20, 21℄, whih was attributed to the large

ampli�ation of the signals. Also the emission signal from quantum systems like dye

moleules, atoms, olor enters in diamond, or olloidal quantum dots was enhaned

by near-�eld oupling to nanoantennas [22,23℄. The possibility to ouple the emission

from a single emitter e�iently to plasmoni modes has also lead to the proposal

and realization of integrated photoni iruits with surfae plasmons [24�27℄. Here

a number of single quantum systems ould interat on a sub-wavelength sale [28℄.

In this work we ouple single epitaxially grown quantum dots in a deterministi

manner to plasmoni modes in metalli nanostrutures. Single epitaxial quantum

dots have been proven to be bright and stable single quantum emitters [29℄ with

narrow linewidths [30℄. They do not show bleahing or blinking and their transi-

tion dipoles have �xed orientations along rystal axes of the host semiondutor

rystal. These exellent properties make them a perfet hoie for quantum optial

appliations. One major hallenge to ahieve oupling to plasmoni elements is the

positioning of the plasmoni strutures lose enough to the quantum dots so that

they an interat via their near-�elds. The fous of this thesis is to position plas-

moni strutures lose to single quantum dots and thereby investigate the nature of
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the oupling by modi�ations of the optial properties.

This thesis is strutured as follows: In hapter 2 I will give a theoretial intro-

dution to the topi of oupling single quantum emitters to a strutured photoni

environment. Then, the properties and advantages of plasmoni nanostrutures as

optial antennas are explained and various appliations of di�erent metalli nanos-

trutures are disussed. Further, the properties and growth of semiondutor quan-

tum dots are explained. Here, the interest to use epitaxial quantum dots as single

quantum systems is illustrated by omparing their properties to those of olloidal

quantum dots. Also oupling the di�erent types of quantum dots to plasmoni stru-

tures is disussed. In a last part of the hapter I will show a model to theoretially

desribe the oupling e�ets.

Chapter three gives an overview of the experimental setups and methods that are

used to perform the experiments. The home-built laser-sanning onfoal mirosope

and the tehnique to measure time-resolved photoluminesene of single emitters is

shown. For the haraterization of plasmon resonant nanostrutures the fundamen-

tals of dark-�eld spetrometry are explained. I will show how a standard dark-�eld

spetrosopy setup had to be modi�ed in order to resolve issues related to the be-

havior of plasmoni strutures when they are plaed on semiondutor substrates.

The priniples of atomi fore mirosopy and nanomanipulation are illustrated and

their appliation to haraterization and positioning plasmoni nanostrutures is

disussed. Finally imaging and fabriation tehniques based on eletron optis are

summarized and the settings and imaging details whih are relevant to the suess

of this work are explained.

In �rst experiments we want to observe near-�eld oupling in the far-�eld. For that

we use optial antennas whih are loated on a semiondutor surfae. In hapter 4

the bakground of plasmoni strutures on interfaes are given and explained with

the help of experimental results. This hapter addresses the optial properties of

both single optial antennas and periodi plasmoni strutures.

The next hapter fousses on the enhanement of the exitation e�ieny of single

quantum dots using optial antennas. Here I will �rst introdue and haraterize the

quantum dot samples and then desribe the properties and the positioning of the

spherial nanoantennas using an atomi fore mirosope. The exitation enhane-

ment is quanti�ed by optial experiments. The enhanement spetrum is determined
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by evaluating the enhanement for di�erent exitation wavelengths. The relation of

sattering spetrum and the shape of the enhanement spetrum is ompared to

the deviation between near-�eld and far-�eld spetra of a radiating point dipole.

At the end of this hapter I show approahes to position resonant olloidal metalli

nanorods with the same method and the results from optial measurements on suh

strutures.

Due to the limitations of the AFM positioning tehnique, we developed an ele-

tron beam lithography based method to plae and align single nanostrutures with

respet to single quantum dots. This tehnique is introdued in hapter 6. We deter-

mine the preision of positioning by plaing small metalli nanostrutures on single

quantum dots. These nanostrutures are further utilized as markers that allow sele-

tive sample preparation for transmission eletron mirosopy. With the introdued

positioning method, resonant antennas are fabriated lose to single quantum dots.

The position dependent oupling is determined from measured photoluminesene

properties. The enhanement of exitation e�ieny and radiative rate are quanti-

�ed. A number of experiments are performed to evaluate hanges in the oupling

due to either a di�erent spetral position of the quantum dot emission or a shift of

the plasmon resonane of the antennas. From a omparison of the photolumines-

ene measurements with numerial simulations, the agreement of the point dipole

approximation for antenna and quantum dot is investigated. As a �rst step towards

integrated plasmoni iruits, the positioning tehnique is further applied to posi-

tion metalli nanowires on single quantum dots. The oupling of a quantum dot to

propagating plasmons along the wire is investigated as a funtion of the orientation

of the wires with respet to the transition dipoles in the quantum dot.

As a last part of this work the interation of single quantum dots with periodi

plasmoni strutures is studied. In the �rst part of hapter 7, we use a grating

of thin, long gold wires. The photoluminesene properties are investigated for

quantum dots between and below the wires. In the seond part the oupling to

two-dimensional antenna arrays is studied.

In hapter 8 I will summarize the results of this work and desribe in an outlook

whih further steps ould be taken to improve the observed e�ets. I will also

desribe how the observed e�ets an be applied and sketh further experiments

that ould follow from the �ndings of this thesis.
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Details about growth and properties of the quantum dot samples and olloidal metal

strutures an be found in the Appendix A in hapter 9.





2 Theoretial bakground

2.1 Interation of light and single quantum emitters

In this thesis oupling e�ets between single quantum emitters and plasmoni

strutures are studied. In this setion, we �rst look at the interation of an iso-

lated single quantum system with eletromagneti waves. From this one an better

understand the strong in�uene of oupling e�ets on the properties of a single quan-

tum emitter.
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Figure 2.1: The interation of a two-level system with light an be represented by the

Einstein oe�ients for absorption B12, stimulated emission B21, and spontaneous

emission A21.

2.1.1 Absorption and emission of light

We want to study single quantum emitters in a far-�eld illumination and detetion

geometry and we are predominantly interested in eletri dipole transitions. We

represent a single quantum emitter by a two-level system (Fig. 2.1). The exited

state | e〉 and the ground state | g〉 have an energeti di�erene of ~ω0 and the

transition dipole moment is ~µ. When this emitter is illuminated by resonant light

of frequeny ω0 it an interat with it by absorbing or emitting a photon. The

probability for absorbing a photon per unit time Γabs is represented by the Einstein

oe�ient B12 and the energy density of the optial �eld U(ω0) [31℄

Γabs(ω0) = B12U(ω0). (2.1)

Using the transition dipole moment ~µ the Einstein oe�ient an be expressed as [32℄

B12 =
geπ

3gg~2
|~µ|2 , (2.2)

where gg and ge are the degeneray fators of the ground state and the exited state,

respetively. When the emitter is in its exited state there are two di�erent deay

mehanisms that bring it bak to the ground state. First a photon from a interating

light �eld an trigger the relaxation. The seond photon is oherent with the inident

one and it is emitted into the same diretion. This is referred to as stimulated

emission. The transition probability is proportional to the energy density U(ω0)

of the illumination with the proportionality onstant being the Einstein oe�ient

B21. The seond emission proess is spontaneous emission where the oe�ient A21

is idential with the deay rate Γ21 of the transition. For a single two level system
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Figure 2.2: (A) Three level system that is required to spetrally distinguish between

exitation and emission. When the relaxation time τpe is negligible, the photolumi-

nesene of the exited state | e〉 behaves as for instantaneous exitation. (B) The

reombination time of the exited state is dependent on the number of �nal states.

with one exited state and one ground state, the Einstein oe�ient is related to

the dipole moment as [33℄

A21 =
ω3

3ǫ0c3~π
µ2. (2.3)

2.1.2 Photoluminesene of a single emitter

To investigate the emission of our quantum systems and the in�uene of the plas-

moni strutures, we haraterize their spontaneous emission properties represented

by A21. We detet the photoluminesene (PL) from a single emitter when it deays

from an exited state | e〉 to the ground state | g〉. To spetrally separate exita-

tion and emission, a three-level system an be exited to the higher energeti state

| p〉 (see Fig. 2.2(A)) from whih the exitation an relax into the exited state

| e〉. When the relaxation time τpe is very short ompared to the photoluminesene

deay time τ2 and the exitation light pulse is shorter than the relaxation times of

the investigated proesses one an approximate the deay dynamis with those of an

instantaneous diret exitation of |e〉. The lifetime of the exited state is determined

by the number of deay hannels and thus depends on the number of available �nal

states (see Fig. 2.2(B)).

As the oupling to plasmon resonant nanostrutures will result in modi�ations of

photoluminesene harateristis like quantum e�ieny and the angular emission

pattern, it is important to know these properties of the bare emitter. From the

hanges between oupled and unoupled emitter, one an draw onlusions about
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Figure 2.3: Surfaes of equal phase for the eletri �eld of a radiating dipole, illus-

trated by the red arrow.

the oupling. In the following these properties are brie�y explained.

Quantum e�ieny

The quantum e�ieny ηQ of an emitter is the ratio of the number of radiative deay

events and the number of all deays per unit time. This an be formulated using

the radiative and nonradiative deay rates Γrad and Γnrad as

ηQ =
Γrad

Γrad + Γnrad

. (2.4)

Nonradiative deays are all deay paths that bring the quantum system bak to

the ground state without the emission of a photon into the far-�eld. This an be

a loss of energy by the exitation of vibrational or phononi exitations or surfae

modes whih are damped. To modify the radiative properties of an emitter one an

inrease the radiative deay rate by modifying the photoni density of states, as it

will be desribed in Se. 2.1.4.

Emission of a point dipole

When a single emitter in vauum is muh smaller than its emission wavelength, the

emission pattern an be approximated by the emission pattern of an eletri point

dipole. The eletri �eld

~E of the dipole at the point ~r is given by [34℄

~E(~r) =
eikr

r

{
k2 [r̂(r̂ · ~µ)− ~µ] +

i ~k · ~r − 1

r2
[
3 r̂(r̂ · ~µ)− I ~µ

]
}
, (2.5)

with wavenumber k, dipole moment ~µ, and I is the unit dyadi. Planes of equal

phase for the eletri �eld of a point dipole are shown in Fig. 2.3. One distinguishes

between near-, intermediate-, and far-�eld by di�erently deaying �eld omponents

proportional to

1
r3
,

1
r2
, and

1
r
, respetively. From these distane dependenes, one

an derive that only the far-�eld omponent ontributes to the radiated power of the
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Figure 2.4: (A) Transverse and (B) longitudinal eletri �eld omponents of a radi-

ating dipole. The solid lines show the sum of the di�erent omponents. For large

distanes the transverse omponent dominates.

dipole. The polarization and ontribution of the individual �eld omponents beome

visible, when expressing Eq. (2.5) in spherial oordinates (r,φ,θ). One obtains for

transverse and longitudinal eletri �eld omponents Eθ and Er [34℄

Eθ =
|~µ| sin(θ)

4πǫ0

eikr

r
k2

(
1

k2r2
− i

kr
− 1

)
, (2.6)

and

Er =
|~µ| cos(θ)

4πǫ0

eikr

r
k2

(
2

k2r2
− 2i

kr

)
. (2.7)

The near-�eld is strongest in the longitudinal diretion for the �eld omponent

parallel to the dipole orientation but it does not ontribute to the far-�eld. The �eld

amplitudes for transverse and longitudinal omponents dependent on the distane

to a dipole are shown in Fig. 2.4. This is also onsistent with the transverse wave

harater of propagating optial �elds.

2.1.3 Relation of near-�eld and far-�elds

To investigate the near-�eld interation of a plasmon resonant nanostruture and a

quantum emitter, we will later in Se. 2.2 see, that we an approximate them as

point dipoles. In our measurements based on far-�eld spetrometry (Se. 3.2), we

an only determine the spetral far-�eld properties of a dipole. To study the nature

of the oupling in the near-�eld, we also have to evaluate the spetral response in

lose proximity of the dipole. A onnetion between the measured far-�eld response

and the optial near-�eld is therefore needed. To obtain a relation between the near-
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and far-�elds, we ompare ontributions of a dipole from Eq. (2.5)

~Enear(ω) = − 1

|~r|3
{3r̂ [r̂ · ~µ(ω)]− ~µ(ω)} eik(ω)r, (2.8)

~Efar(ω) =
~k2

|~r| {r̂ [r̂ · ~µ(ω)]− ~µ(ω)} e(ik(ω)r), (2.9)

where ~µ is the dipole moment. We are interested in the intensity enhanement f(ω)

whih is proportional to the square of the amplitude of the �eld. The near-�eld

enhanement spetrum Ienh,near ∝ | ~Enear(ω)|2 shows the following proportionality

| ~Enear(ω)|2 ∝ 1

r6
|~µp(ω)|2 . (2.10)

We now use the spetral shape of the measured far-�eld spetrum Pfar(ω) ∝ | ~Efar(ω)|2

as an experimentally aessible quantity. From Eq. (2.9) we have the relation

| ~Efar(ω)|2 ∝ k4

r2
|~µp(ω)|2 . (2.11)

Using Eqs. (2.10) and (2.11), one obtains the frequeny dependene of the near-�eld

spetrum f(ω) =
| ~Efar(ω)|

2

| ~Efar(ω)|2
as

f(ω) ∝ 1

k4r4
Pfar(ω). (2.12)

One an thus obtain the spetral shape of the near-�eld intensity of an objet, whih

an be approximated as a point dipole by multiplying the far-�eld spetrum by

k−4
. This will later be important for plasmoni nanostrutures, where this relation

results in an energeti shift of the near-�eld enhanement spetrum with respet to

the measured far-�eld sattering spetrum (see Se. 5.2.3).

2.1.4 Emitters in inhomogeneous environments

Purell observed already in 1946 [35℄ that the spontaneous emission rate of a tran-

sition an be inreased by oupling the emitter to a resonator that inreases the

number of modes per unit volume in a unit frequeny range. Thus, the properties of

a quantum emitter are dependent on the optial properties of its environment. For

example, the life time of the exited state τ of a quantum system in a medium shows

an inverse proportionality to the refrative index n of the surrounding homogeneous

material [36, 37℄

τ ∝ 1

n
. (2.13)
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Embedding the same emitter in an optially denser medium enhanes the deay rate

of a single quantum system. This an be understood as a hange of the number of

available photoni modes per spetral interval and unit volume of the medium due

to the modi�ation of the refrative index. This is alled the partial loal spetral

photoni density of states. For onveniene, I will in the following use the term loal

density of photoni states (LDOS).

The photoni density of states

To understand the onept of the photoni density of states we look at the number

of modes in a ube of perfet eletri onduting sidewalls. The ube has side length

L. To satisfy the ondition that the eletri �eld is zero at the walls one gets for the

allowed frequenies ω [31℄

ω =
πc0
L

√
n2
x + n2

y + n2
z ,with nx, ny, nz = 1, 2, 3, ... . (2.14)

To alulate the number N of allowed modes for frequenies ω up to a frequeny ωmax

we integrate the number of modes over k-spae and onsider two possible orthogonal

polarizations [31℄. This an be simpli�ed by approximating the mode density as a

ontinuum.

1

The result an be written as

N(ω < ωmax) =
π

3

(
Lω

πc0

)3

. (2.15)

From Eq. (2.15) we an derive the number of modes per frequeny interval and unit

volume as

ρ(ω)dω =
∂2N(ω)

∂ω∂V
dω =

ω2

π2c30
dω (2.16)

Fermi's golden rule and loal density of states

To get an understanding on how the photoni mode density in�uenes the emission

we look loser at the deay of the exited state of a single emitter. The following

derivation is mainly based on the textbook [34℄. Using time dependent perturbation

theory, we an express the probability P per unit time for a transition from the

initial exited state |i〉 to the �nal states |fj〉 as

∂P

∂t
= Γif =

2π

~2

∑

j

∣∣∣
〈
fj

∣∣∣Ĥ1

∣∣∣ i
〉∣∣∣

2

δ(Ei − Ef − ~ω). (2.17)

Here, Ef and Ei are the energies of the �nal state and the initial state, respetively.

The interation Hamiltonian in the eletri dipole approximation is Ĥ1 = −µ̂ · Ê,
1

This holds only for a su�iently large ube, when L ≫ 2πc0

ω
.
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where µ̂ stands for the dipole operator and Ê the eletri �eld operator. We obtain

from equation (2.17)

Γif =
2π

~2

∑

j

∣∣∣
〈
fj

∣∣∣−µ̂ · Ê
∣∣∣ i
〉∣∣∣

2

δ(Ei −Ef − ~ω). (2.18)

These relations are also known as Fermi's golden rule. The di�erent �nal states

an be de�ned as a produt of emitter and photon state |fj〉 = |g〉
∣∣∣1~kj

〉
. The

eletromagneti state

∣∣∣1~kj
〉
represents a state with one photon in a mode labeled by

wavevetor

~kj. The exited state is given as |i〉 = |e〉 |0〉, where |0〉 is the vauum
state. The dipole moment operator µ̂ an be written as

µ̂ = ~µ[ |e〉 〈g|+ |g〉 〈e| ], (2.19)

while the eletri �eld operator an be expressed using the eletromagneti normal

modes ~u~k as

Ê =

√
~ω

2ǫ0

∑

~k

[
~u~kâ~ke

−iωt + ~u ∗
~k
â†~k e

iωt
]
. (2.20)

The reation and annihilation operators â†~k and â~k inrease or derease the photon

number in the mode orresponding to wavevetor

~k. With Eq. (2.20) and due to

the orthogonality of the normed modes, we an rewrite the sum in (2.18) as

∑

j

∣∣∣
〈
fj

∣∣∣−µ̂ · Ê
∣∣∣ i
〉∣∣∣

2

=
∑

j

〈
fj

∣∣∣−µ̂ · Ê
∣∣∣ i
〉〈

i
∣∣∣−µ̂ · Ê

∣∣∣ fj
〉

(2.21)

=
~ω

2ǫ0

∑

~k

[
~µ · ~u~k~u∗~k · ~µ

]
.

Aording to [34℄ and from the derivation of the loal density of states ρ(ω) for the

frequeny ω in the previous subsetion as the summation over all eletromagneti

modes, it makes sense to de�ne the partial loal density of states here as

ρµ(ω) = 3
∑

~k

[
êµ · ~u~k~u∗~k · êµ

]
, (2.22)

where êµ is the unit vetor along the dipole moment ~µ. For the total loal density

of an isotropi and homogeneous medium, the average over all polarization is taken

and one obtains

ρ(ω) =
1

3
ρµ(ω) =

∑

~k

[
êµ · ~u~k~u∗~k · êµ

]
, (2.23)
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Figure 2.5: (A) Modi�ation of the spontaneous life time of europium Eu3+
ions lose

to a metalli surfaes. (B) The hanges in the radiative deay rate are for a variation

of the distane from a silver mirror (green) and a dieletri interfae (blak) (data

extrated from [38℄). The emission wavelength is 612 nm.

With Eq. 2.23 Fermi's golden rule an be rewritten as

Γeg =
πω

3~ǫ0
| ~µ |2 ρ(ω). (2.24)

Substituting the loal density of states for an isotropi and homogeneous medium

ρ(ω) = nω2

πc3
0

that is derived in analogy to Eq. (2.16) in Eq. (2.24), we obtain the

1/n-dependene of the deay time τ aording to

τ =
1

Γeg

=
3πǫ0~c

3

|~µ|2 ω3n
. (2.25)

There exists an important relationship between the tensorial Green's funtion

G(~r, ~r0;ω) and the partial loal density of states. The Green's funtion is the solution

of the wave equation for a time-harmoni eletri �eld for a point soure at ~r0

∇×∇×G(~r, ~r0;ω)−
ω2

c2
G(~r, ~r0;ω) = I δ(~r − ~r0). (2.26)

The partial mode density ρµ at ~r0 for the frequeny ω0 an be expressed as [34℄

ρµ(~r0, ω0) =
6ω0

πc20

{
~eµ · Im

[
G (~r0, ~r0;ω0)

]
· ~eµ

}
. (2.27)

This allows us to alulate the mode density if we know the tensorial Green's fun-

tion.

One of the seminal works demonstrating modifying the optial density of states

was published by K. H. Drexhage [38℄. Here the distane between a layer of om-

plexes ontaining europium Eu3+
ions and a silver mirror (see Fig. 2.5(A)) was
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Figure 2.6: (A) Miropillar with quantum dots fabriated in the group of J. M.

Gérard. Quantum dots that are in resonane with the avity mode show a strong

redution in life time [48, 49℄ (image from [48℄). (B) Diamond pillars inluding a

nitrogen vaany enter. The angular emission pattern depends on the orientation

of the transition dipole. (image taken from [50℄)

dereased while the spontaneous deay time was measured. There is an osillatory

trend around the deay time obtained for a layer without mirror (see Fig. 2.5(B)).

For distanes below 50 nm, the deay time drops signi�antly. In a seond experi-

ment where a dieletri medium with a refrative index of 1.54 is approahed, the

deay time for the europium ions only inreases. Thus, as soon as we start to hange

the environment around a single emitter not only the optial properties but also the

loation of the emitter plays a signi�ant role. A modi�ation of the spontaneous de-

ay time is also predited and observed in other experiments using various emitters

and metal layers, orrugated metalli surfaes, or metalli gratings [39�46℄. When

the emitters are only few nanometers above the mirror there is a nonradiative trans-

fer of energy to the metal whih results in a quiker depopulation of their exited

state. Additionally, in the near-�eld regime, the oupling of the emitters to sur-

fae plasmons opens additional deay hannels [13,47℄. The modi�ations when the

emitter has a larger distane to the metal struture an be qualitatively explained

by the emitter's interation with its own radiated �eld that is re�eted at the metal

layer. This an be also interpreted as the oupling of the transition dipole of the

europium ions with their image dipoles that are indued in the metal.

Another option to modify the environment of single quantum systems is to plae

them in a avity [52, 53℄. Single emitters suh as single vaany enters in nitrogen

or semiondutor quantum dots an be inluded, e.g., in a photoni rystal stru-

ture [54�58℄. In Ref. [54℄ E. Yablonovith desribes that reating a medium that

strongly suppresses propagation of light for a ertain photon energy an forbid the
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Figure 2.7: Polarization state of the emission from olloidal quantum dots for the

unoupled referene ase (A) and oupled to resonant half-wave antennas (B) and

Yagi-Uda antenna strutures (C). (D)-(F) Emission imaged in the bakfoal plane.

The Yagi-Uda antenna shows a highly diretive emission pattern (image from [51℄).

spontaneous emission. Similar results an be obtained with miro-resonators. J.-M.

Gérard et al. have shown that for quantum dots that are loated in a miropillar

avity one ahieves a large redution in the photoluminesene deay time when the

avity mode is in resonane with the quantum dots [48,49℄. In Figure 2.6 one an see

that in this ase the exited state life time is redued by more than a fator of four.

M. Lonar and oworkers have shown that single vaany enters in diamond show a

highly diretive emission pattern when they are inside a diamond nanowire [50℄. In

the simulated emission harateristis (see Fig. 2.6) one an see that the position of

the vaany enter and the orientation of its transition dipole have a ruial impat

on the modi�ation. For this ase, even though the emitter beomes dimmer by

oupling to the mode of the nanowire, the deteted brightness inreases by about a

fator of ten due to the highly diretive emission pattern.

There are also reports on experiments where large modi�ations of the emission

have been ahieved by oupling to metalli nanostrutures [16, 17, 59�61℄. A large

enhanement of the photoluminesene intensity has been ahieved by plaing emit-

ters in regions of large �eld enhanement of resonant optial antennas [62℄. Also

the diretivity of antenna strutures an be engineered to guide the emission into

ertain diretions [51, 63℄ or polarize the emission [64℄.

These two e�ets have been demonstrated in experiments done in the group of N.

van Hulst. In Fig. 2.7(A)-(C) the emission polarization of referene pathes with

quantum dots and quantum dots oupled to ut-wire antennas and Yagi-Uda anten-

nas is shown. One an see that the photoluminesene from all oupled quantum

dots is strongly polarized while the referene quantum dots show a large variation of
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Figure 2.8: The emission of a single quantum dot is modi�ed by sanning a metalli

bowtie antenna approahed above it. The antenna orientation and geometry is shown

in the insets of panels (A) and (D). Both, the intensity (A),(B),(D),(E) and the

photoluminesene life time (C) and(F) show a strong dependene on the antenna-

quantum dot distane. (image from [66℄)

their emission polarization. In the lower part of the �gure, the emitted intensity is

measured in the bakfoal plane [65℄. The intensity distribution there orresponds

to the lateral omponent of the wavevetor. The geometries are skethed in the

insets of the upper images.

In experiments done in the group of B. Heht a metalli optial bowtie antenna is

fabriated at the tip of a sanning optial near-�eld mirosope. When the antenna

is moved over a sample with olloidal quantum dots, the interation of the antenna

with a single quantum dot an be studied [66℄. In the enter of the two-dimensional

sans in Fig. 2.8(G)-(L) a single quantum dot is loated. The photoluminesene

intensities and deay times are determined for vertial and horizontal polarization

of the emission dependent on the lateral position of the antenna. There is a lear

inrease in brightness when the antenna is lose to the quantum dot and the deay

time is redued due to the near-�eld oupling of antenna and quantum dot.
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2.2 Plasmoni nanoantennas

In metals, eletromagneti waves ouple to the free eletrons induing olletive

osillations of the eletron gas. The osillations show a resonant behavior with the

resonane frequeny alled plasma frequeny, whih lies, for most metals in the ultra

violet spetral range. When going from bulk metal to small partiles, the resonane

frequeny of the osillations of the free eletrons an be tuned aross the visible range

of the optial spetrum. When the partiles interat with resonant light they enhane

the eletromagneti �eld lose to metalli nanostrutures. This is applied to ontrol

and enhane the emission of single quantum emitters.
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2.2.1 Eletromagneti waves and metalli strutures

When light interats with a homogeneous, isotropi medium it indues a material

polarization

~Pmed(ω) that is proportional to the inident �eld

~Einc. The propor-

tionality onstant is the omplex polarizability α(ω) whih depends on the optial

properities of the material

~Pmed(ω) = α(ω) ~Einc(ω). (2.28)

For a nanopartile of the same medium, the polarization in the nanopartile ad-

ditionally depends on the shape and dimensions of the partile and also on the

orientation of the inident �eld with the nanopartile. This an be represented by

the omplex polarizability tensor α(ω) and one obtains a relation for the indued

dipole moment ~µ in analogy to Eq. (2.28) as

~µpart(ω) = α(ω) · ~Einc(ω). (2.29)

The polarizability of the partile is related to the sattering and extintion ross

setions σscat and σext, respetively, via following relations [67℄

σscat(ω) =
k4

6π
|αii(ω)|2 and σext(ω) = kIm[αii(ω)], (2.30)

with the diagonal elements αii(ω) of the polarizability tensor, for polarization of the

inident �eld along the priniple axis i = x′, y′, z′ of the partile. The absorption

ross setion an be alulated from sattering and extintion as [67℄

σabs = σext − σscat. (2.31)

Quasi-stati approximation

When a metalli sphere with radius a embedded in a homogenous dieletri medium

with a permettivity ǫmed ful�lls the dipole approximation (

√
ǫmed|~k| ·a≪ 1), one an

apply a quasi-stati approah where the phase and amplitude of the �eld are assumed

onstant through the partile. The resulting problem an be onsidered stati and

solved from the Poisson equation. The diagonal elements of the polarizability tensor

α obtained in this way are idential [67, 68℄

αij(ω) = 4πa3
ǫmet(ω)− ǫmed(ω)

ǫmet(ω) + 2ǫmed(ω)
δij , (i, j = x, y, z) , (2.32)

where ǫmet(ω) and ǫmed(ω) are the dieletri funtions of the metal and the surround-

ing medium, respetively. This relation is known as the Clausius-Mossotti relation.
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Figure 2.9: (A) Normalized sattering ross setions of ellipsoidal gold nanopartiles

in vauum. The solid lines are for polarization along the long axis and the dashed

lines for polarization perpendiular to that. The peak for the transverse spetra is

normalized to 1/3 for better visibility. The prolate partiles have a short axis diam-

eter of 25 nm and a long axis of 40, 50, and 60 nm (blak, blue, green respetively).

In (B), the sattering ross setions for the same partiles are shown for the ase

when they are immersed in water (n=1.33).

It relates the optial properties of a metal nanopartile to its size and the dieletri

properties of the bulk materials. One an see that the polarizability diverges when

the ondition ǫmet(ω) = −2ǫmed(ω) is ful�lled. This ondition for a dieletri host

medium with positive refrative index an only be ful�lled by a metalli partile

whih has a negative permittivity.

Polarizability of a metalli nanorod

When the shape of the partile is not spherial, the polarizability an in general not

be expressed in losed form even in the quasistati approximation. One exeption is

the ase of an ellipsoidal partile. The diagonal elements of the polarizability tensor

for the ellipsoid are found to be [68℄

αii =
4πaxayaz(ǫmet − ǫmed)

3ǫmed + 3Li(ǫmet − ǫmed)
, i = x, y, z, (2.33)

where ax, ay, and az are the half axes of the partile. The depolarization fators Li

are

Li =

∫ ∞

0

axayaz
2

1

(a2i + q)
√

(q + a2x) · (q + a2y) · (q + a2z)
dq. (2.34)

For the ase of a spherial partile, ax = ay = az, the depolarization fator L is

1
3

and we reover Eq. (2.32) for the polarizability. For ellipsoidal partiles the shape
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Figure 2.10: (A) Sattering ross-setions for gold partiles with a radius of 10 nm

(blak), 30 nm (blue), 50 nm (green), and 70 nm (red) in vauum. The inrease of

the partile diameter leads to a lower plasmon resonane energy. (B) Sattering

ross-setion for a gold partile with a radius of 30 nm in di�erent homogeneous

media with refrative indies of 1 (blak), 1.3 (blue), and 1.5 (green). The medium

with a higher optial density also leads to a redshift of the plasmon resonane. For

all Mie alulations the ontribution of the ten lowest order modes are inluded.

of the partile an be hanged enabling resonane frequenies all through the visible

and infrared spetrum. As an example, in Fig. 2.9 (A) the normalized sattering

ross setions for gold nanorods with aspet ratios of 1.6, 2.0, and 2.4 in vauum are

shown. For the solid lines, the inident eletri �eld is oriented along the long axis

of the nanorod. The sattering ross setions for the same nanorods in water, with a

refrative index of 1.33 are shown in panel (B). The resonane energies are redshifted

and the shift in the resonane energy due to the modi�ation of the aspet ratio is

more pronouned. The resonane width dereases for lower resonane energies, as

the intrinsi damping of gold beomes smaller.

The quasi-stati approximation is a good approximation when the diameter of

a metalli sphere is small ompared to the wavelength, that is, when the dipole

approximation an be applied and |~k|a≪ 1. In this ase, the plasmon resonane for

a spherial partile is independent of the partile diameter. For a partile diameter

larger than about one hundred nanometers, the dipole approximation is not preise

any more.

2.2.2 Mie theory: Modes of a metalli sphere

In his seminal work, Gustav Mie obtained in 1908 [69℄ an exat solution for the

sattering problem of a spherial partile in a homogeneous medium. For a spherial

objet of radius a with refrative index nsph embedded in a homogeneous medium
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with refrative index nmed the eletri �eld inside and outside the partile an be

desribed by vetor spherial harmonis. From the expansion of the inident �eld

in these modes and the boundary onditions at the interfaes, the sattering ross

setion σscat an be expressed by the expansion oe�ients as [67, 70℄

σscat =
2π

k2

∞∑

n=1

(2n+ 1) · (|an|2 + |bn|2). (2.35)

Here the expansion oe�ients an and bn are given by

an =
µsphm

2jn(mx)[xjn(x)]
′ − µsphjn(x)[mxjn(mx)]

′

µmedm2jn(mx)[xh
(1)
n (x)]′ − µsphh

(1)
n (x)[mxjn(mx)]′

, (2.36)

bn =
µsphjn(mx)[xjn(x)]

′ − µmedjn(x)[mxjn(mx)]
′

µsphjn(mx)[xh
(1)
n (x)]′ − µmedh

(1)
n (x)[mxjn(mx)]′

, (2.37)

with the spherial Hankel funtions h
(1)
n (x) and jn(x), the relative refrative index

m =
nsph

nmed
, and the size parameter x = nmed k0 a. The permeabilities µsph and µmed

are typially one when there are no magneti resonanes around the frequeny range

of interest as is the ase at optial frequenies. We alulate now the sattering of

spherial gold nanopartiles using the Eqs. (2.35) � (2.37) and the dieletri onstants

of gold [71℄. For the spetra shown in Fig. 2.10(A) the partile radius is varied for a

onstant refrative index nmed = 1 of the surrounding medium. One an see that the

plasmon resonane shifts to lower photon energies due to retardation [70, 72℄ when

the partile diameter is inreased. When the partile dimension is inreased, phase

and amplitude of the osillation vary through the partile. When the partile radius

(30 nm) is kept onstant and the refrative index of the surrounding medium is

hanged one an also learly see a hange in the sattering spetrum. Here, a higher

refrative index leads to a lower photon energy of the plasmon resonane peak. This

hange of the resonane energy [70,72℄ an be explained by the hybridisation of the

plasmoni modes [73℄ by oupling to the image dipole indued in the surrounding

medium. The interation leads to a splitting due to a derease and inrease of the

resonane energy for to the two ases of symmetri and anti-symmetri oupling,

respetively.

2.2.3 Complex antenna geometries

In view of appliations, resonant metalli nanopartiles are strutures that interat

with eletromagneti waves and onentrate it to the near-�eld. On the other side,

oupled to an emitter, they enhane the emission of it. Those properties make them
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Figure 2.11: Di�erent types of antennas. (A) The rod-, or ut-wire antenna shows

�eld enhanement (red) at its ends. To make use of the antenna modes, an emitter

is plaed in the regions where the �eld is enhaned. (B) For a gap antenna, the

enhanement of two antenna elements are ombined. (C) The Yagi-Uda antenna

is an antenna that onsists of several di�erent wires. The re�etor-, feed-, and

diretor-elements are arranged so that interferene leads to diretive emission in

one diretion.

suitable as optial antennas, whih we want to ouple to single quantum systems,

e.g., semiondutor quantum dots. We mainly work with simple antenna geometries,

but by ombining various metalli nanostrutures with di�erent geometries one an

start to engineer the optial properties of the resulting antenna [74℄. There are

several standard antenna types whih serve various purposes. One of the most

simple antenna types is the half-wave, or ut-wire antenna. It onsists of one element

that shows at resonane for the fundamental mode a two lobed �eld enhanement

pattern at its ends and a �eld node in the middle [75℄ (see Fig. 2.11). We will

later use metalli nanorods as this type of optial antenna and plae it so that a

single emitter is in a region of large �eld enhanement. For a gap antenna, two

preferably similar antenna elements are approahed so that two of their hot spots

are ombined in the gap region between them. This leads to a muh larger �eld

enhanement than for a single antenna element [62℄. One of the most ommonly used

type of antenna for radio frequenies is the Yagi-Uda antenna. It onsists of several

wire antennas that are aligned parallel with eah other. Changing the detuning of

di�erent wire elements and the distanes between them leads to interferene e�ets.

When the element at the bak of the antenna is osillating out of phase with the

feed element, there is destrutive interferene for waves travelling in this diretion.

This is alled the re�etor element. The wires in the forward diretion are osillating

in phase and lead to onstrutive interferene. The elements are alled diretors.
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Figure 2.12: (A)-(C) Di�erent ases of periodially arranged plasmoni strutures

lead to di�erent far-�eld spetra (D). (A) When the array period is smaller than

the wavelength, there is no sattering into di�ration orders. (B) When period

and wavelength are equal, the di�ration order is direted parallel to the interfae.

In this ase, the spetrum beomes asymetri due to a di�erent interation for

spetral omponents at the higher and lower energy side of the resonane. (C) For

periods larger than the wavelength, the sattering into grating modes inreases

the radiative damping, whih broadens the resonane spetrum. The images are

from [79℄.

Both interferene e�ets an drastially hanges the angular emission pattern and

result in a strong inrease of the diretivity of the antenna [51, 76℄. Planar spiral

antennas are used as broad band antennas. Due to variation of the length sales

of the windings from the enter to the outside one an not onnet the frequeny

response with a �xed dimension of the antenna. With a spiral antenna one an

in�uene the emission of irularly polarized light. Depending on the heliity of the

antenna the emission of either right-handed or left-handed irular polarized light

is favoured [77, 78℄.

2.2.4 Periodi plasmoni strutures

The evaluation of the oupling of several lose-by metalli nanostrutures with a

single emitter spans a large parameter spae and the omplexity inreases with the

number of plasmoni strutures. Here one also has to study the interation be-

tween the plasmoni elements. Already two approahing plasmoni strutures show

a hange in the sattering resonane [80,81℄. Periodially arranged strutures where

the separation is on the order of the wavelength show large di�erenes in the op-

tial properties in omparison with those of the single elements. When we want

to study the interation of a single quantum emitter with suh periodi plasmoni

strutures, we need information about the optial properties. As the main experi-

mental tehnique to obtain information about the plasmoni strutures is dark �eld
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spetrosopy, we need to understand whih information we an extrat from the

response of the array from its interation with plane waves. The sattering proper-

ties of a periodi struture are strongly dependent on the spaing of the elements.

When the distane d between the elements of periodially arranged nanostrutures

is smaller than the wavelength λ of the used illumination, there is only sattering

into the zeroth grating order (see Fig. 2.12). That leads to a redued width of the

plasmon spetrum ompared to an array ontaining the same elements but with

larger spaings of d > λ where the sattering into di�erent grating orders inrease

the radiative damping [82℄.

Rayleigh and Woods anomalies

When a di�ration order sattered by the periodi plasmoni struture is direted

parallel to the grating the �eld of that di�ration order hanges from radiative to

evanesent [83℄. This is when the following relation

d = nλ (2.38)

is ful�lled. Here d is the period of the grating and λ the wavelength whih is saled

by the refrative index n of the medium of the investigated half spae. When this

relation is ful�lled lose to the plasmon resonane of the array elements, the optial

damping of the olletive plasmon osillation is modi�ed due to the inter-element

oupling. In this ase, the di�ration order of the higher energy side of the plasmon

resonane is radiative, showing a higher radiative damping and thus a broader width

of the resonane. The lower energy side is evanesent with lower damping and a

more narrow width. As a onsequene, the spetrum beomes asymmetri (see

Fig. 2.12(D)). These spetral features are alled Woods- or Rayleigh anomalies [84�

86℄.

Ewald sum

To evaluate the olletive response of an in�nite periodi arrangement of metal

partiles with a polarizability α
s
, the far-�eld interation between them has to

be taken into onsideration. In the oupled dipole model the polarization

~P of a

single partile due to the inident eletri �eld

~E0 is de�ned as the single partile

polarization plus the sum of its interation with all other partiles as [87℄

~P = α
s
~E0 + S ~Pα

s
, (2.39)
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where S is the so alled Ewald sum. For a periodi arrangement of partiles in a

homogeneous medium it is de�ned as [88, 89℄

S =
∑

l 6=m

[
(1− ikrlm)(3 cos2Φlm − 1) eikrlm

r3lm
+
k2 sin2Φlm eiklm

rlm

]
, (2.40)

where rlm is the distane, Φlm the azimuthal angle in the array plane between the

l-th and the m-th element, and k = nmed · 2π
λ0

the wavenumber in the medium. Here

one an identify the di�erent terms in S as the di�erent (near-, intermediate-, and

far-) �eld ontributions of the interation between the elements by their distane

dependene. The sum an be evaluated numerially using di�erent approahes. For

the far-�eld term, it is useful to evaluate the sum in reiproal spae [90℄. It has

been shown, that the desribed inter-element oupling for periodi arrangement of

plasmoni strutures has a strong impat on their optial spetra [82, 88, 89℄. The

real part of S auses a shift of the spetral position of the resonane while the

imaginary part has an in�uene on the resonane width. A positive (negative) real

part auses a red shift (blue shift) and a positive (negative) imaginary part leads to a

broadening (narrowing) of the resonane, ompared to the single element spetrum.

It has been observed that for periodially arranged partiles for whih the distane

is dereased one obtains a blue shift and broadening of the extinion spetrum.

For the experiments in this thesis it will be later in Se. 7.2 of importane to

understand the spetral properties for the design and haraterization of our periodi

plasmoni strutures. For oupling single emitters to a periodi array of plasmoni

strutures, the olletive response has to be onsidered.

Sattering matrix algorithm

One other method for periodi strutures in a layered environment is to use the

sattering matrix algorithm [91�93℄. In this approah, the interation of one unit

ell of the struture with propagating and evanesent �elds is solved for periodi

boundary onditions. The �eld in the sample is expressed as a Fourier-expansion

of plane waves. After the �eld is evaluated for the individual layers, the sattering

matrix interonnets the inident and outgoing �elds. The auray of this method

depends on the number of harmonis Ng used to desribe the �elds in eah layer. As

the strutures whih we want to investigate are small and the materials have large

refrative indies, a large number of harmonis is required to obtain a reasonable

preision. With urrent available omputational power, it is possible to solve inves-

tigated strutures in two dimension (wires), while the number of harmonis required

for three-dimensional strutures, e.g. two dimensional ut-wire antenna arrays is too
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Figure 2.13: Coupling of a single emitter to a plasmoni nanowire. As radiative and

nonradiative rate of the oupled system show a di�erent distane dependene it

shows the harateristis of an optial transistor (image from [94℄).

large.

2.2.5 Coupling single emitters to plasmoni nanowires

For a metalli nanowires there are guided modes that allow plasmon propagation

along the wire. By approahing a nanowire to a single quantum emitter, one an

guide its emission via this plasmoni waveguide [95℄. To obtain a better oupling

e�ieny of a single emitter into dieletri waveguides, the idea to use a plasmoni

wire to guide the emission from the emitter and ouple then the plasmons into a

dieletri waveguide was proposed by M. Lukin et al. [96℄. It improves the onept of

diretly oupling to a waveguide mode [97℄ as via the better mode overlap of the two

waveguides almost the entire emission an be oupled into the dieletri waveguide.

When an emitter is approahed to a metalli nanowire, the radiative and nonradia-

tive deay rates for energy transfer to the wire show di�erent distane dependenes.

So, as shown in Fig. 2.13 there an be three di�erent distane regimes. Close to the

wire both rates are enhaned, but the nonradiative rate overweighs and the emission

is quenhed. At a ertain distane the radiative rate enhanement due to oupling

to modes of the nanowire is larger. When the emitter is plaed further away, the

near-�eld oupling beomes negligible and the properties of the emitter are hardly

hanged, i.e. there is no emission into modes of the wire. Using the di�erent distane

dependene of rates (see Figure 2.13) it was proposed to use this oupled system to

build an optial transistor [94, 98℄.
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2.3 Semiondutor quantum dots

The experiments in the following hapters fous on epitaxially grown semiondu-

tor quantum dots as single quantum emitters. They are stable and robust quantum

emitters that an be oupled to plasmoni strutures. A narrow emission spetrum

in the visible or near-infrared allows the use of low-noise fast single photon-ounting

photodiodes for detetion of the emitted light. Epitaxially grown quantum dots also

exhibit narrow ensemble distributions of the photoluminesene properties. In this

setion I will introdue how quantum dots are grown and what their general eletroni

struture and optial properties are.
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2.3.1 Eletroni struture

In the following the basi properties of quantum dots are introdued. As solid state

nano-heterostrutures they strongly dependend on the materials of whih they are

omposed of. Thus, I �rst explain here the properties of bulk semiondutors.

Aording to Bloh's theorem, in solid state matter the eletron wavefuntion

ψn(~k,~r) an be desribed by the produt of a plane wave and a periodi term un

whih desribe the interation with the rystal lattie [99℄

ψn(~k,~r) = ei
~k·~run(~k,~r), (2.41)

with the eletron quasi momentum vetor

~k. When this ansatz is inserted in the

Shrödinger equation

Ĥψn(~k,~r) = Enψ(~k,~r), (2.42)

we obtain

[
− ~

2

2m∗
∆+

~~k · p̂
m∗

+
~
2~k2

2m∗
+ U(~r)

]
un(~k,~r) = En(~k)un(~k,~r), (2.43)

with the momentum operator p̂ = −i~∇ and the e�etive mass m∗
of the harge

arriers. The

~k-dependene of the energy eigenvalues En(~k) for di�erent quantum

numbers n leads to bands in the dispersion relation.

In semiondutors the valene bands and the ondution band are separated by

an energeti gap EG between one and a few eletron volts. The Fermi level for an

intrinsi semiondutor is energetially situated in the middle of this bandgap. At

zero temperature, the energetially lower valene band is thus ompletely �lled while

the ondution band is empty. For diret bandgap semiondutors where the maxi-

mum of the valene band and the minimum of the ondution band are in reiproal

spae at the same |~k|-value, known as the Γ point, light an be emitted without the

interation of phonons. Intraband relaxations that are typially phonon assisted or

Augér-like proesses are very fast and e�ient. Therefore radiative reombination

happens lose to the band edge with the photon energy equal to the gap.

Low dimensional semiondutor heterostrutures

For studying the interation of light with semiondutors, due to the small momen-

tum hange for purely eletroni transitions, one an make a series expansion of the

bands in the dispersion relation lose to the band extrema. An expample dispersion

relation for gallium arsenide is shown in Fig. 2.14. Purely optial transitions have

small wavevetors

~k ompared to the Brillouin zone of a rystal and are therefore in
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Figure 2.14: Sketh of the band struture of GaAs. The heavy hole and light hole

valene bands (blue, green, respetively) are separated by the gap from the on-

dution band (red) (based on [100℄).

the dispersion relation lose to the Γ point. So, for optial transitions, a quadrati

approximation of the band struture as

E =
~
2|~k|2
2m∗

(2.44)

is su�ient. Dereasing the size of the lower bandgap material in one diretion,

denoted here as z-diretion, to around the extent of the eletron wavefuntion leads

to partial quantization of the dispersion relation. The dispersion relation hanges

to [101℄

E =
~
2k2x
2m∗

+
~
2k2x
2m∗

+
~
2π2

2m∗L2
z

n3, (2.45)

with Lz being the length in the z-diretion, n3 the quantum number of the quan-

tization in the z-diretion, and kx and ky are the omponents of the wavevetor

orthogonal to the diretion of the on�nement. For a quantum dot harge arriers

are on�ned in all three dimensions. This leads to a fully quantized single partile

energy spetrum

E =
~
2π2

2m∗L2
x

n1 +
~
2π2

2m∗L2
y

n2 +
~
2π2

2m∗L2
z

n3. (2.46)

Combining di�erent semiondutors leads to heterostrutures where the exitation

an relax as low as the bandgap of the material with the smaller bandgap. This

leads to a spatial eletroni on�nement in the semiondutor with smaller bandgap.

2.3.2 Di�erent types of quantum dots

There are two types of quantum dots relevant for this work. Epitaxial quantum

dots are lustered inlusions of adatoms embedded in the rystal lattie of a maro-
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Figure 2.15: (A) The time trae of a single olloidal CdSe quantum dot shows blink-

ing. For better visibility, the data is averaged with a temporal width of 20 ms.

(B) Normalized histogram of the ount rate. One an observe two peaks in the

distribution whih orrespond to the system being in the bright and the dark state.

sopi semiondutor rystal. They are produed by layer growing tehniques like

moleular beam epitaxy (MBE) or metal organi vapour phase epitaxy (MOVPE).

Typially, they are pyramidal or panake shaped. Colloidal quantum dots are typ-

ially semiondutor nanorystals whih are kept as a suspension. They may have

a ore-shell struture that has a strong in�uene on their eletroni and optial

properties [102℄. They are hemially grown in solution.

Colloidal quantum dots

Colloidal quantum dots are fabriated most frequently from II-VI semiondutors.

Some of the advantages of olloidal quantum dots are that they an have high quan-

tum e�ienies [103℄ and that they are not embedded in a semiondutor matrix.

Thus their position is not �xed and it is more easy to approah other nanostru-

tures for good near-�eld oupling. On the other hand, it makes the quantum dot

sensitive to harge �utuations lose to the quantum dot. This auses the emission

spetrum of the quantum dot to �utuate due to the eletrostati interation with

the harges of the exitons. These spetral shifts due to the DC Stark e�et are

alled spetral di�usion [104, 105℄. Another disadvantage is that the emission from

olloidal quantum dots shows blinking [106℄ and bleahing. The reason for blinking

is a dark or gray state whih has a muh longer life time than the bright transition.

The quantum dot swithes between being in one or the other state for some time.

In a time trae of the photoluminesene of a CdSe quantum dot one an observe

lear steps (see Fig. 2.15) whih indiates emission from a single quantum system.

As the step is larger than the bakground level, one an assume that the deteted
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light is predominantly the emission of a single quantum emitter. In a histogram, the

ourene of two emission levels is observed. The two distint peaks orrespond to

the emission during times where the quantum dot is in the dark or the bright state.

Details about the CdSe quantum dots an be found in Se. 9. When a quantum

dot is bleahed it is struturally modi�ed so that it is not luminesent any more.

This is often aused by hemial proesses where photo-oxidization or free radials

are involved [107℄. Finally, e.g., for CdSe quantum dots, the transition dipole of

the exiton transitions does not have a �xed orientation, whih is in�uened by

the wurzite rystal lattie type [34, 108℄. Instead, the transition dipole is randomly

oriented in a so alled bright plane.

Epitaxially grown quantum dots

The samples used in the experiments here were grown by moleular beam epitaxy

(MBE) [109℄. The sample growth is done in a ultra-high vauum hamber. The

materials whih are to be deposited are heated in e�usion ells. There are shutters

at the e�usion ells whih an be opened and the sublimated materials reat with

eah other on the sample surfae.

The growth of the epitaxial quantum dots that are used in the experiments here

are based on the Stranski-Krastanow growth tehnique [110℄. In a vauum hamber

the di�erent semiondutor layers are deposited on a semiondutor wafer [111,112℄

(see Fig. 2.16). At �rst, a several hundred nanometer thik layer of semiondutor

with similar lattie onstant like the barrier material is grown on top of the wafer

to produe a �at and homogeneous surfae. Then, the lower barrier material is

deposited. Due to the elevated temperature, the adatoms that are in ontat with

the substrate are mobile enough to di�use around on the surfae. At �rst, a losed

so alled wetting layer that onsists of a few monolayers is formed. The di�erene

in the lattie onstants of substrate and adatoms leads to strain that is released

in the formation of small islands on top of the wetting layer. These islands are

the quantum dots. The positions are random as the nuleation of the islands is a

self-organization proess. The size of the lusters an be ontrolled by the amount

of evaporated material. After that, the upper barrier is grown.

Another growth tehnique to fabriate epitaxial quantum dots is metal-organi

vapour phase epitaxy. Here, the materials are deposited by bringing gaseous metal-

organi omplexes, e.g., trimethylgallium (CH3)3Ga on the heated substrate. The

metal-organi omplex an reat in a surfae hemial proess, e.g., with ammonia

(NH3) in ontat with the sample. The reatants are (gaseous) methane and gallium
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Figure 2.16: Stranski-Krastanow growth. The di�erent lattie onstant of the seond

type of adatoms lead to the formation of small islands on a thin wetting layer. When

the islands have reahed the desired size, they are overgrown to obtain eletroni

on�nement.

nitride, whih is inluded into the lattie of the substrate rystal. The advantages

of metal-organi vapour deposition are faster growth rates and the ability to grow

materials whih annot, or only with di�ulties be grown by moleular beam epitaxy.

Epitaxially grown quantum dots are most often III-V semiondutors. For most of

this type of quantum dots, the embedding rystal breaks the symmetry onerning

the eletroni properties and the transition dipoles are aligned with ertain rystal

diretions. This results in slight di�erenes in the arrier wavefuntions and thus in

an energeti di�erene of the exitoni states. This so alled �ne struture splitting

is typially on the order of ten miro eletron volts. For epitaxially grown InGaAs

quantum dots, narrow linewidths of a few µeV [30℄ have been reported. One goal

for the growth of epitaxial quantum dots is to prede�ne the position of the quantum

dots by patterning the substrate before the growth [113�116℄. For epitaxially grown

quantum dots grown on prepatterned substrates a positioning auray of about

50 mn has been reported by [117℄. Though, the optial properties of suh quantum

dots su�er from larger number of defets due to the patterning of the substrates [115℄,

ultra narrow linewidths of down to 7µeV have lately been reported by the group of

P. Mihler [116℄.

2.3.3 Optial properties of quantum dots

When a quantum dot is exited o�-resonantly inident photons are absorbed and

eletron-hole pairs are reated in the barrier and the wetting layer. The exited

arriers loose energy via nonradiative intra band relaxation proesses. This hap-
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Figure 2.17: Low-temperature photoluminesene spetra of GaAs quantum dots.

For low exitation intensities there is only emission from the lowest energy state.

When the intensity is inreased higher exited states ontribute to the emission

spetrum (image from [118℄).

pens with the help of exitation of phonons and Augér-like relaxation mehanisms.

Charge arriers inside the quantum dots form spatially on�ned, bound eletron hole

pairs, whih are alled exitons. Depending on the eletroni properties and the di-

mensions of a quantum dot, one an distinguish between two ases of on�nement

for the exiton in a quantum dot. When the quantum dot is small, the on�nement

energy is dominant over the Coulomb interation of the arriers and one speaks

of strong on�nement. For weak on�nement, the quantum dot is larger than the

extent of the wavefuntions and the on�nement energy beomes negligible. The

energy of an exiton EX in the weak on�nement regime is the sum of the single

partile energies Ee and Eh of the eletron and hole, respetively, and the additional

Coulomb interation energy EC

EX = Eh + Ee + EC . (2.47)

Epitaxially grown quantum dots have a harateristi photoluminesene spetrum

whih is due to the shell-like energeti struture [119, 120℄. The emission spetrum

shows a strong dependene on the exitation power (see Fig. 2.17) [111, 118℄.

A single exiton in a quantum dot an be treated like a two level system, where

the exited state orresponds to an exiton in the quantum dot while the ground

state is no exiton present. The exiton has di�erent pathways how it an deay

(see Fig. 2.18) to its ground state. It an deay radiatively with the rate Γrad by

emitting a photon with the energy EX . The radiative rate is proportional to the

overlap of eletron and hole wavefuntions. The other possibility is a nonradiative

deay by losing one of the arriers to defet or surfae states, or phonon assisted
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Figure 2.18: Relaxation sheme in a quantum dot for o�-resonant exitation into the

barrier or wetting layer. Charge arriers are reated around the quantum dot and

relax into it. In the quantum dot, they form exitons and �ll the lowest energeti

state available. The reombination an be either nonradiative or radiative.

damping. This happens with the nonradiative rate Γnrad. The life time τX of the

exiton is determined by both types of deay hannels and is equal to

τX =
1

Γrad + Γnrad

. (2.48)

Photon statistis and orrelation measurements

Single quantum dots are stable single photon soures. The major di�erene to other

light soures is the orrelation of the photons. Here I disuss the photon statistis

of di�erent light soures and ompare them with that of a single quantum emitter.

For a thermal light soure, the probability p(n) to �nd a photon number n per time

interval for a given mean photon number n is given by the Bose-Einstein probability

distribution [122℄

p(n) =
1

n+ 1

(
n

n+ 1

)n

. (2.49)

For light that is emitted by a laser, the photons follow the Poisson distribution

p(n) =
n n

n!
e−n. (2.50)

Both probability distributions are shown in Fig. 2.19(A) and (B) for di�erent mean

photon numbers. For a single quantum emitter the photons are emitted one by one,

eah from one exitation-emission yle. This an be observed by orrelating the

arrival times of onseutively emitted photons. The normalized temporal intensity
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Figure 2.19: (A) Bose-Einstein statistis and (B) Poisson statistis for di�erent mean

photon numbers n of 1, 2, and 3 (blak, blue, green, respetively). (C) Priniple

of a Hanbury Brown and Twiss orrelation experiment. (D) Antibunhing from a

single and two (upper and lower panel, respetively) pentaene moleules (image

from [121℄).

autoorrelation g(2)(τ) of the instantaneous intensity I(t) is de�ned as

g(2)(τ) =
〈I(t)I(t+ τ)〉

〈I(t)2〉 . (2.51)

Here τ is the time delay and 〈 〉 denotes the time average. The orrelation is

experimentally determined in a miro photoluminesene setup in Hanbury Brown

and Twiss on�guration [123�125℄. The inident light is split into two equal beams

at a 50/50-beamsplitter and deteted with two single photon ounting detetors (see

Fig. 2.19(C)). A �rst photon whih is deteted at one detetor starts a timer. The

timer is stopped by a seond photon that arrives at the other detetor. For a single-

photon soure there is an antibunhing dip at τ = 0 [126℄. When the depth of this

antibunhing dip goes below 0.5 it is a proof, that the deteted emission is from a

single-photon soure [125, 127℄. For two or more single emitters there is still a dip,
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Figure 2.20: Probability distribution (false olor) of harge arriers in a quantum

dot for di�erent states. (A) Top view of the probability distribution of the ground

state (s-state) eletron wavefuntion. The depth of the ross setions is indiated

with dashed red lines in the horizontal and vertial material pro�les of the modeled

quantum dot struture. (B) For omparison, the probability distributions of the

hole ground state and eletron and hole �rst exited states are shwon (p-state).

The olor sale is normalized individually for eah panel.

as the hane of deteting two photons is redued. In Fig. 2.19(D) the normalized

orrelation for a single and for two pentaene moleules are shown.

Wavefuntions in quantum dots

We use the simulation software nextnano [128, 129℄ to simulate the wavefuntions

in GaAs quantum dots. The program solves the Poisson and Shrödinger equations

self-onsistently for a given geometry and material omposition. The struture of

the GaAs quantum dots is approximated by layered and semi-ellipsoidal material

regions idential to the material ompositions of the quantum dot samples that
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are used in the following experiments (see Se. 5.1.1). In the strong on�nement

regime, the Coulomb interation between eletron and hole in the quantum dot

is negligible and the two partiles an be treated individually. The single partile

probability distribution, whih is proportional to the absolute square of the envelope

wavefuntion |Ψ(~r, t)|2, is shown in Fig. 2.20 for the ground state and the �rst exited
state. One an see that the harge arriers are loated within the physial dimensions

of the quantum dot. The probability distributions for the higher exited p-like states

are more deloalized than for the s-like ground state.

2.3.4 Quantum dots beyond the dipole approximation

As later disussed in Se. 3.4.2, the lateral size of the investigated quantum dots

extend over 60 nm. With the large optial �eld gradients of plasmoni strutures the

ondition for the validity of the dipole approximation, that the �elds are onstant

over the extent of the emitter is not ful�lled. As a onsequene, the ontributions

from higher order transitions are not negligible any more and it beomes inaurate

to approximate the quantum dot only as a point dipole [130,131℄. In the following,

the higher order ontributions are introdued and their impat on the oupling to

plasmons are desribed.

For a point dipole in the lassial piture, the deay is triggered by the self-

interation of the emitted �eld at the point of the dipole. The deay rate of an

emitter at ~r0 in the point dipole approximation an be expressed as [131℄

Γ =
πq2

~ωm2
0ǫ0

|~pcv|2
∣∣∣∣
∫
d3~r χ(~r0, ~r, ~r)

∣∣∣∣
2

ρ(~r0, ω), (2.52)

where q and m0 are harge and mass of the harge arriers, the exiton envelope

wavefuntion χ(~r0, ~r, ~r) = χ(~r0, ~re, ~rh), and ~pcv is the Bloh matrix element. This is

given by the transition strength of the bulk semiondutor as [132℄

~pcv = 〈uv,0|~p|uc,0〉 (2.53)

with the Bloh funtions uv,k and ucc,k for valene and ondution band, respetively,

at the band edge k = 0. The loal density of states ρ as expressed in Se. 2.1.4,

[Eq. (2.27)℄ an be written as

ρ(~r0, ω) =
2ω

πc20

{
Im

[
G(~r0, ~r0, ω)

]}
. (2.54)

The inluded self interation G(~r0, ~r0, ω) depends on the oordinate of the point

dipole. When the envelope arrier wavefuntions of the emitter extend over a larger
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volume, one has to evaluate at eah oordinate ~r the �elds reated by the exiton

wave funtion χ at all other oordinates ~r ′
. The projeted nonloal interation

funtion at the enter oordinate ~re of an emitter is then given by [131℄

ρNL(~re, ω) =
2ω

πc2
|~pcv|2

∫
d3~r

∫
d3~r ′ χ(~r0, ~r, ~r)χ

∗(~r0, ~r
′, ~r ′)

[
êTµ · Im[G(~r, ~r ′, ω)] · êµ

]
.

(2.55)

For Eq. (2.55) additionally to the tensorial Green's funtion of the investigated stru-

ture G(~r, ~r ′, ω) but also the full knowledge of the wave funtions in this environment

are required.

By Stobbe et al. [130, 131℄ it has been shown for ertain example quantum dot

strutures, that, for the deay mehanisms there an be large deviations from the

point-dipole approximation. The experimental results for quantum dots with sizes

and geometries omparable to ours an only be desribed by onsidering the wave

funtions of the quantum dots when they interat with loalized optial �elds.

Though, it goes beyond the sope of this thesis and it is fous of urrent inves-

tigations to resolve the magnitude of these e�ets for the photoluminesene prop-

erties of our quantum dots oupled to optial antennas. But it is oneivable that

ontributions from these higher order transitions ould lead to deviations between

experimental results and alulations based on the dipole approximation.
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2.4 Theoretial desription of plasmon-exiton ou-

pling

In this setion we alulate the interation of a plasmon resonant nanostruture

with a quantum dot by applying the Green's funtion formalism to investigate the

eletromagneti oupling for our oupled hybrid system. The quantum dot as well as

the nanoantenna are approximated by eletri point dipoles.
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Figure 2.21: (A) The tensorial Green's funtion onnets dipole ~µ and eletri �eld

~E at di�erent points ~r1 and ~r2 in spae. (B) Sketh of the oupling geometry in the

approximation of lassial dipole dipole oupling.

2.4.1 Green's funtion formalism

The tensorial Green's funtion onnets a dipole moment ~µ(~r1) at point ~r1 and

�elds it reates at point ~r2 (see Fig. 2.21(A)). The emission properties of a single

emitter an be alulated even for ompliatedgeometries one the Green's funtion

is known [133℄. We apply this method here to the geometry of our struture and

evaluate the emission from the quantum emitter-antenna struture, modeled here as

two oupled point dipoles positioned on di�erent sides of an interfae, as skethed

in Fig. 2.21(B). The time dependene e−iωt
is assumed for all quantities. The �elds

are onsidered omplex although the measurable quantity is the real part of the

omplex �eld amplitudes.

Angular spetrum representation

A very powerful method to evaluate �elds in layered media is the angular spetrum

representation [34℄. Here the eletri �eld in the arbitrarily hosen layer z = 0

is �rst desribed as an expansion of propagating and evanesent �eld omponents.

This Fourier spetrum

~̂E(kx, ky; z = 0) is obtained by a Fourier-transform of the

known �eld

~E(x, y, 0). From this the �eld at an arbitrary point (x, y, z) an be

evaluated by [34, 134℄

~E(x, y, z) =

∫ ∫ ∞

−∞

~̂E(kx, ky; z = 0) ei(kxx+kyy±kzz)dkxdky, (2.56)

with the de�nition of the normal omponent of the wavevetor kz for propagating

and evanesent �elds

kz =
√
k2 − k2x − k2y , when k2x + k2y ≤ k2, and
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Figure 2.22: Green's funtions that are required to desribe the oupling of an emit-

ter (quantum dot) with an optial antenna in vauum.

kz =
√
k2x + k2y − k2, when k2x + k2y > k2. (2.57)

The sign in the exponent of Eq. (2.56) have to be hosen aording to the investigated

side of the interfae. This an now be applied to express the �eld of a dipole whih

was given in Eq. (2.5). One an use the following relation

~E(~r2) = ω2µ0G(~r2, ~r1) ~µ(~r1) (2.58)

to identify the Green's funtion for an osillating dipole as

G
0
(~r2, ~r1) =

i

8π2

∫ ∫ ∞

−∞

M ei[kx(x2−x1)+ky(y2−y1)+kz |z2−z1|]dkxdky, (2.59)

with

M =
1

k2kz



k2 − k2x −kxky ∓kxkz
−kxky k2 − k2y ∓kykz
∓kxkz ∓kykz k2 − k2z


 . (2.60)

2.4.2 Coupling a dipole with a plasmoni struture

To desribe the oupling in a simple geometry, a single emitter and a lose by

plasmoni struture are plaed in a homogeneous medium [17℄ as shown in Fig. 2.22.

We evaluate the �eld that is produed by the emitter at the plasmoni struture.

The dipole ~µ2 that is indued in the plasmoni antenna an be evaluated using the

polarizability α of the antenna and the Green's funtion G
0
(~r2, ~r1) as

~µ2 = α(ω) ~E(~r2) = ω2µ0 α(ω)
[
G

0
(~r2, ~r1) ~µ1(~r1)

]
. (2.61)

The measured �eld at the position ~r3 of the oupled system is then

~E(~r3) = ω2µ0

[
G

0
(~r3, ~r1) ~µ1 +G

0
(~r3, ~r2) ~µ2

]
. (2.62)
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Emission harateristis: Single dipole at interfae

For the oupling of an emitter dipole that is embedded in a substrate with a large

refrative index n1 and a plasmoni struture whih is lose to the interfae it is

neessary to take the re�etion at the interfae and transmission through it into

aount. This hanges the emission of the dipole radially ompared to the emission

in free spae [135℄. In a �rst step we look only at the emission of the single emitter

[136, 137℄. We again onentrate on eletri dipole emission, although there are

approahes to desribe higher order transitions [138℄. As the environment of the

dipole is haraterized by the interfae, the Green's funtions for re�etion and

transmission are needed. In Eq. (2.59) the tensor is expressed in terms of plane

waves. The propagation of a plane wave through an interfae is well known and an

be treated using Fresnel oe�ients. In this way the tensor an be expressed as a sum

of tensors orresponding to transmission G
tr
and re�etion G

ref
. For the geometry

it makes sense to express the optial �elds in s- and p- polarized omponents [139℄.

The origin of the artesian oordinate system is at the interfae above the emitter,

whih is therefore loated at (0, 0,−z1) (see Fig. 2.21(B)). The resulting Green's

funtion for transmission an be written as

G
tr
(~r2, ~r1) =

i

8π2

∫ ∫ [
M s

tr
+ M p

tr

]
ei[kx(x2−x1)+ky(y2−y1)+kz1z1−kz2z2]dkxdky,

(2.63)

with the matries for s- and p- polarization

Ms

tr
=

ts(kx, ky)

kz1(k2x + k2y)




k2y −kxky 0

−kxky k2x 0

0 0 0


 ,

M p

tr
=

tp(kx, ky)

k1k2(k2x + k2y)




k2xkz2 kxkykz2 kx(k
2
x + k2y)kz2/kz1

kxkykz2 k2ykz2 ky(k
2
x + k2y)kz2/kz1

kx(k
2
x + k2y) ky(k

2
x + k2y) (k2x + k2y)

2/kz1


 .

The Green's funtion for re�etion is

G
ref

(~r2, ~r1) =
i

8π2

∫ ∫ [
M s

ref
+ M p

ref

]
ei[kx(x2−x1)+ky(y2−y1)+kz1(z1+z2)]dkxdky,

(2.64)

with the matries for s- and p- polarization

M s

ref
=

rs(kx, ky)

kz1(k
2
x + k2y)




k2y −kxky 0

−kxky k2x 0

0 0 0


 ,
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Figure 2.23: Cross setions of the angular emission patterns for an x-oriented dipole.

(A) The ross setions in vauum in the xz-plane (blue) and yz-plane (red). (B)

Emitted power of a horizontal dipole that is loated 18 nm beneath the interfae

of a high refrative index medium. (C) For omparison, the radiation pattern of

the same dipole on the other side of the interfae.

M p

ref
=

−rp(kx, ky)
k21(k

2
x + k2y)




k2xkz1 kxkykz1 kx(k
2
x + k2y)

kxkykz1 k2ykz1 ky(k
2
x + k2y)

−kx(k2x + k2y) −ky(k2x + k2y) −(k2x + k2y)
2/kz1


 .

The Fresnel oe�ients for transmission of s- and p- polarized �elds an be written

as

ts(kx, ky) =
2µ2kz1

µ2kz1 + µ1kz2
, tp(kx, ky) =

2ǫ2kz1
ǫ2kz1 + ǫ1kz2

√
µ2ǫ1
µ1ǫ2

. (2.65)

For re�etion one has

rs(kx, ky) =
µ2kz1 − µ1kz2
µ1kz1 + µ2kz2

, rp(kx, ky) =
ǫ2kz1 − ǫ1kz2
ǫ2kz1 + ǫ1kz2

. (2.66)

Here, kz1 (kz2) is the z-omponent of the wavevetor in the medium where the

emitter is embedded in (medium above the emitter).

After a oordinate transformation into spherial oordinates, one an evaluate the

angular emission pattern haraterized by the angles φ and θ as [34℄

p(θ, φ) =
3ǫin1

8πǫ1ni| ~µe|2
{
µ2
z sin

2 θ|Φ(1)
i |2 + [µx cosφ+ µy sin φ]

2 cos2 θ|Φ(2)
i |2

+[µx sinφ−µy cosφ]
2|Φ(3)

i |2−µz[µx cos φ+µy sinφ] cos θ sin θ
[
Φ

∗(1)
i Φ

(2)
i + Φ

(1)
i Φ

∗(2)
i

]
P0,

(2.67)

with the index i of the half spae where the emission is deteted and the funtions

Φ
(1)
1 = exp[−ik1z1 cos θ] + rp exp[ik1z1 cos θ], (2.68)
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Figure 2.24: (A) Sketh of the geometry of the sample and the experiment. (B)

Green's funtions required to desribe the oupling aross an interfae. The dashed

onnetions indiate the interations whih are needed to self-onsistently deter-

mine the plasmoni dipole.

Φ
(2)
1 = exp[−ik1z1 cos θ]− rp exp[ik1z1 cos θ], (2.69)

Φ
(3)
1 = exp[−ik1z1 cos θ] + rs exp[ik1z1 cos θ], (2.70)

Φ
(1)
2 =

n2 cos θk2
n1kz1

tp exp

[
ik2

z1kz1
k2

]
, (2.71)

Φ
(2)
2 = −n2

n1
tp exp

[
ik2

z1kz1
k2

]
, (2.72)

Φ
(3)
2 =

cos θk2
kz1

ts exp

[
ik2

z1kz1
k2

]
. (2.73)

The emission pattern for a single dipole in vauum, whih is oriented along the x-

diretion is shown in Fig. 2.23(A). For omparison, the same dipole 18 nm beneath

and 28 nm above an interfae are shown in Fig. 2.23(B) and (C), respetively. These

loations and the substrate's refrative index of 3.5 orrespond to typial parameters

in the experiments. Compared to the emission pattern of a dipole in vauum, the

emission is direted predominantly into the substrate. For the dipole above the

interfae, the emission shows strong emission into the substrate at the angle of total

internal re�etion.

We now alulate the interfering �elds at a detetion point ~rd in the air half

spae when the emitter, haraterized by the dipole moment ~µe, and the plasmoni

struture, haraterized by the polarizability α, are at di�erent sides of the interfae

(see Fig. 2.24). At �rst, the indued dipole ~µp in the plasmoni struture is evaluated

as

~µp(~rp) = α~Etot(~rp), (2.74)
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where the total eletri �eld

~Etot(~rp) at the position of the plasmoni struture is

obtained via the transmission Green's funtion G
tr
(~rp, ~re) and the re�eted self-

interation part of the plasmoni dipole G
ref

(~rp, ~rp)

~Etot(~rp) = ω2µ0

[
G

tr
(~rp, ~re)~µe +G

ref
(~rp, ~rp)~µp

]
. (2.75)

By ombining Eq. (2.74) with Eq. (2.75) and solving for ~µp one obtains

~µp = ω2µ0

[
I− ω2µ0α G ref

(~rp, ~rp)
]−1

α
[
G

tr
(~rp, ~re)~µe

]
. (2.76)

Now the eletri �eld of the oupled system at detetion point ~rd in the air half-spae

an be evaluated as

~E(~rd) = ω2µ0

[
G

tr
(~rd, ~re) ~µe +

(
G

0
(~rd, ~rp) +G

ref
(~rd, ~rp)

)
~µp

]
. (2.77)

Simulation results

Here I use experimentally relevant values for the properties of quantum dots and

plasmoni strutures to study a model struture for whih the interation is alu-

lated dependent on the position of the antenna with respet to the quantum dot.

The photon energy for whih the oupling is alulated here is 1.641 eV (λ=755 nm)

orresponding to the emission photon energy of the quantum dots studied in exper-

iments. They are embedded in a medium with a refrative index of 3.5 at a depth

of 18 nm.

A plasmoni antenna is approximated by a point like optially anisotrope stru-

ture whih is plaed 27.5 nm above the interfae (see Fig. 2.25(A)-(C)). The optial

properties of the antenna are haraterized by a polarizability tensor α with val-

ues orresponding to measured sattering data. How the antenna is modeled from

measured data is desibed in more details in Appendix B.

From Eq. (2.76) we determine the dipole moment of the model antenna as a

funtion on the lateral position of the antenna above the quantum dot dipole. The

geometry an be seen in Fig. 2.25. The orientation of the antenna is kept the same

for all alulations. We evaluate the di�erent omponents of the dipole moment

indued in the antenna. Magnitude and phase of the antenna dipole is shown in

Fig. 2.25(D)-(I) for a quantum dot dipole parallel to the resonant antenna mode.

The dipole moment is normalized to the maximum value when the quantum dot

dipole is aligned with the resonant antenna mode. Magnitude and phase of the

indued dipole as a funtion of position an be summarized as:
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Figure 2.25: (A) Modes of the plasmoni struture. (B) Polarizability αxx of the

transverse mode. (C) Geometry of the simulated struture. (D)-(F) Dipole om-

ponents indued in a nanorod antenna for dipole orientation parallel to the resonant

antenna mode. The simulated regions are 300 nm x 300 nm in size. The dipole is

loated at the enter of the image. (G)-(I) Phase of the di�erent omponents of

the dipole moment dependent on its relative position.

• The antenna dipole parallel to the emitter dipole is large along the axis per-

pendiular to the emitter dipole.

• It also shows two maxima along the x-axis at a distane of about 40 nm from

the emitter dipole. In these regions the indued antenna dipole is out-of-phase

with the emitter dipole.
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Figure 2.26: Phase di�erene for the antenna dipole at ∆x=40 nm, ∆x=0 nm de-

pendent on the z-position of the antenna dipole. The green dashed line indiates

typial height of an antenna in the experiments.

• The ross oupling is weak and shows a four-lobed pattern.

• The indued transverse antenna dipole shows a two lobed pattern along the

axis of the emitter dipole. This dipole is in-phase with the emitter dipole.

When the phase di�erene of the x-polarized �eld is evaluated at (∆x,∆y)=(40 nm, 0 nm)

one observes the transition from destrutive to onstrutive interferene of emitter

and antenna when the e�etive position of the dipole is moved away from the in-

terfae (see Fig. 2.26). As a typial thikness of an antenna in the experiments

is 55 nm, it ould be fous of further studies, where and how the e�etive dipole

position ould be determined for suh antennas.

Summary: Simulations point dipole model

From the point dipole model one would thus expet that the antenna would ontru-

tively ouple best to the quantum dot when the antenna is positioned above or beside

the transition dipole of the quantum dot. For this geometry we an also assume

the ross-oupling between the horizontal omponents to be negligible. The indued

vertial antenna dipole ouples in-phase to the quantum dot dipole.





3 Experimental bakground

3.1 Low-temperature laser-sanning onfoal mirosopy

To investigate the photoluminesene properties of single quantum dots we use a

home-built low temperature laser-sanning onfoal mirosope. In this setion I will

explain the most important omponents and elements of whih it onsists and all

relevant related measurement tehniques.
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Figure 3.1: Low-temperature laser-sanning onfoal mirosopy setup. The photo-

luminesene of single emitters is analyzed polarization sensitive with a temporal

resolution of about 40 ps.

The photoluminesene of quantum dots is studied in a low-temperature laser-

sanning onfoal mirosope. A shemati of the setup is shown in Fig. 3.1. For

the exitation of the quantum dot samples, we use di�erent laser systems that are

desribed in detail in the following subsetion. After a pinhole that serves as a

spatial mode �lter, the exitation beam is re�eted at a dihroi beam splitter into

a sanning mirosope. The mirosope onsists of a piezo sanning-mirror (model

S-334, Physik Instrumente), a teleentri lens system with two 150 mm ahromati

lenses, and a piezo fousing unit (P-7210, Physik Instrumente). In the experiments

two di�erent objetives were used: One with a magni�ation of 63 and numerial

aperture (NA) of 0.75 (LD Plan-Neo�uar, Zeiss) and the other one with a magni�a-

tion of 50x and a numerial aperture of 0.7 (LCD PLANFL N, Olympus). The �rst

one has higher optial resolution and the other one has better imaging properties

for laser sanning. The sample is �xed on a opper holder in a liquid helium �ow

ryostat (Konti, Cryova). The thikness of the ryostat window is 0.5 mm and the

gap between the window and the sample is about 300 µm. The working distane of

the mirosope objetive has to be hosen suh that there is a su�iently large gap

of a few hundred mirometers between the objetive and the ryostat window. The

emission from the sample is olleted with the same objetive. For the quantum

dot emission wavelength of 755 nm the spatial resolution of the objetive with a

numerial aperture of 0.75 is given as

∆x = 0.61
λ

NA
= 614 nm. (3.1)
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This gives the theoretial lower limit for the separation of two quantum dots. The

olleted light from the sample goes bak through the mirosope and is transmitted

through the dihroi beam splitter. Two bandpass �lters transmit the quantum dot

photoluminesene and blok the remaining re�eted exitation light. A onfoal

pinhole ensures that only light from the exitation spot reahes the detetors. A

polarizing beam splitter splits the emission into horizontally and vertially polarized

beams whih are then deteted with two single photon ounting modules that are

based on avalanhe photo diodes (APD). With a �ip mirror, the olleted emission

an optionally be haraterized with a grating spetrometer. This onsists of a 50 m

grating monohromator (SP500i, Aton) and a harge-oupled devie (CCD) amera

(model PIXIS 100, Prineton Instruments). We use a grating with 1800 lines/mm

to measure the photoluminesene spetra. The system has a spetral resolution of

about 100 µeV.

3.1.1 Laser systems

For time resolved photoluminesene measurements one needs a high enough tempo-

ral resolution to observe the dynamis. Thus a �rst requirement are laser pulses that

reate an exitation in the sample faster than the typial relaxation proesses that

are to be investigated. Furthermore, the photon energy of the exitation light should

overlap with the absorption spetrum of the investigated samples. In the experi-

ments presented here, photoluminesene deay times are typially about 300 ps.

The required range of photon energies for the exitation is from about 1.674 eV

(λ=740 nm) to about 2.478 eV (λ=500 nm). Laser systems that were used in the

experiments are desribed in the following subsetions.

Femtoseond osillators

We use a titanium-sapphire (Ti:Sa) laser osillator (Mira Optima 900,Coherent) to

generate ultrashort laser pulses. It produes pulses with a pulse width of about

100 fs at a repetition rate of about 76 MHz. The avity mirror set is hosen so that

the power is maximized for an emission wavelength around 800 nm. The osillator

is pumped by a ontinuous wave neodym doped yttrium vanadium oxide (Nd:YVO)

laser (Verdi V10, Coherent).

Modeloking

The standard tehnique for Ti:Sa osillators to produe ultra-short laser pulses is

alled mode loking. There are two types of mode loking: ative and passive

mode loking. For both types of mode loking, a omponent with optial properties
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Figure 3.2: (A) Construtive interferene for a di�erent number of modes at a �xed

time. The o�set of the �eld distributions are 60 arbitrary units. (B) The pulses that

are due to the interferene of 50 modes at di�erent times. The o�set is 40 arbitrary

units. Always the four modes of lowest frequeny onsidered here are displayed.

that fore a ertain phase relation on simultaneously osillating modes is inserted

in the avity. The broad emission spetrum of the laser rystal is used to support

stimulated emission for a large number of modes simultaneously. The short pulses

are then a result of onstrutive interferene between he modes. As one an see

qualitatively in Fig. 3.2(A), the number of modes has an in�uene on the pulse width.

Every mode osillates with its own frequeny, the point where all modes interfere

onstrutively is propagating through the avity (Fig.3.2(B)). The osillator that we

use is a passively mode loked laser system. For the Kerr-lens mode loking that

is applied here, the high intensity of short pulses and a third order nonlinearity of

the optial suseptibility ause a hange of the refrative index in the laser rystal.

This hange follows the spatial intensity distribution of the transverse mode pro�le.

This e�etive lens due to the optial Kerr e�et is therefore alled a Kerr-lens. To

support mode loking, the avity of a laser has to be modi�ed suh, that the laser

mode for the avity with Kerr-lens has a lower loss than the w mode in a avity

without it. This an be ahieved e.g. by introduing an aperture in the avity where

the transverse mode pro�le of the w mode is broader than the mode with Kerr-lens.

Optial Parametri Osillator

To be able to obtain ultrashort laser pulses in wavelength regions that are not

supported by the Ti:Sa emission spetrum, one an take advantage of nonlinear

optial proesses. For example, the emission of a Ti:Sa Osillator is used to generate

the desired wavelengths via frequeny mixing.
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Figure 3.3: (A) Ring avity of the optial parametri osillator used in the experi-

ments. The signal beam of the parametri frequeny onversion in the periodially

poled lithium niobate rystal is frequeny doubled. (B) Wavelength of the idler λi,

dependent on the seond harmoni wavelength of the signal wavelength λs of the

optial parametri osillator. The vertial line indiates the emission wavelength of

the GaAs quantum dots used in the experiments.

Seond order optial nonlinearities

In the regime of linear optis, the response of media are onsidered to be only

funtions of the frequeny of the used light

~P (ω) = ǫ0χm(ω) · ~Ei(ω). (3.2)

The polarization

~P (ω) that is indued in the material is related to the inident �eld

~Ei(ω) by the suseptibility χm(ω). For weak eletri �elds the approximation of

linear response of Eq. 3.2 is aurate. This assumes a paraboli potential for the

indued osillating harges in the medium. For stronger �elds higher order deviations

in the potential expansion lead to a nonlinear dependene of the inident eletri

�eld [140℄

~P = ǫ0

(
χ(1)
m + χ(2)

m
~Ei + χ(3)

m
~E2
i + ...

)
~Ei. (3.3)

Nonlinear proesses that are due to the third order suseptibility χ
(3)
m are for example

self-phase modulation (SPM), self fousing, and four-wave mixing.

Some nonlinear e�ets that are based on a seond order nonlinearity χ
(2)
m are sum

frequeny generation (SFG) with the speial ase of seond harmoni generation,

di�erene frequeny generation (DFG), and optial reti�ation (OR). For sum fre-

queny generation the resulting frequeny ω3 is the sum of the frequenies ω1 and

ω2 of the inident optial �elds. The nonlinear optial proess that is applied in an

optial parametri osillator is based on di�erene frequeny generation where the
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di�erene of two input frequenies is generated. From the three frequenies that

are involved in the onversion one is de�ned by the pump laser. The onditions for

the outome of frequeny mixing in a nonlinear rystal are energy and momentum

onservation

~ωp = ~ωs + ~ωi and ~~kp = ~~ks + ~~ki , (3.4)

where the indies p, s, and i stand for pump, signal, and idler respetively. The

inoming pump photon is split up into two photons of lower energy. When the

energies of the outgoing photons are di�erent, the higher energeti one is alled

signal and the lower energeti one is alled idler.

Properties of the optial parametri osillator

The optial parametri osillator (OPO) used in these experiments (OPO PP Auto,

APE Berlin) is based on frequeny onversion in a periodially poled lithium niobate

(PPLN) nonlinear rystal. The beam paths in the ring-avity of the OPO are shown

in Fig. 3.3. It is pumped at a wavelength of 775 nm. The signal wavelength is

frequeny doubled inside the avity using a seond nonlinear rystal. The phase

mathing in the seond nonlinear rystal used for the seond harmoni generation

(SHG) is optimized for the hosen wavelength by temperature tuning in an oven.

The operational wavelength range for the frequeny doubled signal beam is from

510 nm to 740 nm (Fig.3.3(B)). The output pulses have a pulse width of 200-500 fs

as alulated from seond order auto-orrelation measurements.

Superontinuum soure

For part of the experiments we used a broad band super ontinuum �ber laser

(SC400, Fianium) in ombination with an aousto optial tunable �lter (AOTF) to

selet a desired wavelength range from the white light output. In the superontinuum

soure a seed laser produes ultrashort pulses whih are �rst ampli�ed and then a

super ontinuum is generated in a miro-strutured �ber [141, 142℄. The priniple

of super ontinuum generation in optial �bers is based on nonlinear optial e�ets

due to the high intensity. High optial �elds are obtained by short pulses and a

mode diameter on the order of only few mirometers [143℄. Nonlinear proesses like

self-phase modulation, soliton formation and �ssion, and Raman proesses lead to a

broadening of the spetrum and the generation of new spetral omponents. After

a few meters of propagation the initial narrowband spetrum has been broadened

to white light.
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Figure 3.4: (A) Working priniple of a typial avalanhe photo diode (adapted from

[101℄). (B) Photon detetion e�ieny of the single photon ounting modules (data

points from data sheet). The detetion e�ieny ηQD at the emission photon energy

of the investigated quantum dots (vertial line) is about 21%.

3.1.2 Single photon ounting detetors

To detet the emitted light that is olleted from the sample we use single photon

ounting avalanhe photo diodes (PDM 50t, Miro photon devies) [144℄. The ad-

vantage of avalanhe photo diodes over, e.g., photomultiplier tubes or miro hannel

plates is a higher quantum e�ieny. When an APD is operated in the so-alled

Geiger mode a single photon an be deteted by an avalanhe of about 108 harge

arriers. The working priniple of an avalanhe photo diode an be understood by

looking at its band diagram (Fig. 3.4). A high voltage is applied in the reverse dire-

tion at a p-n juntion. A photon generates one eletron-hole pair. The arriers are

spatially separated by the applied voltage. When moving aross the ontat region

driven by the large eletri �eld, harge arriers gain enough energy to generate more

eletron-hole pairs that are again separated and aelerated towards the eletrodes.

The single photon ounting modules we use have a low dark-ount rate of about

50 ts/s. The linearity of the aquisition rate of the detetors goes up to several

hundred thousand ounts per seond [145℄. This is determined by the reovery time

after the detetion of a single photon. The small detetor area of 50 µm requires

tight fousing of the olleted light. For this setup we use lenses with a foal length

of 50 mm that an be translated in all three diretions in order to optimize the

signal.
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Figure 3.5: Priniple of time-orrelated single-photon ounting. (A) The time delays

between the trigger signal and the photons emitted by the single quantum system

are measured. (B) The time delays for many exitation-emission yles are summed

together in a histogram. From the histogram one an dedue the deay time τ of

the quantum system.

3.1.3 Time-orrelated single-photon ounting

Priniple of time-orrelated single-photon ounting (TCSPC)

To determine the photoluminesene deay time of a single quantum system we use

time-orrelated single-photon ounting. The priniple of this method is skethed

in Fig. 3.5 (A). When a sample is exited with a pulsed laser soure, a small

fration of the light is sent onto a fast photo diode that gives a "start"- trigger

to an ultrafast ounter (Pioharp 300, Pioquant). When a single photon whih is

oming from the sample is deteted by the single photon ounting module it sends

a "stop"-signal to the ounter. The output signals of that are NIM pulses where

the "0" orresponds to a voltage of 0 V and the "1" between -0.6 V and -1.6 V.

The ultrafast ounter is sensitive to the steep negative edge of NIM pulses. The

signals are reorded and evaluated in the ultrafast ounter (see Fig. 3.6(A)). First

the times of the start and syn (stop) signals are determined independently with

onstant fration disriminators (CFD). They ompare the detetor signal with an

ampli�ed and inverted signal. From the zero-rossing of the resulting signal one

obtains arrival times that are independent of the signal amplitudes. The arrival

times are onverted with time to digital onverters (TDC) and then subtrated to

obtain the time delays. The delays are summed in a histogram. The minimal width

for the delay time binning is 4 ps. The jitter in the eletroni signals inreases the

instrumental response to about 35 ps for long wavelengths (see next subsetion). If

no "stop"- signal is reeived the timer is simply resetted by the next "start"-signal.
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Figure 3.6: Proessing of eletroni signals in the ultrafast ounter (based on [145℄).

The arrival times of start and stop photons are both evaluated in a similar way

before data proessing. (B) Instrumental response of the TCSPC-system for pulses

from the OPO at a wavelength of 602 nm. The bin size for the time axis is 4 ps.

The dashed lines indiate the temporal zoom-in on the spike of the response that is

shown in (C) on a linear sale. The width (FWHM) of the spike is about 40 ps.

The ounter that we used also supports time-tagged time-resolved (TTTR) mode

that allows olleting the unproessed photon arrival times. This an be for example

used to alulate photon orrelations for blinking emitters when they are only in

the bright state. To determine the deay dynamis of the sample, the photon delays

between start and stop events are binned together in a histogram of time-delays (see

Fig. 3.5(B)). To reord two polarization sensitive detetion hannels simultaneously,

we use two single photon ounting modules together with a fast router (model PHR

403, Pioquant).

Instrument response

To determine the instrument response of the whole system a laser pulse is re�eted at

the sample and deteted after attenuation with neutral density �lters. The histogram
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of time delays is shown in Fig. 3.6(B). The photon energy of the pulses was 2.058 eV.

The full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the spike at short time delays is about

40 ps (see Fig. 3.6(C)).

The pulses of the super ontinuum �ber laser were also haraterized with the

TCSPC system. The analysis of the instrumental responses at di�erent photon

energies between 1.8 eV and 2.4 eV gives an almost onstant width of the response-

peak of about 60 ps. When attributing the 40 ps response determined for the optial

parametri osillator to the response of the system for an in�nitly short pulse one

obtaines a pulse width of about 45 ps for the superontinuum soure. Both the OPO

and the superontinuum soure are thus suitable for studying the samples used in

this work.
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3.2 Dark-�eld miro-spetrometry

To haraterize fabriated or deposited plasmoni strutures experimentally one

needs a method that probes their properties for their interation with light under

ontrolled onditions. One standard measurement tehnique is dark-�eld spetrom-

etry (dark-�eld spetrosopy). Here, the interation of the antenna with inident

plane waves is observed in the far-�eld. In this work two di�erent dark-�eld setups

were used. The �rst was a onventional dark-�eld miro-spetrometry setup. The

seond setup was home-built and designed to have full ontrol over the illumination

and detetion polarization.
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Figure 3.7: (A) Conventional dark-�eld illumination in re�etion geometry. The

white light from the illumination only goes into the detetion one when it is sat-

tered by an objet. The olleted light is analyzed with a spetrometer. The polar-

ization of the illumination is a superposition of s- and p- polarization. (B) Imaging

and spetrosopy mode of a grating spetrometer applied in dark �eld spetrosopy.

It an be used to image and measure spetra from seleted gold nanopartiles. The

green vertial lines indiate the region where the spetrum has been measured. For

this the width of the entrane slit is losed and the grating is oriented suh that the

�rst di�ration order is inident on the CCD amera.

3.2.1 Conventional optial dark-�eld mirosope

In a dark-�eld mirosope, the illumination of the sample is performed under suh

an angle that the speular re�etion from the sample does not go into the detetion

one. This is ahieved with a disk shaped aperture that bloks the entral part

of the illumination from the inident light one. When there is a satterer in the

�eld of view, it satters the light from the dark �eld illumination partly into the
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Figure 3.8: Sanning onfoal dark-�eld mirosopy setup. The detetion spot is

sanned over the region of the sample that is illuminated from the side. The sat-

tering is deteted with an avalanhe photo diode. The sattering from seleted

points an be spetrally analyzed with a spetrometer.

olletion one. The objetive that is used in the setup is a 100 magni�ation

dark �eld mirosope objetive (MPlanFL N 100x/0.90 BD P, Olympus) with a

numerial aperture of 0.9. The sattered light that is olleted is imaged with

a grating spetrometer (Fig. 3.7). The spetrometer onsists of a 50 m grating

monohromator (model SP500i, Aton) and a liquid nitrogen ooled harge oupled

devie (CCD) amera. Here we use a grating with 150 lines/mm that is blazed for

500 nm. In order to ollet light from the interesting nanoobjet the sample has to

be observed. For this the entrane slit of the monohromator is opened to maximize

the �eld of view. The grating is oriented in zeroth di�ration order so that it is

used as a mirror. To measure spetra of an individual objet, the sample has to be

moved with a piezo stage so that the sattering objet of interest is imaged at the

enter of the entrane slit. The monohromator is then moved to the spetral region

of interest and the slit width is dereased to inrease spetral resolution.

3.2.2 Sanning onfoal dark-�eld mirosope

For plasmoni antennas on semiondutor substrates it is neessary to have ontrol

over the polarization state of the illumination to be able to distinguish between the

di�erent modes. To ahieve this a �ber-oupled illumination module was designed

for implementation in the laser-sanning onfoal mirosope used in the photolu-

minesene experiments (see Fig. 3.8). The illumination soure is a 100 W halogen

lamp that is oupled into a large ore multi-mode �ber using a hemispherial lens
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Figure 3.9: (A) Illumination module for the sanning onfoal dark �eld setup. Light

from a halogen bulb is guided through a multi mode �ber. The out oupled light

is ollimated, polarized, and foused on the sample. (B) Sanning eletron miro-

graph of lithographially fabriated metalli antennas on GaAs. The inset is the left

struture magni�ed by a fator of four. The length of the sale bar is 500 nm. (C)

Sattering from the area. The sale bar is 10 µm. The green frame indiates the

dimension of the SEM mirograph shown in (B).

with a foal distane of 20 mm. The light at the end of the �ber is ollimated, po-

larized with a broadband polarizer (LPVIS100, Thorlabs), and then slightly foused

on the sample under an adjustable angle. The illumination and detetion part of

the setup an be seen in Fig. 3.9(A). The illuminated area has a diameter of about

300 µm. This an be estimated from the CCD image of the sample when the illu-

mination spot is moved over the sample. The sattered light from the sample an

be deteted by sanning the detetion spot of the sanning onfoal mirosope over

the sample surfae. Interesting objets are in this way �rst identi�ed by olleting

a spetrally integrated image using the single photon ounting modules. Then the

detetion fous is positioned on the struture of interest and the sattering spetrum

an be reorded by direting the sattered light to the grating spetrometer. The

onfoal detetion pinhole here is hosen to be larger than the di�ration limited

spot size to be able to investigate vertial plasmon modes with a doughnut shaped

sattering pattern. In Fig. 3.9(B) and (C) the sanning eletron mirographs and
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the deteted sattering of gold nanoantennas are shown. For antennas that have

a resonane around 700 nm, a ombination of a 575 nm long-pass and a 740 nm

short-pass �lter were used in front of the APD. This inreases the signal to noise

ratio and allows for shorter integration times for the sanned images.
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3.3 Atomi fore mirosopy

Additionally to the optial haraterization of a plasmoni antenna, one needs to

gain information about the dimensions of the fabriated struture. With an atomi

fore mirosope (AFM) one is able to measure the sample topography with sub-

nanometer preision. Espeially for thin evaporated strutures that were patterned

lithographially, there an be a large deviation (up to 20 %) between the nominal and

the atual thikness. This has signi�ant importane for optial antennas, where the

dimensions play a key role for optial near- and far-�eld properties.
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Figure 3.10: User interfae for the nanomanipulation. The movement paths (white

arrow) from the urrent tip position (red marker symbol) an be de�ned at the

latest san.

3.3.1 Priniple of an atomi fore mirosope

In an AFM a sharp tip that is approahed to the surfae of the sample is used to

probe its properties. Typially the radius of urvature of the apex of the tip is on

the order of ten nanometers. The sample is moved under the tip and the position-

dependent interation between them is measured. We used two di�erent imaging

modes: ontat and tapping mode. In ontat mode, the tip is so lose to the sample

surfae that it senses the eletrostati fore due to the eletron louds of the atoms

at the surfae. This fore leads to a bending of the tip antilever whih an be

measured and translated into topography information. In tapping mode, the tip is

osillating in the vertial diretion lose to the antilever resonane frequeny. Here

the interation with the surfae leads to a shift of the resonane frequeny and a

phase shift of the osillation. The silion tips that are used in measurements here

are resonant around an osillation frequeny of 300 kHz.

3.3.2 Nanomanipulation

An AFM an not only be used for imaging. The AFM that is used for our sample

haraterization (VEECO Dimension 3000, Digital Instruments) an also be used

for nanomanipulation. In this ase the tip movement is manually ontrolled so that

the tip an be used to move and position small objets that are on the surfae. In

the nanomanipulation mode one de�nes movement steps (paths) for the tip. For this

the AFM is operated in ontat mode. One manipulation step typially onsists of
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AFM tip

Au nanoparticle

500 nm

Figure 3.11: Nanomanipulation with an AFM. One 90 nm gold nanopartile is moved

with the tip of the atomi fore mirosope.

the following movement steps:

• The tip is lowered behind the partile. It should be not too lose to the

partile to avoid damaging the partile. It was found that for most suessful

manipulation steps the tip to sample surfae separation was less than one half

of the partile diameter. For smaller separations the manipulation was more

suessful but the risk of srathing the sample is inreased.

• The tip is moved along the desired diretion. One should take are that for

a suessful movement step the partile will be loated one partile radius

further than the end point of the path.

• The tip is lifted up higher than the partile height to avoid moving the partile

when going bak to imaging mode.

• The region is sanned to determine the new partile position.

These steps an �rst be de�ned and then arried out in one go. The suess of

a manipulation step strongly depends on the individual movement steps. In the

worst ase the pushed partile is piked up by the tip. As an example one an see in

Fig. 3.11 how a spherial gold nanopartile on a GaAs substrate is pushed towards

another.
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3.4 Eletron mirosopy and lithography

Sanning eletron mirosopy (SEM) is the one of the most ommon tools to study

strutures with a resolution of a few nanometers. In this work it is mainly used to

determine lateral dimensions and measure distanes between metalli and semion-

dutor nanostrutures. A transmission eletron mirosope (TEM) is an eletron

imaging devie that ahieves a resolution below the size of an atom. It was invented

in 1933 by Max Knoll and Ernst Ruska. It is the standard tool to investigate nanos-

trutures on the atomi sale.
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Figure 3.12: (A) Arrangement of various detetors in a sanning eletron mirosope

(image adapted from [146℄). The SE2 detetor is looking sideways on the sample.

(B), (C) Sanning eletron mirographs of the same gold nanostruture with Inlens

and SE2 detetor. Sale bars are 100 nm.

3.4.1 Sanning eletron mirosopy

The high spatial resolution of an sanning eletron mirosope is due to the small

wavelength of the eletrons. The de Broglie wavelength λe of eletrons with an

energy eU , orresponding to the aeleration voltage U is equal to

λe =
h√

2m0eU
. (3.5)

For an aeleration voltage of one kilo volt the de Broglie wavelength is about

4 · 10−11m). The reason that the resolution of an sanning eletron mirosope

is lower is due to the eletron optis. Aberrations and a low numerial aperture

result in a typial resolution on the order of about 10 nm. In the sanning eletron

mirosope the eletron beam is sanned over the sample. Inident eletrons that

hit the sample are baksattered and additionally seondary eletrons are generated.

Depending on the detetor geometry and position in the SEM hamber di�erent

sattered eletrons an preferentially be deteted. For the haraterization of our

samples we use two di�erent sanning eletron mirosopes: One is a Merlin system

(Zeiss AG) the other one a S4800 (Hitahi). In the following I will desribe, as an

example, the di�erent detetors in the Merlin SEM and their advantages.

SEM detetors

A typial arrangement of detetors in an SEM is shown in Fig. 3.12(A). The most

important requirement for mirographs of our nanostrutures is that the di�erent

elements show a good ontrast against the sample surfae. There are two detetors

that are suitable to image our samples. One is the InLens detetor that mostly
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Figure 3.13: Cross-setions through the SEM mirographs for Inlens (blue) and SE2

detetor (green). (A) The horizontal pro�les are both symmetri. (B) For the

vertial pro�le of the seondary eletron detetor, there is a strong asymmetry.

For the Inlens detetor the visibility of the surfae ontamination gives rise to the

di�erent bakground signal levels.

detets seondary eletrons and the other is the SE2 detetor that is sensitive to both

seondary and baksattered eletrons. The InLens detetor is a ring shaped detetor

that is looking at the sample from the top. The SE2 detetor is plaed at the side of

the SEM hamber and deteting from the side. Due to the diretion and symmetry

of the detetion, the images obtained from the InLens detetor are symmetrial

while those for the SE2 detetor show a shadowing e�et for topography features.

In Figure 3.12 (B) and (C) one an see two mirographs of a small disk-shaped

gold nanostruture imaged with the Inlens detetor and with the SE2 detetor. One

an see that the InLens detetor suppresses topographial information and mainly

shows a ontrast between di�erent materials. In Figure 3.13 (A) and (B) horizontal

and vertial pro�les through the enter of the nanostruture are shown. Espeially

for the vertial pro�les one an see the lear asymmetry for the SE2 detetor. The

signal by going over the edge drops below the bakground intensity level. Yet, the

bakground level is the same for horizontal and vertial ross setion. For the Inlens

detetor both pro�les are symmetri.

Sensitivity to hydroarbon ontamination

In eletron based imaging systems there is a typial ontamination of the areas that

are exposed to eletron irradiation. The ontamination onsists mainly of hydroar-

bons that are deposited on the sample surfae. The soures of this ontamination

are the vauum pumps of the mirosope hamber, outgassing mirosope ompo-

nents or the sample [147℄. In eah of the sans in Fig. 3.12 there is a ontamination
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Figure 3.14: (A) Priniple of a transmission eletron mirosope. (B) Shemati of

the transmission eletron mirosope that was used in the experiments. (image

from [148℄).

stripe that goes horizontally aross the metal struture. The ontamination omes

from previous SEM sans of this region. One an see that the Inlens detetor is

more sensitive to the ontamination than the SE2 detetor. This manifests in a

derease of ontrast and intensity. The di�erent sensitivity to the hydroarbon is

visible in the di�erent bakground levels for the horizontal pro�les ompared to the

orresponding vertial pro�les (see Fig. 3.13). Here for the metalli strutures on

the semiondutor substrate the ontrast would be good with either detetor.

3.4.2 Transmission eletron mirosope

In a transmission eletron mirosope the sample is illuminated with a ollimated

eletron beam. The transmitted eletrons through the sample are imaged. For

this the sample has to be transparent for the eletron beam. Typially it has to

be only a few tens of nanometers thin. The resolution for transmission eletron

mirosopes is typially one to two orders of magnitude higher than for sanning

eletron mirosopes. The aeleration voltage for the TEM that is used in this
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Figure 3.15: Di�erent layered substrate imaged in a transmission eletron miro-

sope. The material ontrast between metal and semiondutor is better in the

bright �eld mode. But the ompositions of di�erent layers of a semiondutor

heterostruture is only visible in the dark �eld mode. The sale bar is 20 nm.

work (CM200, Philips) is 200 kV.

We use the transmission eletron mirosope to image a ross-setions of some of

our strutures. Our strutures onsist of metalli nanostrutures on a semiondutor

heterostruture.An example mirograph is shown in Fig. 3.15. The sample onsists

of a GaAs substrate that is topped by a sandwih struture onsisting of a 10 nm

thik Al0.45GaAs barrier, a 2 nm thik GaAs quantum well (QW), and an 8 nm

thik Al0.45GaAs barrier (see Fig.3.15). In the bright �eld imaging mode the diret

eletron transmission through the sample is deteted. The image ontrast is due

to a dependene of the transmittivity of atoms with di�erent atomi weight. Here

one obtains a good ontrast between metal and semiondutor, but the di�erent

types of semiondutors annot be di�erentiated. In the dark-�eld imaging mode an

aperture in the bakfoal plane of the mirosope bloks the diret transmission and

the image ontrast is due to di�erent sattering properties of the materials. Here

the hange in the aluminum ontent in the semiondutor struture seems to have

an in�uene on the sattering properties for the eletrons. The material di�erene is

well visible but as a minor disadvantage, the ontrast between metal and protetive

layer is redued.
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Figure 3.16: Fabriation of nanostrutures with eletron beam lithography. The dou-

ble layer resist is exposed (A) and developed (B). (C) Material that is evaporated

reahes the sample only where the resist has been exposed. (D) The remaining

resist is removed in lift-o�.

3.4.3 Eletron beam lithography

Eletron beam lithography (EBL) uses the high resolution of the sanning eletron

mirosope to fabriate strutures of nanometer sale dimensions. The proess �ow

is shematially shown in Fig. 3.16. In a �rst step, an eletron sensitive resist

is spin-oated on the sample surfae. One an di�erentiate between positive and

negative resists. The standard EBL tehnique uses positive resist whih onsists

of long polymer hains that are raked by exposure to the eletron beam. Using

a developer, the resist is removed from the exposed sample regions as the shorter

hains are more easily dissolved. We use a double layer Polymethyl metharylate

(PMMA) resist ombination with two di�erent lengths of the polymer hains. They

are labeled by the the average number of repeat units of the polymer hains. The

resist of the lower layer has two hundred thousand units and the upper one nine

hundred �fty thousand units. The length of the polymer hains determines the
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sensitivity to the eletron irradiation. This results in a larger exposed area in the

lower layer than in the upper. The sample is developed in methyl isobutyl ketone

(MIBK).

Evaporation of material leads to deposition on the sample surfae only at those

areas where the resist has been exposed and removed. After the remaining resist with

the evaporated material on top is removed strutures only remain where the eletron

beam had exposed the resist. The double layer resist avoids that the evaporated

material stiks to the side walls and gets removed.





4 Plasmonis on high refrative

index substrates

4.1 Interation of plasmons with substrates: Single

antennas

Our plasmoni nanostrutures are loated on a substrate with a high refrative

index. The substrate an strongly hange the optial properties of these nanostru-

tures. Before studying the interation of plasmons with quantum emitters, we �rst

have to investigate how the plasmon modes of simple metalli nanopartiles are mod-

i�ed when they are at an interfae ompared to being embedded in a homogeneous

medium.
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Figure 4.1: (A) SEM mirograph of 150 nm spheres on GaAs. The sale bar is 2 µm.

(B) Sattering of the partiles imaged in the dark-�eld mirosope. Spetra from

two single partiles marked with red irles are displayed below.

4.1.1 Loalized plasmons of partiles on substrates

When the refrative index of a homogeneous medium in whih a nanopartile is

embedded in is inreased, one observes a red shift of the plasmon resonane. This

an be explained by a oupling to image harges in the surrounding medium. When

plasmon resonant metalli strutures are loated on a surfae of a medium with a

high refrative index, the plasmon indues an image polarization inside the substrate.

The resulting interation an thus be interpreted as the oupling of the plasmoni

struture with its image dipole.

The treatment of a partile that is fully enlosed in a homogeneous medium is

simpler than for the same partile on an interfae. The image harge distribution

has to be determined self onsistently for di�erent eletri �eld modes [149℄. With

the interfae present this an be very hallenging. In ontrast to a homogeneous

medium, the interation is dependent on the orientation of the dipole moment of a

ertain plasmoni mode. This auses a polarization dependent spetral splitting of

plasmoni modes [149, 150℄, as already disussed in Se. 2.2.2.

When one is only interested in the properties of plasmoni strutures on substrates

with a relatively low refrative index, e.g., most polymers or glass (SiO2), the e�ets

due to the interfae an be approximated by assuming a homogeneous surrounding

medium with e�etive optial properties. This, however, fails for large refrative

indies of the substrate as an e�etive permittivity only takes the shift of the reso-

nane into aount. Only more advaned theoretial desriptions explain shifts and

splitting of the modes by onsidering the individual polarization omponents of the

plasmoni dipole [149℄.
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Gold nanopartiles are typially surrounded by a surfatant or apping agent. The

nanorods in the following experiments are oated with etyl trimethylammonium

bromide (CTAB). These moleules stik to the gold and form a double layer whih is

there to stabilize the suspension by preventing lustering of the nanopartiles [151℄.

The thikness of this double layer is about 6 nm. This means, that there is a

separation of at least this thikness between partile and substrate.

4.1.2 Di�erent sized spherial partiles on a semiondutor

substrate

For the oupling experiments later, the substrate in whih our emitters are embedded

in annot be hosen, but instead is given by the material system of the quantum

dot sample (GaAs and Al0.45Ga0.55As). Thus we study here the optial interation

of di�erent sized plasmoni partiles with quantum dot substrate. This onsists of

aluminum gallium arsenide and gallium arsenide layers with refrative indies lose

to 3.5 [152℄. The sample surfae is assumed to be oated by a thin, few nanometer

thik oxide layer [153℄. We measure the sattering spetra of olloidal spherial

nanopartiles when they are on the surfae of a quantum dot sample. The nominal

partile diameters are 90 nm and 150 nm. The partiles are �rst observed with

a sanning eletron mirosope (see Fig. 4.1(A)) and preseleted. As the sample

is patterned with markers, the same regions of the sample an be found in the

dark-�eld spetrosopy setup as shown in Figure 4.1(B). The sattering spetra of

individual partiles, indiated with red irles, are then measured. The sattering

properties of two partiles are shown in Fig. 4.2(A). One observes two peaks in the

sattering spetra. The spetrum an be �tted by two Lorentzians. The broad peak

at a lower photon energy an be attributed to the dipole resonane, the narrow

peak to the quadrupole resonane. For omparison, in Fig. 4.2(B) the sattering

properties of spherial partiles with diameters of 90 nm are shown. For omparison,

in Fig. 4.2(C) and (D) Mie alulations for spherial gold partiles with diameters of

150 nm and 90 nm, respetively, are shown. The surrounding medium is assumed to

be vauum (blak) or a homogeneous medium with a refrative index of neff = 1.46.

For this refrative index the best agreement between the resonane energies for

measured spetra and Mie alulations with an e�etive surrounding medium is

found. Applying an e�etive medium theory to this result, where the e�etive

dieletri permittivity of the medium is the weighted average of the permittivities
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Figure 4.2: (A) Measured sattering spetrum of a 150 nm gold sphere on GaAs

(blak) and �t of two Lorentzians (red). The green irles indiate the resonane

positions of the two Lorentzians ontributing to the �ts for two measured partiles.

The �tted peak widths are indiated by the blak bars. (B) For omparison, mea-

sured sattering spetrum (blak) and Lorentzian �t (red) of a spherial gold partile

with a diameter of 90 nm. The �tted resonane positions and resonane widths for

two partiles are indiated by green irles and blak bars. The �tted resonanes

of the 150 nm partile for whih the spetrum is shown in (A) are indiated by

the dashed vertial lines. Mie alulations for (C) a 150 nm gold partile and (D)

for a 90 nm gold partile. The environment is assumed to be vauum (blak) or a

homogeneous medium with a refrative index of 1.46 (red).

of the media making up the struture and an be expressed as [154℄

ǫeff = f1ǫ1 + f2ǫ2. (4.1)

Here f1 and f2 are the volume fration of the two media. By approximating the

investigated interfae as a mixture of two media, we determine an e�etive volume

fration for the vauum halfspae of f1 = 0.90. This an be understood as the

fration of the mode volume whih is loated in the vauum halfspae.
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Figure 4.3: Exitation geometry for s- and p- polarization.

4.1.3 A single nanorod on a semiondutor substrate

Using nanorods instead of spherial partiles has the advantage that one gains an

additional degree of freedom to tune the response. Further, the damping of the

supported modes is redued ompared to spheres whih leads to higher Q-fators

[155℄.

For a prolate ellipsoidal metalli nanorod on a surfae, one an diagonalize the

polarizability tensor and identify three modes [156℄. We de�ne the plasmon mode

parallel to the surfae along the long axis as the horizontal longitudinal (HL) mode

and the in plane mode perpendiular to that as the horizontal transverse (HT) mode.

The transverse mode that is polarized perpendiular to the interfae we all vertial

mode (V). An illustration of the geometry is shown in Fig. 4.3.

For the dark-�eld measurements partiles in solution were deposited on a quan-

tum dot (GaAs/AlGaAs) substrate. On this substrate there are gold markers that

were fabriated using eletron beam lithography. The sample is again �rst investi-

gated in a sanning eletron mirosope. In Fig. 4.4(A) and (B) sanning eletron

mirographs of single nanorods are shown. The nanorod in (A) has dimensions of

100 nm for the long axis and 48 nm for the short axis. The orientation of the par-

tiles with respet to the sample are determined for dark-�eld spetrosopy. Here

we need to be able to resolve the optial properties of three di�erent modes, as

illustrated in Fig. 4.3. The orientation of s-polarization in the dark-�eld setup is

�xed. The blak and green arrows in Fig. 4.4(A) indiate the orientation of s- and

p-polarization, respetively, with respet to the orientation of the two investigated

nanorods. Therefore, purely s-polarized spetra of the longitudinal mode are only
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Figure 4.4: (A) and (B) Sanning eletron mirographs of two nanorods in di�erent

orientations. Sale bars are 50 nm. (C) and (D) Sattering spetra for nanorods the

orresponding SEM mirograph above. The blak spetra show the sattering for

s-polarization that is aligned vertial when looking from top onto the sample. The

red line in (C) is a Lorentzian �t to the longitudinal resonane. The green spetra

are for p-polarization that ontains a horizontal in-plain polarization omponent.

The red spetrum in (D) is a magni�ation of the s-polarized spetrum (blak).

obtained for partiles that are aligned in this diretion in the sample plane (see

Fig. 4.4(A) and (C)). Spetra in blak are for s-polarization. The resonane energy

for the partile shown in Fig. 4.4(A) for the longitudinal mode is 1.802 eV and has a

width (FWHM) of 0.193 eV. Thus, one obtains a quality fator of 9.3. In Fig. 4.5(A)

the plasmon resonane energy an be ompared to the extintion spetrum of the

nanorods when they are suspended in water. Here, the main ontribution omes

from the longitudinal mode that has a resonane energy of 1.906 eV. Thus one

obtains a spetral shift of 104 meV (∆λ ≈ 35 nm) by hanging the environment

from a homogeneous medium with a refrative index of 1.33 to a semiondutor

substrate. The sattering from the horizontal transverse mode (HT) is determined

from a nanorod that is aligned horizontally in the sample plane (Fig. 4.4 (B) and
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Figure 4.5: (A) Comparison of horizontal longitudinal mode for nanorods in water

(blue, extintion data from [157℄) and on the semiondutor substrate (blak, mea-

sured sattering). (B) Fano line shape �tted (red) to the vertial resonane of a

gold nanorod (green). The �tted resonane is plotted with the dashed green. The

�tted Lorentzian of the longitudinal resonane for the same nanorod is shown for

omparison (blak dashed).

(D)). Here the deteted sattering is negligible. As a onsequene, for the vertially

aligned rod the p-polarized spetrum (green) in (C) only resembles the vertial mode.

The asymmetri line shape of the spetrum indiates that this mode is oupled to

other modes via the strong image harges in the dieletri substrate. The oupling

is enabled when the modes indue a similar image harge distribution. This e�et

has been investigated and desribed in detail by H. Chen et al. [158℄ and S. Zhang

et al. [159℄ where the vertial mode for a omparable plasmoni system is identi�ed

as a plasmoni mode whose �eld distribution shows an otupolar harater. The

spetrum an be desribed by a Fano-line shape F (ω) that desribes the oupling of

a resonane line with resonane energy ~ω0 and line width ~Γ with a broad ontin-

uum [160℄. This an be approximated for the oupling of (at least) two plasmoni

modes when one of the modes is spetrally narrow ompared to the other [161℄. The

Fano line shape is de�ned as

F (ω) =
( qΓ

2
+ ω − ω0)

2

(ω − ω0)2 + (Γ
2
)2
. (4.2)

The Fano parameter q is the ratio of the sattering amplitudes for resonant sattering

to bakground sattering.

We �t a Fano line shape to the measured spetrum (see Fig. 4.5(B)). The resonane

energy that is determined by the �t is at 1.776 eV and almost oinides with the

horizontal longitudinal resonane. The resonane has a width of 0.395 eV, and the

Fano-parameter is 1.28.
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4.2 Arrays of plasmoni strutures on a high refra-

tive index substrate

To go one step further than a single antenna on a high refrative index substrate,

we investigate in this setion how the optial properties of a periodi array of plas-

moni strutures are modi�ed by the presene of a substrate with a high refrative

index.
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Figure 4.6: Sanning eletron mirograph of one of the investigated periodi antenna

arrays. The periods are 500 nm in both lateral diretions.

Two-dimensional antenna arrays on semiondutor substrates

After the haraterization of single antennas on a semiondutor substrate, we in-

vestigate here the sattering properties of two-dimensional antenna arrays on similar

substrates. The studied strutures onsist of nanorod antennas on a semiondutor

substrate. The dimensions of the elements are about 140 nm in length and 60 nm

width. The periods in both lateral diretions are 500 nm. Sanning eletron miro-

graphs of one array an be seen in Figs. 4.6. For a �xed antenna length we study

three widths of the elements. For eah of these arrays, there is a referene �eld,

where the periodiity is disturbed by random removal of one half of the elements.

In the sanning onfoal dark-�eld mirosope the s- and p-polarized sattering

spetra of the di�erent arrays are measured. The sattering spetra are shown

in Fig. 4.7. The spetra of the horizontal transverse mode show a double peak

feature for the regular array and the random struture. From the broad width of

the resonanes one an assume that the imaginary part of the interation S between

the elements is positive (see Se. 2.2.4) [88℄. As the elements in the three regular

arrays are the same as in the three random arrays, one an also ompare the spetral

positions of the transverse resonane. For the regular array one observes a blue shift

of the sattering peak (arrows) due to a negative imaginary part of the interation

term S. Due to the larger number of elements in the foal spot, the signal of the

regular array is larger than for the random struture. For the p-polarized spetra

there are large deviations in the higher energeti part of the measured spetral

interval. Here we expet a ontribution from the vertial mode to the sattering

spetrum. It appears that the sattering of the vertial mode is suppressed stronger

than the horizontal modes for the regular array ompared to the random arrays. The
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Figure 4.7: Sattering spetra for (A) and (C) regular and (B) and (D) random

antenna arrays for exitation of the transverse (blak) and for longitudinal and

vertial (red) mode. The antennas are all nominally 140 nm long and 45 nm thik.

The nominal widths are 50, 55, and 60 nm. Spetra are o�setted by 10 arbitrary

units for the spetra without and 50 arbitrary units for the spetra with exitation

of the vertial mode. The intensity axes of the spetra for the periodi and the

random arrays are not omparable due to a di�erent number of antennas in the

detetion spot. The maxima of the sattering spetra for HT polarization (arrows)

are slightly blue shifted for the regular arrays.

vertial ontribution to the sattering for the random arrays shows spetral features

whih ould originate from a oupling of di�erent modes in the antenna [158℄ whih

is additionally a�eted by the interation between the randomly plaed elements.

The suppression of the vertial mode in the regular array ould be a onsequene

of the oupling of the vertial dipoles in the array. This would lead to a olletive

vertially osillating polarization, whih does not ontribute to the sattering. In

ontrast to this, the emission (sattering) of a single vertial dipole shows a doughnut

shaped emission pattern (see Fig. 4.8(A)), whih an be deteted with a mirosope

objetive that has a large numerial aperture.
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Figure 4.8: (A) Angular emission pattern of a vertially oriented dipole. The ol-

letion angle of the used mirosope objetive with an numerial aperture of 0.7

is indiated by blak dashed lines. (B) Imaged sattering for two regular arrays

(left side) and two random arrays (right side), ontaining the same antennas for

p-polarized illumination. Though the density of antennas is lower, the sattering is

stronger for the random �elds by a fator of four.

In the angular emission pattern, the detetion one for an objetive with a nu-

merial aperture of 0.7, as used in the experiments, is indiated. In Fig. 4.8(B), the

sattering of regular and random arrays that ontain similar antennas are imaged

for p-polarized illumination for whih predominantly the vertial mode is exited.

The sattering from the random array is stronger by a fator of four ompared to the

brightnesses of the regular array (see Fig. 4.8(B)), although the density of antennas

is lower. One an observe brighter sattering enters in the random array in regions,

where supposedly the density of antennas is lower. The sattering from the regular

array appears muh more homogeneous.

Summary hapter 4

In this hapter the mode spetra of plasmoni strutures with simple geometries on

a substrate with a high refrative index have been investigated and haraterized.

The spetra show di�erenes whih are due to the interation of the substrate with

the plasmon modes of the partiles. The vertial mode an be desribed by a Fano-

lineshape. These �ndings an be used in the following hapters to desribed the mode

spetrum of simple optial nanoantennas. The optial properties of periodi arrays

of metalli nanoantennas was studied and ompared to random arrays with the same
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elements. The interation for the horizontal polarizations of the elements in the

regular array were explained with the oupled dipole method (see Se. 2.2.4), where

the interation S ould lead to a shift of the sattering maximum and a broadening or

narrowing of the resonanes. So, the interation ould be used to modify the optial

properties of plasmoni strutures. The sattering from the vertial polarization is

suppressed in the regular arrays and shows spetral features for the random arrays

whih ould be explained by both the oupling between the di�erent antenna modes

and the elements in the array.



5 Enhaning the optial exitation

e�ieny of GaAs quantum dots:

AFM positioning

5.1 Sample preparation and properties

In the following setion, we plae plasmoni strutures lose to epitaxially grown

quantum dots by using an atomi fore mirosope based positioning tehnique. In a

�rst experiment we hoose a plasmoni struture that is only resonant to the photon

energy of the exitation light. In this way we an separate the enhanement of the

exitation by the antenna from its in�uene on the emission.
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Figure 5.1: (A) Atomi fore mirographs of a nanohole during proessing [162℄. (B)

Pro�les aross the struture for [110℄ and [-110℄ diretion for the hole (blak), after

growth of the Al0.45Ga0.55As bottom barrier (green), after growth of the GaAs

quantum well and formation of the quantum dots (red), and after growth of the

upper barrier and the GaAs ap layer (blue). The gray region indiates the quantum

dot. The pro�les are an average over measurements for ten nanoholes. The images

are a outesy of Paola Atkinson and Armando Rastelli.

5.1.1 Quantum dot sample

The quantum dots that were used for the experiments here are GaAs quantum dots

in Al0.45GaAs barriers. The advantage of this material system is that the quantum

dots are strain free as the di�erene in lattie onstants is very small. Another

advantage is that the emission photon energy of around 1.64 eV (λ=755 nm) still

enables the use of silion based single photon detetors. To enable spetrosopy of

single quantum dots, the average surfae density of the quantum dots should be

smaller than 1 µm−2
. For the oupling to metalli strutures whih are positioned

on the sample surfae the quantum dots are embedded in the semiondutor rystal

at depths of less than 20 nm.

Growth of near surfae GaAs quantum dots

The quantum dot samples that were used in the following experiments were grown

by Paola Atkinson in the group of Oliver G. Shmidt and Armando Rastelli at

the Institute for Integrative Nanosienes in Dresden using moleular beam epitaxy.

For the growth of the quantum dots, self-assembled nanoholes are ethed into the

surfae of a GaAs (001) substrate by deposition of a few monolayers of exess gallium.
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Figure 5.2: (A) Photoluminesene spetra of a single GaAs quantum dot. The ex-

itation powers are 100 nW (red), 50 nW (green), 25 nW (blue), and 12 nW (gray).

The dashed red line indiates the spetral position of the neutral exiton line. (B)

Spetrally integrated photoluminesene deay traes for the orresponding spetra

in panel (A). The instrument response is measured for an attenuated re�etion of

the exitation pulses from the sample surfae. The photon energy of the exitation

is 2.054 eV. The sample temperature is 10 K.

The substrate is kept at a temperature of about 570

◦
C. The exess gallium forms

droplets on the substrate surfae and by dissolving arseni from the substrate holes

are reated below the droplets [163℄. The nanoholes have a depth of about 10 nm

and a width of approximately 100 nm. To onvert the exess gallium to rystalline

GaAs exess arseni is supplied. The ethed material remains as an elevated ring

around the nanoholes. Due to di�erent di�usion and ething rates for the di�erent

lateral rystal diretions the nanoholes and the raised ring are elongated along the

[110℄ and [-110℄ diretion, respetively. The resulting nanoholes are overgrown with

a 10 nm thik Al0.45Ga0.55As lower barrier. The shape of the nanoholes is roughly

preserved for this layer. In the next growth step an about 2 nm thik GaAs quantum

well is grown. After a growth interrupt of 2 min GaAs is aumulated in the holes

and forms quantum dots beneath the quantum well [164℄. After that, the struture

is overgrown with an upper 8 nm thik Al0.45Ga0.55As barrier and a 2 nm thik GaAs

ap to protet the AlGaAs from oxidization. The shapes of the strutures during

growth an be seen in Fig. 5.1. More details on the growth an be found in [162,165℄.

Photoluminesene of single quantum dots

The quantum dots are optially haraterized in the low-temperature laser-sanning

mirosope (see Se. 3.1). A power series of the ground state photoluminesene

spetrum of a single quantum dot is shown in Fig. 5.2 (A). The exitation power
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Figure 5.3: Photoluminesene measurements arried out on similar quantum dots

as used in this work. (A) Line widths and �ne struture splitting of the orthogonally

polarized neutral exitons. (B) Struture of the AlGaAs/GaAs quantum dots. (C)

Distribution of line widths for an ensemble of quantum dots. (D) The seond order

orrelation measurement of a single quantum dot shows antibunhing. The minimum

of the dip is lower than 0.5. This is an experimental proof that the deteted light is

emitted from a single photon emitter (image from [166℄).

is varied from 12 nW to 100 nW for a photon energy of 2.054 eV of the exitation

pulses from the optial parametri osillator. The sample temperature is kept at

10±1 K. For low exitation powers, the trion line at a lower photon energy is weaker

than the exiton line. For an exitation power of 50 nW the trion is equally bright

and beomes stronger than the exiton line. In part (B) of Fig. 5.2 the deay traes

orresponding to the spetra in (A) are shown. With the logarithmi intensity axis

one an see that there is no lear deviation in the deay time visible. The instrument

response of the setup is inluded (blak). From that one an see that the temporal

resolution is high enough to well resolve the photoluminesene deay dynamis of

the quantum dot exitons.

Single photon emission

To prove that the quantum dots are single photon emitters, photon orrelation

measurements on similarly grown quantum dots asused in this work were arried

out in the group of O. G. Shmidt [166℄. The photon orrelation is measured in a

Hanbury Brown and Twiss setup. The results are shown in Fig. 5.3(D). One an see

that there is antibunhing in the seond order orrelation measurement. The value

of the autoorrelation at the minimum is well below 0.5, whih is a proof that the
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Figure 5.4: Fitting di�erent funtions to an example photoluminesene deay trae

of a single quantum dot (blak). The data in the gray regions are exluded for the

orresponding �t. For (A) Eq. (5.1)was applied to obtain the deay and rise times

τ and τr. In (B) a simple exponential deay was �tted to the trae, starting at

one half of the maximum intensity. The relative di�erene between the deay times

obtained from the �tted urves is 3 %. The orresponding R2
values for the �tted

urves shows how well the �tted urves desribe the measured data. In (C) the red

and blue lines display the relative di�erenes between �t and data, for the �tting

funtions shown in (A) and (B), respetively. The dashed lines indiate the delay

times from where on the data is �tted with the orresponding model.

quantum dots are single photon emitters.

Photoluminesene data proessing

We used two di�erent methods to extrat the deay time τ from the photolumi-

nesene deay traes. One is �tting a funtion to the full trae that �ts a time

onstant to the rising slope of the trae [167℄. This rise time τr is due to the non-

instantaneous relaxation from higher exited states. The deteted intensity I(t) is

desribed by

I(t) = Ibg +
A τ

τ − τr
·
(
e−

t
τ − e−

t
τr

)
. (5.1)

The other method is �tting a simple exponential deay of the form

I(t) = Ibg + I0e
− t

τ
(5.2)

to the deaying side of the trae. Due to the exitation mehanism of the exitoni

ground states, the shape of the trae does not follow the purely exponential deay

around the maximum. Therefore, only the part of the trae is �tted whih is beyond

times where the intensity has dereased to one half of the maximum intensity. The

�ts obtained for the two models are displayed in Fig. 5.4(A) and (B) for one of the

measured deay traes shown in Fig. 5.2(B). The goodness of the �t is evaluated by

the R2
value, whih is de�ned as

R2 = 1− Σres

Σtot

, (5.3)
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with the sum of squares of the residuals Σres and the total sum of squares Σtot whih

is proportional to the variane. The resulting R2
values of the �ts, de�ned as for

Eq. (5.1) and Eq. (5.2) are 0.9993 and 0.9989, respetively. The relative deviations

of the �t funtions to the measured data is displayed in Fig. 5.4(C). One an see,

that both models desribe well the deay dynamis of the investigated quantum

dots.

Estimation of the quantum e�ieny

To estimate the quantum e�ieny of our near-surfae GaAs quantum dots, we

determine the quantum e�ieny ηd of a referene sample with similar quantum

dots for whih all relevant parameters have been determined. By then omparing

the s-shell photoluminesene intensity and deay time of both samples we estimate

the quantum e�ieny ηs of our quantum dots. For the referene sample (O120)

the quantum dots are 116.3 nm below the surfae and the s-shell photoluminesene

photon energy of the quantum dots is at Ed=1.725 eV. For all parameters in the

following, the indies s and d indiate the properties of near-surfae and deeply

buried quantum dots, respetively.

Both samples are measured at temperatures of about 10 K. The samples are

exited with few hundred femtoseond laser pulses from the optial parametri os-

illator at photon energies of about Eexc=2.065 eV (λexc=600 nm). The exitation

power (Pd=23 nW and Ps=100 nW) was hosen suh that a detetion rate on the

same order of magnitude was obtained and the quantum dot exitation is for both

samples in the low power regime. The spetrum for the near surfae quantum dot

sample for a omparable exitation power is shown in Fig. 5.2(A) and spetra for

two quantum dots of the referene sample (O120) is displayed in Fig. 5.5.

From the ount rate normalized by the exitation power averaged over several

single quantum dots from both samples one obtains a brightness ratio of

Id
Is

= 4.02. (5.4)

The photoluminesene deay traes of the idential quantum dots were measured

and deay times were extrated. The averages are determined as

τd = 376 ps and τs = 330 ps.

From pump-probe measurements on the referene sample with deeply buried quan-

tum dots, a dipole moment of µd=18 D (≈ 6.00 · 10−29
Cm) was determined in our

group by Christian Wolpert and o-workers [168℄. Thus the osillator strength fd
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Figure 5.5: (A) Photoluminesene spetra of single referene quantum dots. The

exitation is kept in the low-exitation power regime (Pd=23 nW).

an be alulated as

fd =
2m0Ed

~2e2
µ2
d = 6.37, (5.5)

with the eletron mass m0, the elementary harge e and the transition energy Ed.

With knowledge of the osillator strength we an alulate the purely radiative rate

Γrad,d of the quantum dots as [169�171℄

Γrad,d =
e2nfdE

2
d

6πǫ0m0c3~2
≈ 9.33 · 108 Hz ≈ 1

1.07 ns
. (5.6)

With the radiative rate and the measured total deay rate Γtot,d = 1
τd

one an

alulate the quantum e�ieny ηd as

ηd =
Γrad,d

Γtot,d

=
τd
τrad,d

= 35.1 %. (5.7)

The measured intensities Id and Is are proportional to the quantum e�ienies

Id = I0,d · ηd and Is = I0,s · ηs (5.8)

with the proportionality onstants I0,d and I0,s being dependent on the exitation

of the quantum dots and the detetion of the photoluminesene. Solving for the

quantum e�ieny of the near surfae quantum dots and using the ratio of the

measured intensities [Eq. (5.4)℄ and the quantum e�ieny of the referene sample

[Eq. (5.7)℄ one obtains the relation

η′s =
35.1 %

4.02
· I0,d
I0,s

. (5.9)

We an take the olletion e�ienies into aount using the theory presented in

Se. 2.4.2. In the experiment, we measure the emission into a olletion one that
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Figure 5.6: A metal mask with large square shaped apertures is patterned on the

sample surfae with optial lithography. The gold nanopartiles are in aqueous

solution. They are brought on the sample surfae by drop asting on a prepatterned

region of the sample. The solvent evaporates and the nanopartiles remain on the

sample surfae.

orresponds to a numerial aperture of 0.7. The ratio of the olletion e�ienies for

sample O120 ompared to O123 turns out to be 1.06. Due to the strutural similarity

of both samples lose to the quantum dots we an assume an idential exitation

mehanism for both quantum dot samples. As a onsequene, the quantum e�ieny

determined this way for the quantum dots of sample O123 is

ηs =
η′s
1.06

= 9.3 %

This is a relatively low quantum e�ieny for epitaxially grown quantum dots. How-

ever, the growth and fabriation proess of the quantum dots is based on epitaxy on

ethed holes. A lower quantum e�ieny has also been found for similar tehniques

in the ontext of epitaxy on prepatterned substrates for site ontrolled growth of

quantum dots [172℄. In addition, the quantum dots investigated here are embed-

ded in barriers with thiknesses of only eight to ten nanometers. This does not

ompletely avoid tunneling of harge arriers out of the quantum dot as studies

with GaAs/AlGaAs quantum wells with barriers of few nanometer thikness have

shown [173, 174℄.
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Figure 5.7: (A) Sattering of 90 nm gold partiles on the quantum dot sample im-

aged with the dark-�eld mirosope amera. (B) Sattering spetrum of one of the

antennas (green). The �tted Lorentzian (red) has its maximum at 2.107 eV and a

width of 0.501 eV. The dashed vertial line indiates the emission photon energy of

the neutral exiton of the quantum dots.

5.1.2 Plasmoni strutures

To �nd a suitable plasmoni antenna, far-�eld sattering resonanes of single ol-

loidal spherial gold nanopartiles on the substrates were measured in the optial

dark-�eld miro-spetrometry setup. For a nominal diameter of 90 nm, the resonane

has its peak at photon energies of more than 2 eV, whih is therefore well separated

from the GaAs quantum dot emission. So, here only the plasmoni exitation en-

hanement an be studied without a major in�uene of resonant plasmon-exiton

oupling [175℄.

To preselet smaller areas of the sample, its surfae is patterned with a gold

pattern. Using optial lithography, a large area is overed by a thik gold �lm that

leaves open 24 square shaped apertures with side length of about 100 µm (see Fig.

5.6). A droplet of nanopartile suspension of suitable onentration is brought onto

the sample. The solvent evaporates and only partiles inside the apertures are in

ontat with the semiondutor surfae. For several of the square shaped regions on

the sample the density of partiles was investigated with an atomi fore mirosope

(AFM). The density in most investigated regions is low enough, so that there are

only few partile lusters, but still high enough that single partiles an be used for

nanomanipulation.
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Figure 5.8: (A)-(D) Sequene of AFM measurements between single nanomanipula-

tion movement steps. The sale bar is 250 nm. (E) Two superimposed atomi fore

mirographs before (red) and after (green) the nanoantenna is positioned on top of

a quantum dot. The ontrast and brightness levels of the images were adjusted. For

the measurement after positioning, only the top part of the nanoantenna is made

visible. Its enter an be determined from the spherial shape. (F) Distanes of the

nanopartiles from the enter of the elliptial dip feature. The average preision of

the positioning is about 22 nm.

Antenna resonane

The sattering of single partiles [see Fig. 5.7(A)℄ is measured with dark-�eld miro-

spetrometry. A Lorentzian of the form

I(t) = I0
γ

(E −E0)2 + γ2
(5.10)

is �tted to the sattering peak. The agreement between the �t and the measured

data an be seen in Figure 5.7(B). The resulting R2
[see Eq. (5.3)℄ of the �t is 0.9996.

One an extrat a resonane energy of 2.107 eV (λ=588 nm) and a width of 0.501 eV

from the �t. From that one obtains a quality fator of the resonane of 4.2.

5.1.3 Nanomanipulation with the atomi fore mirosope

The positioning of single nanopartiles is done with the atomi fore mirosope

(AFM). For that, the tip movement is manually ontrolled in the nanomanipulation
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mode. After taking an image in tapping mode to loalize a partile, one an de�ne

a sequene of tip movement paths (see Se. 3.3.2). With this tehnique, ten of the

gold partiles are pushed on the dip features of nearby quantum dots. Atomi fore

mirographs were measured after eah movement step to loate the nanopartile.

By taking AFM measurements before and after the antenna is in its �nal position

above the quantum dot, it is possible to determine the distane between quantum

dot and the enter of the spherial partile (see Fig. 5.8 (A)). The resulting distanes

of the quantum dots with respet to the antenna enter are shown in Fig. 5.8 (F).

For the seven antenna-quantum dot pairs, all quantum dots are below the respetive

antenna with an average distane of about 22 nm.
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5.2 Enhaning the optial exitation e�ieny

In this setion I will show the in�uene of the plasmoni strutures on the photolu-

minesene of the single quantum dots. This is studied by omparison of the optial

properties of the oupled systems to referene quantum dots and measurements after

removal of the plasmoni nanoantennas. The enhanement spetra of the optial

antennas is studied by the variation of the exitation spetrum.
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Figure 5.9: (A) Photoluminesene san of the sample region where the antennas

have been positioned (olor bar is from 0 to 1500 ounts). The ten quantum dots with

a nanopartile, marked by irles, appear brighter than the average. (B) Histogram

of �tted brightnesses for 238 referene quantum dots (gray) and ten quantum dots

below an optial nanoantenna (red). The brightness is normalized to the peak of

the Gaussian �t to the referene distribution (green).

5.2.1 Brightness inrease

After positioning of the nanopartiles the photoluminesene is measured in the low-

temperature laser-sanning onfoal mirosope. For the photoluminesene san in

Fig. 5.9(A), the quantum dots are exited with an average power of 350 nW at a pho-

ton energy of 2.06 eV. The exitation photon energy is spetrally loated at the peak

of the partiles sattering resonane. From the spetrally integrated photolumines-

ene san (Fig. 5.9 (A)) one an see that the quantum dots with nanopartiles are

brighter than the average brightness of quantum dots without a nanopartile. Fit-

ting two dimensional Gaussians to the emission spots of 238 single quantum dots,

one an determine the average brightness from the intensity histogram shown in

Fig. 5.9(B). From the omparison of the intensity of the enhaned quantum dots to

the ensemble brightness we dedue enhanement fators up to 6.

5.2.2 Diret intensity omparison by antenna removal

For a omparison of the brightness of an enhaned quantum dot with the bright-

ness of the ensemble, the auray of the determined enhanement fators depend

on the variation of the ensemble properties. To be able to evaluate more preise

enhanement fators, one has to diretly ompare the enhaned quantum dot to the

same quantum dot without antenna. So, after photoluminesene measurements, we

remove the antenna from three quantum dots. This is done again with atomi fore
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Figure 5.10: (A) Topography of the sample surfae measured with an atomi fore

mirosope. The green and red olored peaks indiate the ten nanopartiles that

are positioned on quantum dots. The three red olored partiles are removed from

the quantum dots after measuring their photoluminesene properties. The san

range is 20 µm for both in-plane diretions. The elevated region on the left side

is the rim of the square aperture in the strutured metal layer. (B) Photolumi-

nesene sans of the sample region before (upper panel) and after removal (lower

panel) of nanopartiles. The quantum dots, from whih the antennas are removed

are indiated by red irles, all other quantum dots with antennas by green irles.

mirosopy based nanomanipulation where the antenna partile is removed by push-

ing it several hundred nanometers away from the quantum dot [see Fig. 5.10(A)℄.

The sample is mounted again in the low-temperature laser-sanning onfoal miro-

sope setup. The photoluminesene is then measured under idential onditions.

We �nd, that the intensities of the three quantum dots has dereased to a value well

within the brightness distribution of the referene ensemble [see Fig. 5.10(B) and

(C)℄. For the three quantum dots, from whih the antenna was removed, we obtain

enhanement fators of 3.5, 3.7, and 6.1.

As the resonane of the antenna is in the spetral region where the quantum dots

are exited (see Se. 5.1.2), we expet the origin of the enhanement to be an in-

rease of the exitation e�ieny. To prove that, we measure the photoluminesene

spetra of the same quantum dot with and without the antenna. For low exitation

powers the spetra are dominated by the neutral exiton and a harged exiton,

alled trion of the s-shell. The intensity of these two states shows a di�erent depen-

dene on the exitation power. The reason for that lies in the exitation proess.

A single photon of the exitation an reate a single eletron hole pair. From the
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Figure 5.11: (A) Comparison of the intensities for two ground state exitons in the

photoluminesene spetra for one of the quantum dots after removing the antenna.

The power dependene of the intensity ratio for the two states of this quantum

dot an be used as a probe for the exitation enhanement due to the antenna.

(B) Photoluminesene spetra for a quantum dot antenna pair normalized to the

neutral exiton peak. The spetrum of the quantum dot without antenna for an

exitation power of 150 nW (blak) shows the same exiton to trion ratio like with

the antenna, but for a six times lower power of 25 nW (red). For omparison the

brightness of the two states for even lower exitation power of 10 nW with antenna

(green). (C) For a di�erent quantum dot-antenna pair: Photoluminesene spetra

for the same exitation power with (red) and without antenna (blue). The spetrum

with antenna is omparable to a �ve times higher exitation power without antenna

(blak). (D) Deay dynamis for the same quantum dot like in panel (C) for

idential exitation powers.

viinity of the quantum dot, the harge arriers may relax into the quantum dot.

For a neutral exiton only a single eletron and a single hole are needed. For the

harged exitons another harge arrier is needed. Therefore the probability in-

reases for higher exitation powers. The peak intensity of neutral exiton (blue)

and assumingly a trion (green) for di�erent exitation powers for a quantum dot
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without an antenna an be seen in Figure 5.11(A). The power dependent brightness

ratio depends on the exitation proess and thus on the environment of a quantum

dot and is therefore di�erent for di�erent quantum dots. In Fig. 5.11(B), spetra

for a quantum dot with and without antenna are shown. The exitation power for

the spetra with antenna is 10 nW (green) and 25 nW (red), and for the spetrum

without antenna 150 nW (blak). For another quantum dot (Fig. 5.11(C)), two

spetra for exitation powers of 10 nW and 50 nW without the antenna are plotted

with blue and blak, respetively. When the spetrum of the same quantum dot

with an antenna for an exitation power of 10 nW (red line) is ompared to the

spetra without enhanement, it agrees niely to the spetrum for illumination with

a �ve times higher exitation power. This is in good agreement with the spetrally

integrated brightness enhanement of 6.1. The spetrum for this quantum dot with

nanoantenna was spetrally shifted by 1.4 meV to overlap with the exitoni lines

from the previously measured spetra. The di�erene ould originate from loal

harges that lead to a shift of the spetrum for one of the measurements [176℄. For

the same exitation powers we measure the deay traes of the quantum dot with

and without the antenna (see Fig. 5.11(D)). For the quantum dot with the antenna,

there is no obvious hange of the photoluminesene deay time. This is also an

indiation that only the exitation e�ieny is enhaned by the nanoantenna.

5.2.3 Spetral harateristis of the near-�eld enhanement

To determine the spetral harateristis of the exitation enhanement, the exi-

tation photon energy is varied around the sattering resonane of the antenna. For

eah exitation photon energy value displayed, the intensity of the quantum dots

with nanoantenna is ompared to the peak value of a brightness distribution for

an ensemble of referene quantum dots. In Fig. 5.12 one an see that the relative

brightness of quantum dots with a nanoantenna depends on the photon energy of

the exitation. The exitation power is 50 nW for all measurements. For this exita-

tion power we stay in the regime where mainly neutral exiton and trions ontribute

to the photoluminesene. In Fig. 5.12(C) the mean enhanement of all quantum

dots with a nanoantenna is plotted as a funtion of the respetive exitation photon

energy. One observes a lear redshift of about 0.1 eV(≈ 31 nm) of the near �eld

enhanement with respet to the far �eld sattering resonane. Part of this redshift

an be explained by the exitation spetrum of the indued plasmoni dipole ~µp as

derived in Se. 2.1.3. In Fig. 5.12 the blue enhanement spetrum is obtained a-

ordingly by multiplying the sattering sattering spetrum for the antenna by k−4
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Figure 5.12: Photoluminesene sans of the same region for exitation (P=50 nW)

with photon energies of 2.34 eV (A) and 2.06 eV (B). Quantum dots with a nanoan-

tenna are marked by green irles. (C) Average enhanement for eight of the quan-

tum dots dependent on the exitation photon energy (red). The spetral shape

of the enhanement for the near �eld omponent that deays like 1/r3 (blue) is

obtained from multiplying the sattering spetrum (dashed green) with the fator

k−4
.

(blue). For omparison the original measured sattering spetrum is shown (green).

The fators e�etively ompress the symmetri resonane towards higher photon

energies and result in a small red shift. The maximum of the near-�eld spetrum

obtained this way is at about 2.051 eV (∆E = −56 meV ).

To determine the agreement of the theoretial enhanement spetrum with the

measured enhanement, the following funtion is �tted to the data

f(E) =
0.501 eV · A1

(4 · (E − 2.107 eV − Eshift)2 + (0.501 eV )2
· k4(E) + f0. (5.11)

The values for the width and spetral position of the plasmon resonane are taken

from the Lorentzian �t to the measured sattering resonane (see Se. 5.1.2). The

open parameters allow for a spetral shift Eshift, an o�set in the enhanement f0,

and the amplitude of the spetrum A1. The resulting �t is shown in Fig. 5.13 (red) in

omparison with the enhanement spetrum alulated diretly from the sattering

spetrum (blue). It orresponds to the spetral shapes of the 1/r3 (blue) dependent

near �eld omponent. There is a total redshift of the near-�eld enhanement with

respet to the sattering resonane of about 107 meV determined from the �t. So

there is an additional shift of 51 meV, whih annot be desribed by the spetral

di�erene of near- and far-�eld spetra of a dipole.
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Figure 5.13: Comparison of �tted near �eld enhanement spetrum (red) and en-

hanement spetrum obtained from the sattering resonane (blue). The dashed

line indiate the orresponding plasmon resonane for the alulated enhanement

spetrum. The antenna for whih the sattering spetrum was measured is identi-

al with the one that is positioned on the quantum dot for whih the enhanement

is shown here with blak markers.

5.2.4 Origin of the energy shift

It has been shown, that the desription of a plasmoni antenna as a damped driven

harmoni osillator an explain the spetral di�erene of near- and far-�elds [177℄.

The shift of the maximum near-�eld enhanement is due to the damping of the

system. With the dipole model used in the previous setion only radiative damping

of the dipole is assumed while for this desription the total damping of the system

is onsidered. Zuloaga et al. use the model in [177℄ to evaluate the maximum of the

near-�eld enhanement from the plasmon resonane and the total damping, whih is

obtained from peak position and width of the resonane in the extintion spetrum,

respetively. We instead an here use the experimentally determined resonane

energies to determine the damping of the plasmoni system.

For this model the maximum of the near-�eld spetrum is expeted at a frequeny

ωnf

ωnf =
√
ω2
0 − Γ2

i , (5.12)

with the resonane frequeny ω0 of the osillator and the total intrinsi damping Γi.

Here we use frequeny of the maximum near�eld enhanement at ~ωnf = 2.000 eV

from the �tted near-�eld of the dipole model [Eq. (5.11)℄ as shown in the previous

setion. For the sattering of the antenna, the maximum of the resonane ours

at the plasmon resonane and therefore ω0 = ω0,scat = 2.107 eV/~. Thus we an
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alulate the total damping from Eq. (5.12) as

Γi =
√
ω2
0 − ω2

nf = 0.663 eV/~. (5.13)

From the measured sattering spetrum we obtain the radiative damping Γrad =

0.501 eV/~. With this we an alulate the nonradiative damping of the antenna

Γnrad = 0.162 eV/~. By knowing radiative and nonradiative rate of the plasmoni

system we an determine its quantum e�ieny as

η =
Γrad

Γi

= 76%. (5.14)

This is in agreement with other experimental studies where quantum e�ienies of

80-90% are obtained for spherial gold partiles with diameters of about 100 nm [70℄.

Summary: Enhaning the optial exitation e�ieny

In this setion we have positioned single plasmoni nanoantennas on epitaxial quan-

tum dots with a preision of 22 nm. The antennas enhane the exitation e�ieny

of the quantum dots by fators of more than 6. The near-�eld enhanement spetrum

shows an energeti shift of 107 meV wiht respet to the plasmon resonane. Part of

this redshift an be explained by the di�erene of near-�eld and far-�eld spetra of

a radiating dipole. From the spetral position of the near-�eld enhanement and the

sattering spetrum of the antenna we dedue the total damping and the quantum

e�ieny of the plasmoni system.
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5.3 AFM based positioning of plasmoni nanorods

In further experiments we position plasmoni nanorods on single quantum dots.

In ontrast to the spherial nanopartiles used in the previous experiments, the ad-

vantage of the rod antenna is that one an study the interation of di�erent partile

plasmon modes with the exitons in a quantum dot. Here, as a �rst experiment we

onentrate on the positioning and interation with gold nanorods and determine its

in�uene on the spontaneous emission.
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Figure 5.14: Positioning of olloidal gold nanorods. (A),(B) Atomi fore miro-

graphs of a single gold nanorod and a quantum dot before and after the rod is

positioned. The smaller partiles are organi remnants from the partile solution.

(C) Sanning eletron mirographs of suessfully positioned nanorods. The major

hallenge of the positioning is the alignment of the nanorods with the quantum dot.

The sale bar is 100 nm. (D) Sattering spetrum of a nanorod on the quantum

dot sample. The vertial lines indiate the horizontal longitudinal (dashed red) and

the vertial (dashed blue) resonane positions obtained from the double Lorentzian

�t (solid red). For omparison, the energy of the longitudinal resonane for the

nanorods in water.

5.3.1 Positioning single olloidal nanorods

We used olloidal gold nanorods from solution and applied the same atomi fore mi-

rosope based positioning tehnique like in the previous setions [see Fig. 5.14)(A)

and (B)℄. The nanorods are 73 nm long and have a diameter of 25 nm (A12-25-700,

Nanopartz ). The plasmon resonane for polarization along the rod is at a pho-

ton energy of 1.770 eV (λ=700 nm). The smaller dimensions of only 25 nm of the

nanorods and the geometry make it hallenging and very time onsuming to position
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and align a single nanorod with the atomi fore mirosope tip. The issues are, that

the nanorods may stik together or the sample may be srathed by the nanomanip-

ulation as the tip has to be lowered muh further for the pushing. Additionally, eah

manipulation step for the improvement of orientation of a nanorod might result in

the position to beome worse and vie versa. Due to the small dimensions of the

nanorods, the orientation and relative position an not preisely determined with

the atomi fore mirosope. We determine the alignment of the nanorod with the

transition dipole moments of the quantum dot in a sanning eletron mirosope

[see Fig. 5.14(C)℄. The eletron mirograph in Fig. 5.14(C) is smoothened with a

5 nm radius median �lter to redue noise.

For the nanorods on the semiondutor substrate we determine the plasmon res-

onane energy by dark �eld miro spetrometry. The sample is illuminated with

unpolarized light. Thus all possible modes will ontribute to the sattering spe-

trum. A typial measured spetrum is shown in Fig. 5.14(D). Based on the inves-

tigations in Chapter 4 we attribute the two observed sattering peaks at 1.657 eV

and 1.949 eV to the horizontal longitudinal and the vertial resonanes respetively.

The sattering from the horizontal transverse mode is expeted to be negligible.

5.3.2 Optial measurements

The photoluminesene of the quantum dots was measured for a region that inludes

several of the positioned nanorods. The emission intensities are deteted polarization

sensitive with the two single photon ounting modules. The polarization hannels

are aligned with the transition dipoles of the quantum dots. From the omparison

with sanning eletron mirographs, one an identify the quantum dots that are de-

orated with one or two nanorods [Fig. 5.15(A) and (B)℄. A orrelation of brightness

and polarization anisotropy, shown in Fig. 5.15(C) shows the modi�ation of the

photoluminesene for measurement points lose to oupled quantum dot-nanorod

pairs (red markers) as a strong deviation from the emission of unoupled quantum

dots (green markers). Here the intensity is de�ned as the total measured brightness

Σ = Ihor + Ivert while the polarization anisotropy is the magnitude of the degree of

linear polarization DOLP = Ihor−Ivert
Σ

. For the majority of the quantum dots on

whih one or two nanorods have been positioned we observe a hange of the polar-

ization anisotropy [see also Fig. 5.15(D)℄ and a slight derease of the brightness.
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Figure 5.15: Photoluminesene of quantum dots where nanorods have been posi-

tioned on. (A) From the sanning eletron mirograph one an determine the

quantum dots from their topography feature. The irles mark the loation of

quantum dots. The red olored irles indiate whih are deorated with one or

two nanorods. In (B) the sum of both polarization hannels of the spatially re-

solved photoluminesene measurements is shown. (C) The orrelation of intensity

and the the degree of linear polarization shows the deviation of the photolumines-

ene properties for measurement points lose to oupled quantum dots (red) from

the emission of unoupled ones (green). In (D) the di�erene of both hannels as

Ivertical − Ihorizontal is displayed (olor bar -70 to 70).

Summary: Positioning nanorods

Here we positioned gold nanorods whih have a resonane at the quantum dot emis-

sion on single quantum dots. The emission of these quantum dots showed a mod-

i�ation of the polarization anisotropy. Simultaneous positioning and alignment of

the small nanorods was time onsuming and hallenging. The reproduibility of the

strutures was found to be di�ult.





6 Positioning single nanostrutures

6.1 Eletron beam based positioning

In the previous hapter we have shown the possibility to use plasmonis to enhane

the emission of epitaxial quantum dots. Here we will present our approahes and

results from using a two step eletron beam lithography based positioning tehnique.

The basi onept is the patterning of the sample with a grid of markers that serves

as a oordinate system that is aligned with respet to rystal axes. The positions

of quantum dots are determined in this oordinate system. In a seond lithography

step, strutures an be fabriated at the desired loation with respet to the quantum

dots.
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Figure 6.1: Sanning eletron mirograph of a quantum dot topography feature a-

quired (A) with the Inlens and (B) with the SE2 detetor. Sale bars are 200 nm.

A Gaussian smoothing �lter with a width of 2.9 nm was used to redue the noise.

The Inlens detetor is muh more sensitive to organi ontaminations, here a blak

bar from to previous SEM imaging, and therefore bad for the positioning tehnique

as the sample areas have to be imaged for positioned eletron beam lithography.

(C) Sanning eletron mirograph of a quantum dot topography feature. The SE2

detetor is used. Sale bar is 50 nm. (D) 10 nm wide pro�les through SEM mi-

rograph along horizontal (blak) and vertial (green). The red lines are smoothed

signal with a 10 nm width and a Lorentzian �t respetively. Signals are shifted for

larity.

6.1.1 Imaging quantum dots in the sanning eletron miro-

sope

In Se. 5.3 we already used the sanning eletron mirosope to image nanorods

lose to the topography features of our quantum dots. Here we want to use sanning

eletron mirosopy to determine the positions of individual quantum dots in a quik

manner and with a preision of few nanometers. Here the hoie over the di�erent

mirosopy settings has a strong impat on the visibility of the topography features

and thus on the auray of the position determination. We generally use eletron

aeleration voltages of two to �ve kilo volts. That lowers on the one hand the
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Figure 6.2: The position of a quantum dot determined from a fast sanning ele-

tron mirosope mirograph. The raw, noisy image (A) is smoothened with a two-

dimensional Gaussian �lter of adequate width (B). From that, the position of the

dip is determined by plaing an elliptial frame at the best �tting position in the

mirograph (C). The length of the sale bar is 100 nm.

resolution ompared to higher aeleration voltages, but on the other hand lets the

eletrons not penetrate too deep into the semiondutor sample and is thus more

sensitive to the sample topography. The visibility of the quantum dot topography

feature also strongly depends on the detetors whih are used for imaging as visible in

Fig. 6.1(A) and (B). In regions where previous imaging has resulted in hydroarbon

ontamination at the rim of the image, the Inlens detetor gives no ontrast to detet

the topography feature while the features are still visible with the SE2 detetor

(SEM detetors: see Setion 3.4.1). When the topography feature that is imaged

with a sanning eletron mirosope is ompared with the topography measured

with an atomi fore mirosope, one an see that the shape of the features shows

a good agreement. As one an see in Fig. 6.1(C) and (D), the mirographs show a

dark elliptial feature at the dip below whih the quantum dot is loated, while the

elevated part of the topography feature appears brighter.

6.1.2 SEM based position determination

To determine the positions of quantum dots in the sanning eletron mirosope it is

important, that there is no modi�ation or damage done to the quantum dots. We

observed that quantum dots whih were investigated in the sanning eletron miro-

sope with high magni�ations and very long integration times showed a redution

in brightness or seldomly did not show photoluminesene any more. As the intense

sanning leads to a thik hydroarbon ontamination layer on the surfae it ould

be fous of further studies how the derease in brightness is related to these issues.

Therefore, the san speed of the eletron beam is kept as fast as possible. Another

reason for fast sanning is to minimize sample drifts during the imaging, whih
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Figure 6.3: (A) Shematis of a typial �eld of markers that is patterned on the

samples. The positions of quantum dots with respet to a ertain marker (red arrow)

an be translated into oordinate system of the sample when the indies i, j of the

sub�eld (blue frame) are known. (B) Atomi fore mirograph of a sub�eld marker

grid with a period of 1.5 µm on a quantum dot sample. Arbitrary nanostrutures

an be plaed with respet to the oordinates of hosen individual quantum dots

(red arrow). The height of the disk-shaped markers is about 60 nm.

lead to image distortions that dereases the auray of the position determination.

Fig. 6.2(A) shows an example of a good ompromise between the need to san fast to

derease drift and averaging to have a high signal-to-noise ratio. For this san speed

there was no redution in brightness observed for any quantum dot in the imaged

regions [178℄. To obtain better visibility, the mirographs are smoothened with a

two dimensional Gaussian image �lter (see Fig. 6.2(B)). The �lter width of 5.9 nm

is below the resolution of the mirosope, so mainly the noise in the mirograph is

redued. From this image there are several methods to determine the position of
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Figure 6.4: (A),(B) SEM mirographs of two types of markers. From the best math-

ing frame and lines as indiated in the mirographs, the enter positions of the

markers are determined. (C),(D) The red frame and lines are shown for horizontal

and vertial o�sets of 10 nm from the determined enter position. The sale bars

are 200 nm. (E) Normalized two-dimensional ross orrelation of one of the markers

shown in panel (B). The template is from the mirograph of another similar marker.

The sale bar is 100 nm.

the quantum dot.

Frame-�tting position determination method

The frame-�tting tehnique was found as a good ompromise solution between a-

uray and time onsumption. An elliptial frame of onstant dimensions is plaed

suh on the mirographs that the darker elliptial region at the dip of the quantum

dot topography feature is enlosed as illustrated in Fig. 6.2(C).

The standard type of marker pattern that was used is shown in Fig. 6.3(A). The

large orner markers are for the alignment of the sample oordinate system in the

eletron beam lithography instrument. From the origin of this oordinate system,

the position of eah sub�eld (blue frame) an be determined by the orresponding

sub�eld indies i and j (blak arrow). As the loation of eah of the small markers

in the sub�eld is known, any point in the sub�eld an be de�ned by a relative

oordinate (red arrow) with respet the losest marker, labeled with the indies k
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Figure 6.5: Comparison of frame �tting to ross orrelation method. (A) The posi-

tion of the quantum dot is determined by �tting peak funtions to the vertial and

horizontal pro�les of the template (inset panel (A)). (B) The determined positions of

eight quantum dots are ompared to those determined by the frame-�tting method.

The mean deviation is 9.2 nm.

and l. The design of the sub�elds depend on the type and distane of the small

markers.

For di�erent samples and approahes the sub�elds ontained one of two di�erent

types of markers. For most samples, disk shaped markers with diameters of 100-

125 nm were used (Fig. 6.4(A)). For those, the oordinate points are determined

as the enters of irles that are �tted to the shape of the strutures. The other

type of markers (Fig. 6.4(B)) onsist of two touhing squares that are arranged

diagonally. The oordinate points are determined as the intersetion of two lines in

the vertial and horizontal diretion. In Fig. 6.4(C) and (D) the shapes used for the

position of the enter positions are displayed for horizontal and vertial o�sets of

eah 10 nm. Any deviation on that order of magnitude is well visible. The period of

the marker grid lies between 1.5 µm and 6 µm. Smaller periods inrease the preision

of the positioning while the larger distanes between the markers are better for dark

�eld miro-spetrometry of individual positioned plasmoni strutures between the

markers.

Position determination using two-dimensional ross orrelation

To ompare the frame-�tting with other methods a ross-orrelation method is ap-

plied [179℄ for the oordinate determination of the square markers. Here, a small

setion of an SEM mirograph that ontains one marker from a nearby region of

the sample is used as a template. The enter of that marker in the template is then

determined. Finally, the best �tting position of the template in the mirograph is
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found. With the normalized two dimensional ross orrelation γ(u, v) one ompares

the image f(x, y) (here the SEM mirograph) with the template t aording to

γ(u, v) =

∑
x,y

[
f(x, y)− fu,v

] [
t(x− u, y − v)− t

]
√∑

x,y

[
f(x, y)− fu,v

]2 [
t(x− u, y − v)− t

]2 , (6.1)

with t being the mean of the template and fu,v the mean of the mirograph under

the template at the evaluation point (u, v). As one an see in Fig. 6.4(E), with this

method one obtains sharp orrelation peaks with values above 90 % at the enter of

the marker due to the similarity of the markers. This method is as aurate as the

previous determination method and we �nd only minor deviations when the results

of the methods are ompared. For larger regions of the sample that is raster sanned

with a sanning eletron mirosope, this proess ould be automated by determining

the oordinates of �tted peak funtions to the ross orrelated mirograph.

A similar method is used to determine the oordinates of quantum dots from the

sanning eletron mirographs. Here the template is a quantum dot topography fea-

ture from a sanning eletron mirograph that was measured under same onditions

as the mirograph under study. For the template, the enter of the quantum dot

dip feature is determined with respet to the enter of the template by �tting peak

funtions to the horizontal and vertial pro�les of the mirograph (see Fig. 6.5(A)).

The template is shown as an inset in panel (A). The quantum dot is not entered

in the template. That is to avoid that the orrelation peak spatially oinides with

the topography feature, whih an lead to higher bakground variations lose to the

orrelation peak. For the template hosen here, we determine relative distanes to

the enter of the template of ∆x = −23.9 pixels and ∆y = 33.6 pixels. The sanning

eletron mirographs are then ross orrelated using the template. The position of

the peaks in the orrelated mirograph are then determined. Together with the

relative distanes from the enter of the quantum dot template, one an alulate

the oordinate of the quantum dots in the oordinate system of the mirograph. In

Fig. 6.5(B) the positions of eight quantum dots on the investigated sample (O123_9)

determined with the frame-�tting method are ompared to the positions determined

with the ross orrelation method. The mean o�sets between the two methods are

-6.3 nm for the x-oordinate and -1.9 nm for the y-oordinate. The mean deviation

between the oordinates from both methods is 9.2 nm. The thin dashed vertial line

with a small negative o�set indiates the size of one pixel in the sanning eletron

mirograph. For the x-oordinate, there appears to be a systemati o�set between

the two methods, whih ould ome from the inauray of the determination of
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Figure 6.6: Topography feature of the same quantum dot imaged in the sanning

eletron mirosope (A) before and (B) after positioning of a nanostruture. The

relative distane for the shown quantum dot-antenna pair is indiated in Fig. 6.7(C)

with a green marker. The ontrast of the mirographs is optimized for best visibility

of (A) quantum dot topography feature and (B) gold nanostruture.

the quantum dot position in the template. The two outliers ould ome from a bad

visibility of the quantum dot features due to shape variations or small partiles on

the sample surfae, whih an lead to a shift or assymetri broadening of the peaks

in the orrelated image.

6.1.3 Preision of the positioning method

The goal of the desribed positioning tehnique is to be able to plae plasmoni

photoni strutures next to single quantum dots. It is of importane to know how

large the error of the lateral positioning is, as the optial �elds around plasmoni

strutures deay on the 10 nm sale. This error an be taken as a referene to

estimate the deviations in the optial properties of the oupled systems. To study

the positioning auray we plae nine nanostrutures with the above desribed

tehnique. The markers used for this sample are disk shaped and they are plaed

with distanes of 6 µm. Rod-shaped test strutures are fabriated suh that one

of the ends is entered on the elliptial dip feature of a single quantum dot (see

Fig. 6.6). The dimensions of the nanostrutures are about 22 nm along the [1 1 0℄

diretion and 56 nm in the [-1 1 0℄ diretion. As they are smaller than the dip feature

of the quantum dots this feature is still partially visible in the SEM mirographs

of the strutures after the positioning step. We determine the end points of the

nanostrutures with a similar method as for the markers using a retangular shaped

frame with a width of 29.6 nm and a length of 59.3 nm. As shown in Figure 6.7, we

determine the auray of our method by omparing the quantum dot oordinate

(red ross) and the end-point oordinates of the nanostruture (blue dot). The
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Figure 6.7: (A) The oordinates of quantum dots (red) and antennas (green) are

determined from separate sanning eletron mirographs before and after the po-

sitioning, respetively. (B) Relative positions (blue) of quantum dots and marker-

strutures indiate the tip of the positioned antennas. (C) Relative positions for the

nine test strutures. The green marker indiates the struture, whih is investigated

in the transmission eletron mirosope (see Se. 6.1.4). The mean of the distanes

is 9.3 nm.

relative oordinates for all nine nanostrutures are presented in Fig. 6.7(C). The

average distane determined this way is 9.3 nm with a standard deviation of 3.7 nm.

This mean distane is taken as the auray of our method. This auray to plae

nanostrutures with respet to single quantum emitters is better than the smallest

reported deviations of 50 nm ahieved by other groups [117,180,181℄. Other reports

with a omparable preision of 10-25 nm only ahieve these values for the auray

of the loalization of the emitter [182, 183℄.
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Figure 6.8: (A) A lamella is milled out of the sample. The oordinate system de�ned

by the gold markers are used to loate the struture. (B) Sanning eletron miro-

graphs (side view of the lamella) after onseutive thinning steps. The proess is

stopped when the antenna is visible. The sale bar is 100 nm.

6.1.4 Strutural analysis in the transmission eletron miro-

sope

Sample preparation for the transmission eletron mirosope

For a loser analysis of one of the strutures in sample O123_9 a TEM sample

is prepared. A thin lamella that ontains one of the strutures is prepared using

foused ion beam milling (FIB). This was done by Bernhard Fenk at theMax Plank

Institute for Solid State Researh in Stuttgart.

To protet the sample a protetive platinum layer is deposited on the surfae. The

loation of the struture is then determined from the oordinate system whih was

used for the positioning and an additional marker ross that indiates the oordinate

of the struture. Next to the oordinate of the lamella, material is removed by ion

beam milling. A thiker preform of the �nal lamella an be seen in Fig. 6.8(A).

The thik lamella is attahed to a nanomanipulation tip, ut at the sides, and then

turned on the side. By looking at the region where quantum dot and antenna are

inside the lamella it is made thinner by using ion beam milling from one side of the

lamella. This is done in steps until the gold struture beomes visible. The sanning

eletron mirographs in Fig. 6.8(B) were taken after onseutive milling steps. After

this, the lamella is turned over and the lamella is thinned from the other side until

its �nal thikness of about 60 nm. Then it is transfered and attahed to a TEM

grid. The transmission eletron mirosopy (see Se. 3.4.2) is done by Dr. Fritz

Phillipp from the Max Plank Institute for Intelligent Systems in Stuttgart.
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Figure 6.9: Transmission eletron mirograph (inverted dark �eld) of a positioned

gold antenna (yellow) on a GaAs quantum dot (blue). The mirograph is perpen-

diular to the [-1 1 0℄ diretion. The lateral distane, determined from the brightness

pro�les between the strutures is 2.2 nm. Colored bars next to the mirograph in-

diate where the pro�les are taken. The vertial distane between the enter of the

quantum dot and the edge of the antenna is 18 nm.

Analysis of the transmission eletron mirographs

From the transmission eletron mirograph of the struture shown in Fig. 6.9 one

an evaluate the lateral distane between antenna and quantum dot along the [1 1 0℄

diretion. From the enter of mass of brightness pro�les through both strutures a

distane of 2.2 nm between the enters of both strutures is obtained. The position

and width of the ross setions are indiated by olored bars next to the mirograph.

Another struture is prepared as a seond sample for transmission eletron mi-

rosopy. Here the metal struture is a larger antenna whih is positioned with one

end above the quantum dot. The antenna is aligned along the [-1 1 0℄ diretion and

the lamella is ut along the same diretion to obtain a ross setion of the quan-

tum dot in this orientation. A transmission eletron mirograph of that struture
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Figure 6.10: Transmission eletron mirograph (inverted dark �eld) of a larger gold

antenna on a GaAs quantum dot. Here the antenna is positioned so that one end

is plaed above the quantum dot. The mirograph is perpendiular to the [1 1 0℄

diretion.

is shown in Fig. 6.10. The image is an overlay of a bright-�eld and a dark-�eld

mirograph, as the visibility of the antenna is better in the bright-�eld illumination

while the heterostruture is only visible in the dark-�eld mirograph (see Se. 3.4.2).

This mirogaph is a preview of the strutures whih will be studied in the next se-

tion, where we want to investigate the oupling of resonant nanoantennas with the

exitons in a quantum dot.

Summary: Positioning method

The presented method shows how we an loate single epitaxial quantum dots and

position nanostrutures on them with an auray of 9.3 nm. For the oupling to

plasmoni strutures this auray is su�ient to be able to study oupling e�ets

dependent on the relative distane of the struture to the quantum dot. The size the

of positioned strutures is a fration of the emitter's lateral size and for one half of

the investigated strutures the deviation of the positioning is one order of magnitude

smaller than the lateral dimensions of the emitter. This enables future studies on the

oupling of plasmons to higher order transitions in epitaxial semiondutor quantum

dots.
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6.2 Coupling single quantum dots to resonant anten-

nas

In this part I will disuss positioned optial nanoantennas whih show a resonane

at the quantum dot emission energy. They are plaed on single quantum dots with the

tehnique desribed in the previous setion. The oupling to the quantum dot exitons

an be studied by looking at the oupling in dependene of the relative position of

antenna and quantum dot.
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Figure 6.11: (A) Sattering spetra of single antennas in s-polarization exiting the

HL mode. (B) The spetrum for exitation of the HT mode (green) has a resonane

at about 1.8 eV. The �tted Lorentzian (red) has its maximum at 1.808 eV and a

width of 0.391 eV. The resonane positions and widths of six measured antennas

are indiated by the red markers and blak bars respetively.

6.2.1 Samples

Here I �rst introdue the di�erent samples that were fabriated and what their prop-

erties are. On all studied samples we positioned gold nanorod antennas. The lateral

dimensions of the antennas are determined from sanning eletron mirographs and

the thikness from height pro�les of atomi fore mirosope measurements. They

are summarized in Tab. 6.1. The quantum dot samples are all from the O123 quan-

tum dot sample that was introdued in Se. 5.1.1. On sample A and sample C there

is an additional two nanometer thik oating of Al2O3 on the surfae. The oating

is added after growth for surfae passivation, more details an be found in [162℄.

Table 6.1: Dimensions of the antennas on the di�erent samples.

sample label antenna length width thikness

A 147 nm 76 nm 55 nm

B 149 nm 74 nm 45 nm

C 154 nm 71 nm 30 nm

6.2.2 Optial properties of antennas

In the following the measured sattering spetra of single antennas on the three

di�erent samples are analyzed. As the lateral sizes of the antennas of the three

samples di�er only by a few nanometers one an expet a omparable trend of their
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Figure 6.12: (A) and (B): Sattering spetra of the antennas in p-polarization for

sample A. For the red spetra, the (A) transverse or (B) longitudinal horizontal

modes are exited additionally to the vertial mode and the analyzer polarizer is

along the orresponding horizontal mode. For the blue spetra the analyzer bloks

the sattering for the respetive horizontal mode and only sattering from the

vertial mode is measured. From the di�erene of both spetra one an identify

the sattering spetrum of [(A): blak℄ the horizontally polarized longitudinal and

[(B): green℄ horizontal transverse modes. (C) Sattering of the vertial mode (blue)

is desribed by a Fano lineshape (red). The plasmon resonane obtained from the

Fano model (green) is at lower photon energies.

resonane properties. I will therefore show a more detailed analysis of the antennas

on sample A and then only present the resonane properties of the horizontally

polarized modes of sample B and C.

Sattering spetra for sample A

The sattering spetra of six single antennas are measured for exitation with s-

polarized light along the long and transverse diretions. The spetrum of the lon-

gitudinal and transverse modes for one antenna is shown in Fig. 6.11(A) and (B),

respetively. The longitudinal spetra are almost �at in the displayed energeti inter-

val. The transverse polarized spetra show a resonane around 1.8 eV. A Lorentzian

line shape whih is �tted to the transverse spetrum (red) has its maximum at

1.808 eV (λ = 685 nm) and a width of 0.391 eV (∆λ = 148 nm). That results in

a quality fator of 4.6. The p-polarized spetra are shown in Fig. 6.12(A) and (B).

They always onsist of a ontribution from the vertial mode and, depending on

the polarization, of one of the horizontal modes. As desribed in Ch. 4 the spe-

trum of the vertial mode an be desribed by a Fano line shape. The parameters

determined from �tting a Fano line shape (see Fig. 6.12(C) are a resonane photon

energy of 1.953 eV, and a width of 0.500 eV (Q = 3.9). The Fano parameter of

3.09 indiates a stronger sattering amplitude from the narrow antenna mode with

respet to the bakground ompared to the nanorods in Ch. 4. The spetra of the

vertial mode in Fig. 6.12(A) and (B) are obtained by illuminating the antenna
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Figure 6.13: (A) Sattering spetra of a single antenna on sample B for p-

polarization. For a transverse polarization omponent (green) there is a resonane

at 1.660 eV. (B) Sattering spetra of the antennas in s-polarization exiting the

longitudinal (HL) mode. (C) The sattering spetrum for exitation of the hori-

zontal transverse (HT) mode shows a resonane at 1.719 eV (λ ≈ 721 nm).

with p-polarization that exites the vertial mode and one of the horizontal modes.

The analyzer polarizer is then oriented suh that it bloks the sattered light from

the exited horizontal mode. Sattering from the vertial mode is deteted as the

olleted sattering from the vertial mode is radially polarized.

Optial properties of antennas on samples B and C

The sattering spetra of sample B had to be taken in a standard optial dark �eld

mirosope, as the small spaing between the antennas and the dense marker grid

required a higher spatial resolution. As a onsequene, the spetra whih an be

seen in Fig. 6.13(A) are a superposition of sattering spetra for s-polarized and

p-polarized polarized illumination. Still the modes an be identi�ed as the vertial

mode appears in both spetra and is at photon energies beyond 2 eV, here at about

2.2 eV. The transverse mode for these antennas has a resonane at a photon energy

of 1.662 eV and a width of 0.257 eV. The width of the resonane is determined

from a Lorentzian �t to be 0.283 eV. The resulting quality fator is 6.1. The main

harateristis of the optial properties of the antennas are summarized in Tab. 6.2.

Table 6.2: Parameters of the horizontal transverse mode determined from Lorentzian

�t funtions.

sample label E0 width Q fator

A 1.808 eV 0.391 eV 4.6

B 1.662 eV 0.257 eV 6.5

C 1.719 eV 0.283 eV 6.1
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Figure 6.14: Position resolved relative brightnesses for quantum dot transition

dipoles parallel to the transverse (A),(B) and longitudinal (C),(D) antenna modes.

For (A) and (C) the quantum dots are exited o�-resonantly at a photon energy

of 2.410 eV (λ = 514 nm). In the right olumn for (B) and (D) the exitation pho-

ton energy of 1.795 eV (λ = 690 nm) is in resonane with the transverse antenna

mode. The brightness for the transverse emission polarization shows enhanement

predominantly along the long sides of the antenna. The brightness for the dipole

parallel to the longitudinal polarization is always redued ompared to quantum

dots without antenna.

6.2.3 Position dependent brightness sample A

In Fig. 6.14 the brightnesses of single quantum dots dependent on their relative

positions to an antenna are shown. The maximum brightness values of the quantum

dots are normalized by the mean intensity of an ensemble of referene quantum

dots. The referene ensemble is idential for all measurements presented in this

subsetion. Their maximum intensity values are determined in the same way and

from the same intensity measurement like the antenna oupled quantum dots. The
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standard deviations for the normalized brightnesses of the referene ensemble is 8 to

13 %. The relative brightnesses dependent on the relative position to the antenna

is shown in Fig. 6.14(A) and (C) for o�-resonant exitation at a photon energy of

2.410 eV. For the emission from the quantum dot dipole parallel to the transverse

mode of the antenna, the relative brightness is 125 % (Min: 68 %, Max: 190 %).

For the longitudinal polarization, the relative brightness for of all quantum dots is

well below one, on average 48 % (Min: 24 %, Max: 72 %). The derease ould be

explained by ouling of the quantum dot to a dark plasmon mode of the antenna [184℄

for this polarization. The relative brightnesses for the longitudinal quantum dot

dipoles show the tendeny towards an intensity derease below the antenna and

an inrease at the long end of the antenna. For the transverse polarization one an

observe a derease lose to the long ends and an inrease along the long sides. Below

the antenna the relative brightness is roughly onstant with a relative brightness of

about one.

Relative exitation enhanement sample A

To examine the in�uene on the brightness inrease due to an inrease of the ex-

itation, one has to ompare the relative intensities for di�erent exitation pho-

ton energies. For this the normalized brightnesses of the quantum dots lose to a

nanoantenna for exitation at a photon energy of 1.795 eV (Fig. 6.14(B) and (D)) are

ompared to the relative brightnesses for exitation at a photon energy of 2.410 eV.

The polarization of the exitation is parallel to the short axis of the antenna, so that

the transverse antenna mode is exited. One an see from the spetra in Fig. 6.11

that the sattered intensities for the horizontal (HT and HL) modes are negligible

above 2 eV. Thus, one an expet negligible exitation enhanement for this spetral

range. In Fig. 6.15 the position resolved relative exitation enhanement is shown.

The relative enhanement for the quantum dot dipoles parallel and orthogonal to the

long axis of the antenna show a similar distribution, with a mean relative deviation

of 10.0 %. This is a proof of our assumption, that the information about the exi-

tation polarization for o�-resonant exitation of the quantum dot is lost during the

relaxation of the harge arriers into the quantum dot. The interpolated exitation

enhanement is shown in Fig. 6.15(C). For the interpolation the data points are pro-

jeted into all four quadrants. Additionally points with an exitation enhanement

of one are added for distanes >200 nm, where the interation is assumed to be

negligible. From the pattern of the position dependent exitation enhanement, one

an dedue that the relaxation of harge arriers into the quantum dots happens on
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Figure 6.15: Relative exitation enhanement for quantum dots below the anten-

nas for resonant exitation (at 1.795 eV) ompared to o�-resonant exitation (at

2.410 eV). The photoluminesene intensities are normalized by an ensemble of

idential referene quantum dots. In (A) the enhanement for the emission polar-

ization omponent that is parallel to the longitudinal mode, in (B) the one parallel

to the transverse antenna mode. The information about the exitation polarization

is lost during the relaxation, and as expeted, the exitation enhanement is almost

idential for the two transition dipoles of one quantum dot. From the pattern of

the enhanement one an dedue that the length sale of the arrier relaxation is

less than 50 nm. (C) Interpolated exitation enhanement as a funtion of position.

length sales of less than 50 nm. The pattern shows the spatial harateristis of the

transverse resonane. The largest enhanement is obtained for quantum dots below

the enter of the antenna and along the long sides. At the long ends, the relative

enhanement is dereased. To investigate the spetral dependene of the exitation
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Figure 6.16: (A) Exitation enhanement relative to the brightness for exitation at

a photon energy of 2.410 eV for six quantum dots. The quantum dots are loated

at the long sides (red), the long ends (blue), and lose to the enter of the antenna

(green) as skethed in the inset. The data shows the average over both emission

polarizations. The normalized alulated exitation spetrum for the transverse

mode (blak) is o�setted by 1. (B) Degree of linear polarization for the ensemble

of referene quantum dots. The standard deviation of 0.04 is indiated by the

dashed green lines.

enhanement, we determine the relative intensities for various exitation photon en-

ergies, relative to those for o�-resonant exitation (2.410 eV). In Fig. 6.16(A) one

an see the measured exitation enhanement for quantum dots at the long sides

(red), at the long ends (blue) and in the enter below the antenna (green). For

omparison, the normalized enhanement spetrum whih is alulated from the

transverse sattering spetrum with the dipole model (see Se. 2.1.3) is shown in

blak. The enhanement for the quantum dot below the antenna is in agreement

with the alulated spetral shape Quantum dots along the long sides also show a

similar spetral trend as the alulated spetrum. For quantum dots at the long

ends of the antenna the enhanement is inreased at the higher energeti side of the

near-�eld resonane and dereased for exitation on resonane.

Enhaning the Photoluminesene: Results sample A

Here the resonant oupling of the exitons with the plasmoni modes supported by

the antenna is evaluated. The antennas are aligned with the two transition dipoles

in the quantum dots. The antennas are aligned with the long diretion along the [1

1 0℄ diretion. The deteted intensities are for onveniene labeled as Ires and Inres

for the dipole orientation parallel to the transverse and longitudinal antenna-mode,

respetively. To exlude all non resonant e�ets on the emission one an look at the
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Figure 6.17: Degree of linear polarization (DOLP) dependent on the relative quan-

tum dot-antenna position. The lenght and width of the marker symbol indiate

the polarization state due to the di�erent brightnesses of the two dipoles of the

orresponding quantum dot.

degree of linear polarization (DOLP) (see Se. 5.3), whih we de�ne here as

DOLP =
Ires − Inres
Ires + Inres

. (6.2)

As the exitation e�ieny of both orthogonal quantum dot dipoles is equal for

o� resonant exitation, the degree of linear polarization for quantum dots without

plasmoni strutures is lose to zero. The degree of linear polarization of the refer-

ene ensemble to whih the oupled quantum dots were normalized an be seen in

Fig. 6.16(B). The standard deviation for that ensemble is 0.04. For quantum dots

with an antenna, the degree of linear polarization ompares the emission for the

dipole that ouples to the resonant transverse antenna resonane with the one that

is aligned with the non-resonant longitudinal mode. In a simple piture, the seond

dipole serves as an internal referene that monitors all possible non-resonant e�ets

like modi�ations in the exitation e�ieny or tunneling of harge arriers out of

the quantum dot. When the brightnesses of the two dipoles of a quantum dot are
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expressed as Ii = I0,i
Γrad,i

Γtot,i
, (with i = res, nres), we have

DOLP =
Γrad,resΓtot,nres − Γrad,nresΓtot,res

Γrad,resΓtot,nres + Γrad,nresΓtot,res

, (6.3)

as I0,res = I0,nres. When we only assume a polarization seletive modi�ation of the

radiative rate

1

, for our quantum dots with a quantum e�ieny below 10 %, we an

further approximate Γtot,res ≈ Γtot,nres. With this we obtain that the degree of linear

polarization desribes the relative di�erene of the radiative rates for the quantum

dot dipoles due to oupling to the transverse and longitudinal antenna resonane

DOLP ≈ Γrad,res − Γrad,nres

Γrad,res + Γrad,nres

. (6.4)

In Fig. 6.17 the degree of linear polarization is shown as a funtion of the relative

position of the quantum dots for sample A. The resulting e�ets only on the emission

one an derive from the distribution an be summarized as:

• at the long sides of the antenna, in the �eld region of the transverse mode, the

degree of linear polarization has large positive values of 0.4-0.7,

• on the long ends of the antenna, in the �eld regions of a longitudinally oriented

antenna dipole, the degree of linear polarization has lower values between 0

and 0.4,

• below the antenna, along the long axis, the degree of linear polarization in-

reases towards the enter of the antenna.

The degree of linear polarization and the polarization resolved brightness measure-

ment for emission from the transverse oriented dipole, shown in Fig. 6.14(A), an

be interpolated to get an overview piture of the position dependent enhanement.

For the interpolation of the degree of linear polarization and the relative brightness

of the transverse polarization for o�-resonant exitation, we dupliate the measured

data by projeting eah measurement point into all four quadrants. Additionally,

we add points at large distanes (>200 nm), where the interation is assumed to

vanish, so that the degree of linear polarization is set to zero and the relative bright-

ness is set to one. From the resulting patterns, whih are shown in Fig. 6.18(A)

and (B), one an identify the harateristis of a dipole whih is aligned along the

short antenna axis. The oupling of quantum dot- and antenna dipole results a

largest enhanement when they are aligned longitudinal with respet to eah other.

1

i.e. exluding oupling to dark plasmon modes
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Figure 6.18: (A) Interpolated polarization anisotropy for the measured quantum dots

on sample A. For the interpolation, points are added at distanes larger than

200 nm with a degree of linear polarization of zero. Along the lomg sides of the

antenna there is a strong inrease of the degree of linear polarization. (B) From

the interpolated relative brightnesses of the measured quantum dots one an study

the in�uene of the transverse antenna resonane. For the interpolation there were

points added at distanes larger than 200 nm with a relative brightness of one. Due

to symmetry reasons and to obtain a higher resolved data set for the interpolation,

the measured points were projeted into all four quadrants.

When the dipoles are aligned next to eah other we observe a derease in the relative

brightness.

The enhanement pattern for the transverse dipole (Fig. 6.18(B)) an be ompared

to the pattern for the indued antenna dipole obtained from the point dipole model

in Se. 2.4.2 (Fig. 2.26(D)). From the omparison one an observe that

• both patterns show an elongated enhanement region along the nonresonant

axis for quantum dots below the antenna and in the other diretion separated

enhanement regions at an antenna-quantum dot distane of about 50 nm,

• the pattern for the extended antenna in the experiments appears strehed

along the antenna dimensions,

• the experimentally determined derease of intensity at the long ends is not

observed in the point dipole model,

• the enhanement in the enter region is smaller than the side lobes for the
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Figure 6.19: Degree of linear polarization (DOLP) dependent on the relative quan-

tum dot-antenna position for sample B and sample C. The relative oordinates for

the samples are projeted into one quadrant eah. The gray ontour marks one

quarter of the antennas dimensions. The error bars in for the lowest quantum dot

indiated a positioning auray of 10 nm.

experimental results. The alulated indued antenna dipole is larger in the

enter.

6.2.4 Photoluminesene results: Sample B and sample C

For sample B the antennas were positioned, so that most of the quantum dots are

loated along the end of the antenna. Almost all of them are beneath the antenna.

The antennas are aligned with the [-1 1 0℄ diretion of the quantum dot sample. For
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Figure 6.20: Peak intensities of the exiton and trion lines obtained from �tting two

Lorentzians to spetra at di�erent exitation powers for the two polarizations along

the transverse (green) and longitudinal (blak) antenna axes. For the used exita-

tion powers, the trion is always brighter than the exiton for all three investigated

quantum dots. The referene quantum dot (A) shows the derease of the exiton

line at about 200 nW exitation power. (B) A quantum dot below the antenna

shows a similar trend. (C) For the quantum dot that is about 50 nm next to

the side of an antenna, the exiton line still inreases for exitation powers of up

to about 300 nW. The brightness of the refenrene dot is plotted for omparison

(gray).

most of the quantum dots a negative degree of linear polarization is determined.

The relative brightness (mean of both dipoles) for all oupled quantum dots is

smaller than one. In ontrast to the positioning of the antennas on sample B, the

antennas on sample C are positioned so that the quantum dots are loated along

the long sides of the antennas. Here it is remarkable, that all quantum dots beneath

an antenna show a strongly negative degree of linear polarization, while all other

show a slightly positive degree of linear polarization. For three quantum dots we

measure the photoluminesene spetra for di�erent exitation powers. One of the

investigated quantum dots is a referene quantum dot that is far from any antenna.

Another one is a quantum dot that is loated below the antenna and whih shows

a negative degree of linear polarization. The third quantum dot shows a slightly

positive degree of linear polarization and it is loated lose to the long side, next

to the antenna. The spetra are evaluated by �tting two Lorentzian line shapes to

them, aounting for the neutral exiton and the trion peak. The resulting power

dependene of the two states are shown in Fig. 6.20. One obvious di�erene is for

the quantum dot at the long side of the antenna, that the typial derease in the

brightness of the neutral exiton [185℄ starts at an about 50 % higher exitation

power than for the referene quantum dot. This ould be an indiation for an

enhanement of the radiative rate of the quantum dot next to the antenna. A faster

depopulation of the exited state by additional radiative deay hannels supplied by
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Figure 6.21: Degree of linear polarization for di�erent states in the quantum dots for

quantum dots next to the antenna (A) and below the antenna (B). The di�erent

energy intervals for detetion are shown in (C) in omparison to the sattering

spetra of the antennas.

the transverse antenna mode results in a larger brightness before the transition is

saturated.

Photoluminesene from higher exited states

Here we investigate for higher exitation powers, what the in�uene of the quantum

dot spetrum has on the oupling. For the same quantum dots on sample C we

measure onseutively the emission from the ground state exitons (around 1.641 eV)

and then, under same onditions the photoluminesene from higher exited states

with photon energies above 1.674 eV. The emission of the quantum well is removed

by an optial long pass �lter. This way we an determine the in�uene of the

spetral position of the quantum dot emission with respet to the plasmon resonane

spetrum on the oupling. The degree of linear polarization is determined for all

oupled quantum dots. In Fig. 6.21 the degree of linear polarization for the di�erent

emission energy intervals is shown for quantum dots (A) at the long sides next to

the antenna and (B) below the antenna. One an observe a general derease of

the e�ets due to the antenna when the emission photon energy is shifted from the

lower energeti side of the plasmon resonane to higher photon energies lose to the

resonane peak (see Fig. 6.21(C)). One assumes a spetrally �at interation of a

quantum dot dipole whih is parallel to the o�-resonant longitudinal antenna mode.

Therefore a hange of the relative spetral position of the quantum dot emission

to the transverse resonane will have the largest e�et for quantum dots whih are

along the long sides next to the antenna, where the mode density is predominantly

modi�ed by the transverse antenna mode. Below the antenna, the in�uene of

the transverse mode appears to be smaller as the polarization anisotropy is only

slightly or not at all hanged for those quantum dots. Here one ould assume a

dark plasmon mode for the longitudinal polarization, to whih the quantum dots
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ouple and whih only leads to a derease in brightness [184℄. As dark plasmon

modes annot be observed in plane wave sattering or absorption measurements,

one would have to simulate the optial �elds for this antenna and the investigated

photon energies and interprete the loal �eld distributions.

For all exept one quantum dot, the hanges of the polarization anisotropy are a

derease of the magnitude of the degree of linear polarization.
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6.3 Shifting the resonane of the antenna

Here we perform ontrol experiments that prove that the observed interations

are due to resonant plasmon-exiton oupling. To do that we hange the resonane

properties of positioned antennas and look at the modi�ations of the quantum dot

photoluminesene due to a di�erent interation. This shift is ahieved with two

di�erent methods. One shifts the resonane slightly by hanging the refrative index

of the medium around the antenna in a reversible manner. The other method results

in a large shift that modi�es the antenna struture irreversibly.
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Figure 6.22: (A) Shift of the transverse resonane due a polymer oating. The spe-

tra were measured on an antenna of omparable dimensions on the same sam-

ple type. The red shift of the resonane with polymer oating is 0.155 eV (

∆λ=63.5 nm). (B) Amplitudes (solid) and phases (dashed) for the transverse

resonane for the antennas on sample C without (green) and without polymer

oating (blue). The red line indiates the energy of the quantum dot emission.

6.3.1 Shift of the resonane by a thin polymer oating

To perform a reversible shift of the antenna resonanes, a thin polymer layer is

deposited on the quantum dot sample C. This way, the hange of the refrative index

of the environment of the antennas indues a red shift of the plasmon resonane. We

use Zeonor 330 R as a polymer that an be dissolved in aetone. To fabriate the

polymer layer, a droplet of polymer solution is spin oated on sample C. This results

in an about 30 nm thik polymer layer. The oupling of the quantum dots is then

ompared based on photoluminesene measurements before the polymer oating,

with the oating, and again after it was removed. On a similar quantum dot sample,

we prepare similar antennas like this sample. For those the sattering spetra are

measured with and without a polymer oating that was prepared the same way like

on sample C. Here, one an observe that the polymer oating auses a red shift of

0.155 eV (∆λ=63.5 nm) to the horizontal transverse resonane (see Fig. 6.22). Due

to the small di�erenes in the resonane properties between the antennas on both

samples, it is reasonable to assume a red shift of similar magnitude of the transverse

resonane of the antennas on sample C. The resulting spetrum is obtained by

shifting the �tted sattering spetrum [Fig. 6.13(C)℄ by the same energy di�erene.

From the Lorentzian line shapes, the phases of the initial and the shifted resonanes

are plotted. From Fig. 6.22(B) it beomes lear that this shift of the resonane will

result predominantly in a phase shift between quantum dot emission and plasmon
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Figure 6.23: (A) Di�erene in the degree of linear polarization (DOLP) with and

without Zeonor layer. The relative positions are projeted into one quadrant.

(B), (C) The hange in the degree of polarization (blak-blue) due to the polymer

layer is reversed by removing the oating (blue-red) for an ensemble of referene

quantum dots (B) and for six quantum dots next to the antenna (C).

osillation.

The photoluminesene measurements are repeated now under same onditions

as before the polymer oating. For both measurements the DOLP is evaluated. In

Fig.6.23(A) the di�erene in the degree of linear polarization is shown as a funtion

of the relative quantum dot antenna position. For quantum dots at the long sides

of the antenna where the values of the degree of polarization had small positive

values there is a derease in the degree of linear polarization on the order of 0.1.

This results in a hange of the sign of the determined degree of linear polarization

values. As these regions lie in the two-lobed near-�eld pattern of the transverse an-

tenna mode we attribute this sign reversal to the alulated phase-�ip of this mode.

Assuming an unmodi�ed interation of the quantum dipoles with the longitudinal

antenna mode with the oating, one an attribute the sign reversal of the degree of

linear polarization predominantly to a hange of the oupling with the transverse

antenna mode. When this interation hanges from oupling the quantum dot with

the antenna in-phase to oupling of them out-of-phase it would hange the antenna's

e�et on the brightness of the transverse oriented quantun dot dipole. This is sup-

ported by the observation that underneath the antenna for quantum dots with a

large negative DOLP the hanges are only slightly positive or on the order of the
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Figure 6.24: (A) Sanning eletron mirographs of two antennas positioned on quan-

tum dots. (B) As here, as one example, the size of one of the antennas is inreased

in a seond positioning step. Sale bars are 200 nm. (C) Change in the degree

of linear polarization as a funtion of position after the inrease of four antennas.

The modi�ed quantum dot-antenna pairs are marked with an X. (D) The degree

of linear polarization before (blak) and after (red) the additional positioning step

for quantum dots below the antenna. For the modi�ed strutures the data points

are onneted by blue lines.

experimental error. When the polymer oating is removed from the sample and the

photoluminesene is measured again under the same onditions, the emission prop-

erties of the ensemble of referene quantum dots remains onstant (see Fig. 6.23(B)).

For the quantum dots at the side of the antenna the values go bak to those before

the oating was deposited (see Fig. 6.23(C)).

6.3.2 Change of antenna size

For a more drasti hange in the antenna properties we perform an additional posi-

tioning step that inreases the lateral size of four of the antennas. As the resonane

energy for rod antennas on high refrative index substrates is mainly related to the

dimension of the antenna, this will shift the horizontal transverse mode to a muh

lower photon energy and derease the anisotropy of the optial properties of the

antenna.

The photoluminesene is measured again under the same onditions like before

and the degree of linear polarization is determined for the quantum dots with anten-

nas. The degree of linear polarization for the four quantum dot-antenna strutures
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before the hange was -0.49, -0.25, -0.25, and -0.57. The degree of linear polariza-

tion for the quantum dots where the antenna size is inreased hanged by +0.25,

+0.21, +0.29, and +0.32, respetively (see Fig. 6.24(C) and (D)). All of the hanges

are strongly dereasing the polarization anisotropy. The average deviation from the

degree of linear polarization determined in the measurement before is +0.05 for all

other quantum dot antenna pairs. Here we see that a hange of the optial properties

of the antennas has a strong in�uene on the oupling to quantum dots, observed

in their polarization anisotropy.

Summary: Photoluminesene results

In this setion we studied the interation of single quantum dots with resonant

nanoantennas. The resonant oupling of plasmons and exitons ould be observed

as an inrease in brightness as a funtion of position of antenna and quantum dot.

The observed e�ets to the photoluminesene had been hanged when the resonane

properties of the antenna were modi�ed proving the resonant harater of the ou-

pling.
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6.4 Comparison of experimental results with simula-

tions

In this setion we ompare the experimental results with simulations where we

model our strutures and investigate the oupling for them. We evaluate both near-

and far-�eld properties to be able to ompare the measured far-�eld properties of the

plasmoni strutures with the simulations.
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Figure 6.25: Appliation of the reiproity theorem to simulate the loal eletri �eld

enhanement lose to the antenna. (A) The experimentally determined modi�a-

tion of the emission rate of a dipole µ that is observed by a point detetor. (B) In

the simulation one evaluates the eletri �eld lose to the antenna whih is reated

by the emission of a point soure.

Simulations

The following numerial simulations were done in ollaberation with Dr. Klas Lind-

fors, Max-Plank Institue for Solid State Researh using a �nite element solver

(COMSOL Multiphysis). The geometry, dimensions, and material parameters are

adapted from the strutures used in the experiments and the growth protool of the

quantum dot samples.

In the experiment, a quantum dot whih is represented by the transition dipole

~µ(~r1) at ~r1 produes an eletri �eld

~E1 at a point detetor at ~r2. Aording to the

reiproity theorem whih an be formulated here as

~µ(~r1) · ~E2(~r1) = ~µ(~r2) · ~E1(~r2), (6.5)

one an plae a point soure at the detetor and alulate the resulting eletri

�eld

~E2 at a point ~r1 lose to the antenna to obtain the �elds that a dipole at this

oordinate would produe at the detetor. Here the reiproity theorem is applied

to evaluate the loal photoni density of states by alulating the �eld enhanement

lose to the antenna for inident light oming from the detetor to the emitter (see

Fig. 6.25) [186℄. This is done for a �xed photon energy i.e. the emission photon

energy of the emitter.
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Figure 6.26: Model struture used for simulations. The dimensions are those deter-

mined from sanning eletron mirographs.

We also want to ompare the optial properties of the simulated strutures with

the fabriated antennas to see how well the modeled antenna strutures, illustrated in

Fig. 6.26, represents those in the experiments. In our experiments we an harater-

ize only the far-�eld properties of the antennas using dark-�eld miro-spetrometry.

For the model strutures the sattering spetra are simulated by evaluating the

sattered intensity that is deteted far away from the antenna for illumination with

inident plane waves in the geometry of the experimental setup. In the following, I

will disuss, for eah sample separately, the agreement between the optial proper-

ties obtained from simulations and measurements and the simulation results for the

position dependent oupling in omparison to the experimental data.

Sample A

The sattering spetra, shown in Fig. 6.27 agree qualitatively well for transverse

and longitudinal polarization. The transverse resonane in the simulations is at a

photon energy of about 1.66 eV ompared to the measured resonane position of

about 1.81 eV. Still, for the simulated spetrum, the emission photon energy of the

quantum dots is more on the lower energeti side of the resonane peak.

For this sample the simulations and measurements for the brightnesses of the

oupled systems for transverse and longitudinal polarization agree in their position

dependent trend. For the transverse polarization (see Fig. 6.28(A)) the enhanement

along the long sides of the antenna and the derease in brightness below the antenna

and towards the ends in the simulations an be well observed in the experiments.
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Figure 6.27: The simulated sattering spetra (dashed) are ompared to the mea-

sured spetra (solid lines) of the antennas on sample A. The transverse resonane

(green) for the simulated spetra is at a lower photon energy. For the longitudinal

spetra there is good agreement between simulation and measurement.

A deviation an be found in the normalized brightness for the quantum dots below

the antenna. Here the simulation predits lower brightnesses than observed in the

experiments. The same deviation an also be found in the brightnesses for the longi-

tudinal polarization. To see, how well the determined brightnesses give information

about the determined positions, we �t the measured data to the simulation. This

is done by shifting the brightness pattern for the transverse polarization in both

lateral diretions. For steps of 1 nm, we determine the relative di�erene between

simulation and measurements as

∆I

I
(∆x,∆y) =

Irel,sim − Irel,exp (∆x,∆y)

Irel,sim
. (6.6)

For the mean of the relative di�erene dependent on the o�sets of all 21 quantum

dots, shown in Fig. 6.29(A), a minimum of 0.24 is obtained for ∆x = −1 nm and

∆y = +7 nm. This �tted lateral o�set of the relative antenna quantum dot positions

is in good agreement with the auray of the positioning tehnique determined in

Se. 6.1.3.

From the brightnesses of the individual polarizations we alulate the position

dependent degree of linear polarization. As one an see in Fig. 6.29 (B) there are

only minor deviations in the omparison of the experimentally determined with the

simulated degree of linear polarization. Both simulation and measurement indiate

positive values below the antenna and up to a distane of about 50 nm lose to the

sides of the antenna. There are only small regions at the long ends where the degree

of linear polarization beomes negative.
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Figure 6.28: Normalized brightness of quantum dots dependent on their relative

position to the antenna for sample A. The simulation results are plotted in the

bakground for omparison to the measured brightnesses of the transition dipoles

parallel to the (A) transverse and (B) longitudinal antenna mode, respetively.
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Figure 6.29: (A) The relative di�erene between the relative brightnesses for trans-

verse polarization in experiment and simulation is evaluated, when all measured

data points are shifted with respet to the simulation. The minimum mean devi-

ation of 24% is found for o�sets of ∆x=-1 nm and ∆y=+7 nm (red ross). (B)

The simulated degree of linear polarization shows the same trend that is observed

in the measurements. Aross the whole antenna, the degree of linear polarization

beomes positive. There are only negative regions at the ends of the antenna.
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Sample B

The agreement of the sattering spetra for antennas on this sample (see Fig. 6.30(A))

is omparable to that of sample A. The transverse resonane of the simulated spe-

trum is also at a lower photon energy ompared that of the measured antennas. The

spetrum of the longitudinal mode is almost equally �at in the displayed energeti

interval. When the results for the degree of linear polarization between experiment

and simulation are ompared as is shown in Fig 6.30(C), one �nds very good agree-

ment of simulation and measurement. From the simulation one an see how steep

the degree of linear polarization gradients shown in Fig. 6.30(B)℄ are. Along the long

sides of the antenna, for a distane in the transverse diretion of about 24 nm the

degree of linear polarization hanges by more than 1.3 (0.054/nm). With a standard

deviation of the experimentally determined degree of linear polarization of 0.04, one

would be able to determine the position of a quantum dot plaed in these regions

along the transverse diretion with a preision of about 0.7 nm by measuring the

degree of linear polarization. At maximum, one an determine gradients of more

than 0.1/nm. From the normalized brightnesses of the quantum dots for transverse

and longitudinal polarization (see Fig. 6.31) one an attribute the large gradients of

the linear polarization to the strongly position dependent brightness modi�ations

of the transverse polarization. One an, in analogy to sample A, ompare the re-

gions of strong enhanement with a strethed dipolar near-�eld pattern. Yet, for

this antenna type, the maximum enhanement is lower and there are regions below

the antenna where emission is strongly inhibited. The normalized brightness for

quantum dots below the antenna for the dipole orientation along the longitudinal

mode is lose to 0.5 exept for two elliptial regions lose to the ends. Towards the

antenna, the brightness is dereasing in an almost radial pattern.
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Figure 6.30: (A) Sattering spetra for longitudinal (blak) and transverse (green)

polarizations. (B) Cross setion (blak) and degree of linear polarization gradi-

ent from the the degree of linear polarization simulation. (C) Degree of linear

polarization for quantum dots lose to antennas on sample B.
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Figure 6.31: Relative brightness of the (A) transverse and (B) longitudinal dipoles

dependent on the position for sample B.
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Figure 6.32: Simulated and measured sattering spetra for sample C.

Sample C

For this sample, we �nd the best agreement of the three samples for simulated

and measured sattering spetra for transverse and longitudinal polarization (see

Fig. 6.32). The deviation in the energeti position of the transverse resonane is

only about 0.05 eV. The quantum dot emission is for both transverse spetra on

the lower energeti side of the resonane. For this sample, there are two ensembles

of quantum dots with di�erent orientation of the antennas with the quantum dots.

In Fig. 6.33(A) the orientation for eah quantum dot antenna pair is shown. The

dimensions of the ellipses are estimates of the quantum dots size from TEM mi-

rographs in Se. 6.1.4. The degree of linear polarization pattern (see Fig 6.33(B))

is omparable to the one for sample A, only the region below the antenna shows

a lower degree of linear polarization and smaller maximum values in the side lobes

are observed. For some of the investigated quantum dots below the antenna the

degree of linear polarization is lower than what the simulation predits. The quan-

tum dots whih are next to the antenna only show a small positive degree of linear

polarization of about 0.1 while the maximum values in the side lobes reahes values

up to 0.64. Judging from the normalized brightness of the individual polarization

hannels, shown in Fig. 6.34, one an attribute that mainly to a smaller brightness

in the high eletri �eld regions of the transverse antenna mode. The measured

brightness for the longitudinal polarization agrees for most quantum dots with the

simulations.
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Figure 6.33: (A) The orientation of eah quantum dot with its orresponding antenna

is indiated by an ellipse. Normalized brightness (mean of both dipoles) of the

quantum dots dependent on their position. (B) Degree of linear polarization for

sample C.
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Figure 6.34: Relative brightness of the (A) transverse and (B) longitudinal dipoles

dependent on the position for sample C.
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Summary: Agreement of experiment and simulation

The simulations and experimental results of the normalized brightness and the de-

gree of linear polarization patterns show qualitative agreement for all samples. For

sample A and sample B there is also quantitative agreement in the values onsidering

the inauray of the positions of the quantum dots. Here I also want to mention,

that the simulations are for uboid strutures with �at sides, sharp edges and orners

while the strutures in the experiment often show rounded orners and sometimes

slightly waved or urved sides. That ould make a di�erene in the enhanement,

as sharp strutural features show a larger enhanement of the optial near �elds.

Another issue is the agreement of the material of the antennas. In the simula-

tions the optial properties of bulk metal is used. As the strutures are made by

evaporation their struture an be di�erent from bulk materials. Evaporated metal

nanostrutures show a grained internal struture whih results in slightly worse op-

tial properties than those of single rystalline metal strutures. This ould explain

that the enhanement is not as high as predited in simulations. Two more issue lie

in the approximation of the quantum dot as a point dipole in the simulations.

Considering, that the extension of the quantum dot along one diretion is on the or-

der of the width of the antennas investigated here, it beomes lear, that simulations

whih onsider the quantum dots as a point dipole will not fully agree in absolute

numbers with the experiment. One approah ould be to smoothen the simulated

enhanement landsape. This approximation would average the interation over the

dimension of the quantum dot where the width of the smoothening would have to

be physially motivated by the extent of the exiton wavefuntion. In that ontext,

due to the dimensions of the quantum dots and the large optial �eld gradients

of the antenna it beomes highly interesting to study the breakdown of the dipole

approximation. The systemati deviations that we �nd between simulations and

measurements shown in Fig. 6.35 for sample A ould be explained by adding terms

of higher order transitions to the alulations.

For the transverse oriented dipole the deviations are mostly at the long ends of the

antenna (see Fig. 6.36(A)) while for the longitudinal dipole the largest deviations are

for quantum dots below the antenna [Fig. 6.36(B). Following the derivation in [187℄

2

, the deay rate e.g. for x-polarized emission from a quantum dot is then given as

Γx ∝
∑

j′,n,n′

(µx + Λx,n∇n) (µ
∗
x + Λ∗

j′,n′∇′
n′) Im [Gx,j′(~r, ~r

′;ω)] |~r=~r′=~r0 , (6.7)

2

supplementary information to [130℄
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Figure 6.35: The deviations between the measured brightnesses for (A) transverse

and (B) longitudinal polarization and the reiproity simulations for sample A

ould be an indiation for the break down of the dipole approximation model. The

standard deviation for the referene ensemble (blue dots) is indiated by green

bars. The error bars indiate minimum and maximum brightness values from the

simulations when the quantum dot position is varied by ±9 nm in both diretions.
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Figure 6.36: The minimum relative deviations between the measured brightnesses

for (A) transverse [(B) longitudinal℄ polarization and the simulations for sample

A when the position is varied within ±9 nm in both diretions. The variation is

indiated by the blak square around one datapoint.

with j′, n, n′ = x, y, z and the mesosopi moments Λ.Numerial alulations of the

tensorial Green's funtion (optial mode density) G(~r0, ~r0) around the antenna ould

be arried out to study the gradients as a funtion of position. From these patterns

of the di�erent gradients around the antenna one ould attribute the regions of large

deviations in Fig. 6.36 to ontributions of higher order transitions in Eq. (6.7).
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6.5 Coupling single quantum dots to plasmoni wave-

guides

Here we position thin gold nanowires on quantum dots. The oupling launhes

propagating plasmons along the wires, whih are used as plasmoni waveguides. In

the following setion I will show how the emission of a quantum dot depends on the

orientation of a nanowire with respet to its transition dipoles. The experiments

an be seen as �rst steps towards integrated plasmoni interonnets between two or

more epitaxial quantum dots.
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Figure 6.37: Struture of the sample. A thin gold nanowire is positioned on top of a

single quantum dot. The image is a surfae plot of a sanning eletron mirograph

of one of the studied strutures.

In�uene of wire orientation

On a quantum dot sample (O123_6) we position thin gold nanowires, whih are

designed to work as simple plasmoni waveguides [188℄. They are plaed so that one

end of the wire is loated on top of a quantum dot. A sanning eletron mirograph

of a typial struture is shown in Fig. 6.37. The lengths of the wires vary between

1.2 and 1.3 µm and the widths determined from ross setions in sanning eletron

mirographs are 54 nm. Here, the angle Φ is the azimuthal angle between x- and

y-oordinate determined from sanning eletron mirographs as shown in Fig. 6.38.

The optial haraterization is done in the low-temperature laser-sanning onfoal

mirosope desribed in Se. 3.1. The quantum dots are exited with laser pulses at

a photon energy of 2.316 eV and 1.699 eV. In the setup the exitation and detetion

spots are idential, so we only detet emission from the loation of the quantum dot.

As a onsequene, we annot observe plasmons that are guided along the wire and

whih are re-emitted. The oupling of one of the quantum dots' transition dipoles

to the wire will therefore result in a derease of the deteted brightness. When we

look at the degree of linear polarization, de�ned here as

DOLP =
Ix − Iy
Ix + Iy

, (6.8)

as a funtion of the orientation of the wires with respet to the quantum dot dipoles

one an observe this trend when the dipole is parallel with the wire (see Fig. 6.39(A)).

The brightnesses for the two polarization sensitive hannels are balaned by mea-

suring the brightnesses of eleven quantum dots whih are lose to the investigated
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Figure 6.38: The orientation of the wires are determined from sanning eletron

mirographs. Only strutures, where the dip of the topography feature is loated

below the wire were hosen.

oupled quantum dots but are not oupled to metal strutures. The angle dependent

degree of linear polarization is �tted by DOLP (Φ) = −D1 cos(2Φ).

We also measured the deay times of the quantum dots using time-orrelated

single-photon ounting (see Fig. 6.39(B)). For 20 referene quantum dots the deay

rates are indiated by green vertial lines. The mean deay rate of the referene

ensemble for an exitation energy of 2.316 eV is 2.845 GHz. The deay times for

quantum dots oupled to plasmoni waveguies is measured for exitation photon

energies of 2.316 eV and 1.699 eV. For the lower exitation photon energy (red) we

observe smaller deay rates than for exitation at higher photon energy (green)

3

, but

the trend is similar for both exitation energies: For those quantum dots whih have

the wire aligned parallel with one of their transition dipoles the deay rate Γtot,w is

inreased by up to 10.7% ompared to the deay rate of the referene ensemble Γtot,0.

The red dashed line is a �t-funtion that desribes the angle dependent deay rate

by Γtot,w(Φ) = A1 cos
2(2Φ)+Γ0. The higher emission rates of up to 3.150 GHz ould

be interpreted as an inrease of the deay rate due to additional modes provided by

the nanowire

Γtot,w = Γtot,0 + Γwire. (6.9)

The inrease of the deay rate by Γwire and the beta-fator an be alulated with

the quantum e�ieny of the quantum dots as

Γwire = 1.15 Γrad , obtaining β ≡ Γwire

Γtot,w

= 0.10 . (6.10)

3

Suh di�erenes in the reombination dynamis due to di�erent exitation mehanisms have

been observed and desribed by taking arrier orrelations into aount [189℄.
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Figure 6.39: (A) Degree of linear polarization for quantum dots below the ends of

wires that are oriented in an angle Φ. (B) Measured deay rate for exitation

photon energies of 1.699 eV (red symbols) and 2.316 eV (green symbols). The

green markers in the referene stripe indiate the deay rates of 20 referene quan-

tum dots. The mean deay rate of the referene ensemble is marked by the blue

dashed line. The red dashed lines are �t funtions to the experimental results. (C)

Sanning eletron mirograph of a proof of priniple struture for oupling two

quantum dots via a plasmoni nanowire.

Thus, although only 10 % of the exitations in a quantum dot are oupled into

plasmoni waveguide modes, the additional rate is 15 % larger than the number of

radiative deay events per unit time without the plasmoni struture.

Here we also realize strutures where two quantum dots are onneted by a similar

gold nanowire. The quantum dots are separated by about one mirometer and are

both loated below the ends of the nanowire. As will be disussed in Se. 8, the
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quantum dots ould be oupled by e.g. tuning one of them into resonane with the

other. The orientation of the wire would also have to be adjusted, to math the

orientation of the transition dipoles of the quantum dots. For the measurement, it

would be required to optially address eah quantum dot individually. This goes

beyond the sope of this work, as it would additionally require a di�erent setup, or

at least major modi�ations to the present onfoal mirosopy setup, to be able to

measure the oupling.

Summary: Coupling to plasmoni waveguides

When a nanowire is parallel to one of the dipoles in a quantum dot energy is trans-

fered to propagating plasmons along the wire. This an be observed as a hange of

the polarization state and deay dynamis of single quantum dots by adding these

additional deay hannels. Plasmons launhed along the wire by a single quantum

emitter are a basis for integrated plasmoni iruits where optial �elds are on�ned

on the subwavelength sale.



7 Coupling to a plasmoni photoni

rystal

7.1 Coupling to periodially arranged nanowires

In the following experiments I fous on the oupling of single quantum dots to

periodially arranged plasmoni nanostrutures. In this �rst setion I will show how

single quantum dots interat with a grating of periodially arranged nanowires.
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Figure 7.1: (A) From the di�erential ross setion of sanning eletron mirographs

one an determine the edges of the wire (green) and the loation of a single quantum

dot (red). (B) The polarization anisotropy of single quantum dots as a funtion of

their relative position in the wire grating.

For the experiments in this setion we used a quantum dot sample (O81), that

was similarly grown like the previously introdued sample O123. It shows om-

parable properties, exept that the area density of quantum dots is higher. As a

onsequene it is di�ult to resolve individual quantum dots in the photolumines-

ene measurements and the photoluminesene properties an only be determined

for some isolated quantum emitters.

The position of the quantum dots is determined from sanning eletron miro-

graphs. The relative position with respet to the grating is obtained from ross

setions through the quantum dots, orthogonal to the wire orientation. We assume

that the largest deviation in the deteted brightness of the sanning eletron miro-

graph ours at the edges of the wires. So, the ontours and thus the oordinates

of the wires are determined from the maxima in the di�erential pro�les as shown

in Fig. 7.1(A). In analogy, the positions of the quantum dots are determined from

dip features in the di�erential pro�le. The disadvantage of this method is that it

only works for quantum dots whih have a distane to the wire edge of at least

75 nm, to avoid an overlap of both features. With the wire period of 750 nm, we

an thus investigate the position resolved optial properties only for quantum dots

that have distanes between 100 and 375 nm from the enter of the wires. The

resulting degree of linear polarization for quantum dots in that distane interval is

shown in Fig. 7.1(B). One an interpret a minute trend of dereasing degree of linear

polarization towards the wire.

It turned out that from the sanning eletron mirographs the determination of the
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Figure 7.2: Sanning eletron mirograph (A), photoluminesene san (B), and po-

larization anisotropy of the photoluminesene san (C) of the same region, where

periodi gold wires are on top of quantum dots. Only quantum dots, whih are

loated below a wire are marked with irles. The marked quantum dots appear

dimmer than all other quantum dots in the photoluminesene san. Strong modi�-

ations of the polarization anisotropy oinide only with loations, where quantum

dots are oupled to the wires.

position of quantum dots below the nanowires is not possible for the wire orientation

along the [1 1 0℄-rystal diretion. This is, beause the dip feature is only about one

third to one half of the width of the nanowire along the [-1 1 0℄-diretion and and

for the [1 1 0℄-diretion muh smaller than the length of the wires. One an still

identify quantum dots below a nanowire by the elevated topography feature lose

to the wire. In the large area sanning eletron mirograph shown in Fig. 7.2(A)

only those quantum dots whih are below a nanowire are marked with blue irles.

The photoluminesene san of the same regionis displayed in Fig. 7.2(B). Here one

an see, that the brightness of the marked emission spots are systematially dimmer

than those of other quantum dots. When the degree of polarization is alulated for

the same region, one an observe stronger negative and also positive modi�ations

of the polarization anisotropy only at the marked loations. The negative stripe at

the left side omes from a gold bar that served as a marker to identify this region of
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Figure 7.3: S-Matrix simulations for the emitted power of dipoles under a grating of

gold nanowires for polarization perpendiular and parallel to the wires (blak, blue,

respetively). The wires are plaed on AlGaAs at a distane of 500 nm and they

have a thikness of 50 nm and a height of 30 nm. The emitted power is normalized

to the power emitted by dipoles in the same substrate, but without the grating. (B)

When the substrate is a semiondutor (blak) the degree of linear polarization is

positive below the wire and negative beside the wire. For a glass substrate with

a refrative index of 1.5, the polarization anisotropy shows a ompletely di�erent

trend (green). The red dashed lines indiate the positions of the wire edges. The

geometry of the unit ell is shown in the inset.

the sample. In ombination with the measurements shown in Fig. 7.1(B), one an

onlude, that there must be an osillatory trend of the polarization anisotropy in

the distane interval right below the wire to a separation of about 100 nm.

Sattering matrix alulations

Here we investigate the in�uene of a periodi arrangement of nanowires on the

emission of single emitters by arrying out S-Matrix alulations [91, 92, 190℄. This

was done in ollaberation with S. Lobanov and Sergei G. Tikhodeev. We evaluate the

emitted power of point dipoles embedded 18 nm deep in a semiondutor substrate,

as a funtion of their position and orientation with respet to the wires. The wires

are made of gold and the grating has a period of 500 nm. They have a width of

50 nm and a thikness of 30 nm.

1

The emitted power is evaluated for the upper

(vauum) half spae, so the geometry is omparable to that in the experiments. The

power emitted by a point dipole as a funtion of distane from a wire is shown in

Fig. 7.3(A). To quantify the in�uene of the wire, we determine the degree of linear

1

The number of harmonis Ng for the simulations is 150.
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Figure 7.4: Degree of linear polarization for quantum dots below a grating of gold

nanowires as a funtion of position. The sattering matrix simulation (red) agrees

well with the experimental data for distanes larger than 100 nm (blak irles). For

smaller distanes (blak lines) it desribes the measured degree of linear polarization

values.

polarization DOLP , de�ned as

DOLP =
I⊥ − I||
I⊥ + I||

, (7.1)

with I⊥ (I‖|) being the intensity of a dipole oriented perpendiular (parallel) to a

wire. In Fig. 7.3(B) we an see that the polarization anisotropy shows a strong

modi�ation and a sign hange lose to the wire edge. For omparison, the degree

of linear polarization is evaluated for the same grating and geometry on a substrate

with a refrative index of 1.5. Here one an see, that the dependene of the po-

larization anisotropy shows a ompletely di�erent trend than for the same grating

on a semiondutor substrate. By looking at the emitted power for di�erent dipole

orientations, one an �nd the major di�erene in the s-polarized dipole. For the

semiondutor substrate, the dipole emission is enhaned below the wire and de-

reased next to it. For the same grating on the glass substrate, the dipole is dimmer

below the wire and brighter next to it. The p-polarized dipole shows a omparable

trend for both substrates. The brightness dereases towards the wire and has its

minimum below the enter of the wire.

The simulations are also arried out for the experimentally studied geometry with

a grating period of 750 nm. There is a good agreement between simulation (red)

and experiment (blak) for distanes larger than 100 nm where the position ould

be determined (see Fig. 7.4). For smaller distanes the experimentally determined
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degree of linear polarization has values between -0.2 and 0.2. This range of values an

be fully desribed by the sattering matrix simulations. Aording to the simulations

larger degree of linear polarization values are obtained for quantum dots right below

the wire. Here it might be di�ult to observe the quantum dots, as the olletion

e�ieny rapidly drops below the wire.
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7.2 Single quantum dots oupled to resonant two-

dimensional antenna arrays

In this hapter I will present how individual quantum dots interat with resonant

periodi plasmoni strutures. Like in the previous hapters, we observe the near-

�eld oupling in the optial far-�eld. Here the oupling of one array element with

a quantum emitter is ombined with the far-�eld emission properties of extended

periodi strutures. I will show and disuss the design and the optial properties of

the fabriated strutures and present how a quantum dot ouples to the plasmoni

struture dependent on its position in the Voronoi ell of the array.
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Figure 7.5: Sketh of the sample struture. There are twelve two-dimensional an-

tenna arrays with di�erent sized antennas. The side lengths of the arrays are 100 µm.

There is a broad metal bar separating the di�erent arrays. The exposure dose for the

eletron beam lithography was inreased from left to right, whih results in larger

antennas going from left to right. The antennas in the lower row have a nominal

length of 60 nm, those in the upper row 80 nm. The distanes between the antennas

are 250 nm in the x-diretion and 320 nm and 330 nm in the y-diretion for the

lower and upper row, respetively.

7.2.1 Optial properties of two-dimensional antenna arrays

We fabriated twelve arrays of plasmoni strutures on a quantum dot sample (O123,

see Se. 5.1.1) . The array elements are ut-wire antennas. The strutures were

arranged in six neighboring olumns and two rows (see Fig. 7.5). The struture

is aligned with the rystal axes of the semiondutor rystal and thus with the

transition dipoles of the quantum dots. The size of eah array is 100 µm × 100 µm.

The periods of the arrays in the lower row (�eld F1 to F6) are 250 nm in the x-

diretion and 320 nm in y-diretion, for the upper row (�eld F7 to F12) 250 nm

and 330 nm, respetively (see Fig. 7.5). Eah �eld ontains about 400 × 312 or

400 × 303 antenna elements. For the upper (air) half spae, the grating periods

are smaller than one half of the emission wavelength of the quantum dots. As a

onsequene, there is only the zeroth di�ration order into the upper half spae and

we avoid Woods anomalies (see Se. 2.2.4). The nominal size of the array elements

and the periods are kept onstant for eah row. The nominal length of the lower

and upper rows are 60 nm and 80 nm, respetively. For the olumns the eletron

beam exposure dose is inreased from left to right using the relative dose fators

f = 0.5 + 0.2 · n, where n = 1, .., 6 is the olumn index of the �eld. An inrease of

the dose results in a larger exposed struture and thus in larger lateral dimensions

of the array elements. This will have an in�uene on the spetral position of the
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Figure 7.6: (A) Normalized sattering spetra of the horizontal longitudinal mode

(HL) for array F2 (blue), F3 (gray), F4 (blak), and F5 (red). The green vertial

line indiates the quantum dot emission energy. The spetra are o�setted by 0.6

arbitrary units. (B) The plasmon resonanes for the �elds in the upper row are

at lower photon energies. Here for omparison the sattering spetra of �elds F8

(blak) and F9 (blue).

plasmon resonane of the strutures. Between the di�erent �elds there are broad

bars whih an be observed in an optial mirosope to identify the arrays. The

nominal thikness of the strutures was 30 nm onsisting of 3 nm hromium and

a 27 nm thik gold layer. The atual total thikness was determined from height

pro�les of an atomi fore mirosope to be about 32 nm.

Sattering spetra

To determine the resonane properties of the arrays sattering spetra of the �elds

were measured for all three polarization omponents. The spetra for the longitu-

dinal polarization is shown in Fig. 7.6 for �elds F2, F3, F4, and F5. Due to the

inrease of the strutures, the resonane is red shifting aross the emission energy

of the quantum dots. From Gaussian �ts to the sattering resonanes the resonane

Table 7.1: Parameters of the horizontal longitudinal resonanes obtained from Gaus-

sian �ts to the sattering spetra. The small strutures in �eld F2 show larger size

variations whih leads to a broadening of the ensemble spetrum.

�eld E0 (eV) w (eV)

F2 1.677 0.158

F3 1.619 0.140

F4 1.569 0.141

F5 1.542 0.145
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Figure 7.7: (A) Photoluminesene brightness of many quantum dots in three di�er-

ent optial environments. The size of the displayed san is 100 µm x 100 µm. In the

blue region the quantum dots are in �eld F2 and in the red region in F3. The green

region there are no metalli strutures. For omparison the degree of polarization

(DOLP) of the emission is shown in (B). In (C) the distributions of the degree of lin-

ear polarization (DOLP) is shown for quantum dots from the orresponding regions

marked in (A) and (B).

energies E0 and widths w are determined (see table 7.1). From the investigated

sanning eletron mirographs of the array elements one an see, that the smallest

of the investigated strutures in �eld F2 show a larger size variation than the other

three �elds here. As the sattering spetra are measured from a di�ration limited

spot, they ontain an ensemble of array elements. So the size variations lead to a

broadening of the resonane. For the upper row of �elds the resonane is always

at lower photon energies (see Fig. 7.6). The transverse and vertial resonanes are

for all 12 �elds at larger photon energies. For further studies we will mainly fous

on results from quantum dots that are loated in �elds F2, F3, and F4 as resonant

�elds and F12 as an o�-resonant referene struture.

7.2.2 Photoluminesene measurements

Charaterizing the photoluminesene of ensembles

Already without the knowledge of position of quantum dots in the unit ell of the

array one an investigate the e�ets of the plasmoni struture on many single

quantum dots in a larger area. One obtains a distribution that resembles the e�ets

of the array weighted by the frational area of the unit ell. In a photoluminesene

san shown in Fig. 7.7 the brightness of quantum dots that are loated in one of the

�elds F2 and F3, indiated by a blue and red frame, is not di�erent from those whih

are far from any metalli struture (green frame). The san range is about 150 µm

in both diretions and the resolution is 250 nm/pixel. A hange of the emission
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Figure 7.8: Correlation of positions from sanning eletron mirographs with photo-

luminesene measurements (PL). (A) The position of quantum dots with respet to

the array is determined. The width of the mirograph is 250 nm. (B) In a large area

sanning eletron mirograph whih is made of many onseutive mirographs, the

pattern of marked quantum dots (red ellipses) is ompared to the photoluminesene

san (C).

properties is revealed when one looks at the degree of linear polarization, whih is

shown in panel (B). Compared to ensemble quantum dots in the referene region,

those in one of the �eld show a larger spread. From a histogram of the degree of

linear polarization values of all pixels [Fig. 7.7(C)℄ one an see that the distribution

of values shows a muh larger spread than the referene ensemble. From a Gaussian

�t to the referene distribution one determines a width of 0.141 (FWHM) (shift

-0.002).

For the distribution of quantum dots in F2 and F3 we determine widths of 0.353

and 0.290 and shift of the distribution enter of -0.013 and 0.032, respetively. From

those results one an dedue, that there must be regions in the unit ell of the array

where the degree of linear polarization of a quantum dot beomes positive and others

where it beomes negative due to the interation with the array.

Position resolved optial haraterization

Here the position of a quantum dot in the unit ell of the periodi struture are

orrelated with its photoluminesene properties. In this way the spatially resolved

oupling of individual quantum dots with the antenna array is investigated. The

position of quantum dots is determined from sanning eletron mirographs with

a omparable method like in Se. 6.1.2. Here we take many slightly overlapping
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Figure 7.9: Position resolved polarization anisotropy for quantum dots in the reso-

nant �elds F2, F3, and F4 (B) and for referene �eld F12 (C). The relative positions

are folded into one quarter of the Voronoi ell of the array (A). For omparison the

estimated dimensions of the elements into the unit ell are indiated by the orange

retangles. The length of sale bars are 25 nm. (D)-(F) Separate degree of linear

polarization plots for the three resonant �elds.

mirographs of a several ten mirometer large area of the �elds. On those miro-

graphs all quantum dots are marked. The mirographs are then put together to

over the whole region (see Fig. 7.8). From the omparison of the pattern of marked

quantum dots with the pattern of bright spots in the photoluminesene san the

optial properties of a quantum dot an be orrelated to its oordinate with respet

to the plasmoni struture.

The photoluminesene is measured in the laser-sanning onfoal mirosope at

temperatures of about 10 K. The samples are exited with pulsed or ontinuous

wave laser soures at photon energies of about 2.3 eV. The emission is deteted

polarization sensitive with the two single photon ounting modules. The dete-

tion polarizations are aligned with the oordinate system of the arrays of plasmoni

strutures. For the �elds F2, F3, F4, and F12 we measure the photoluminesene
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Figure 7.10: One an ategorize the interation in four di�erent domains.

of regions where sanning eletron mirographs have been evaluated. For quan-

tum dots whih were randomly seleted from the sanning eletron mirographs the

brightness of both polarization hannels are determined. The brightnesses of the

hannels is balaned by a number of referene quantum dots from outside the �elds.

The alulated degree of linear polarization (DOLP) of the seleted quantum dots

depending on their position in the unit ell of the di�erent plasmoni strutures is

shown in Fig. 7.9. For the resonant �elds it is obvious that the degree of linear

polarization takes negative values down to -0.5 lose to the elements while for the

non-resonant �eld F12 this modi�ation is not so strong. Between the elements the

quantum dots show a negative degree of polarization of -0.2 though they are loated

about 100 nm away from the array elements. This is one of the e�ets whih is

learly di�erent from the e�ets observed when a quantum dot is oupled to a single

antenna. On the diagonals between the elements the degree of polarization takes

values lose to zero or slightly positive. With these observations for the resonant

strutures a ategory haraterization of the unit ell an be made. There are four

regions where the emission shows di�erent values of the degree of linear polarization

• -0.40 to -0.25 beneath or lose to the struture elements (near-�eld interation),

• -0.15 between the elements on the axis parallel to the resonant diretion (y),

• -0.25 to -0.2 between the elements on the non-resonant axis (x),

• zero to positive values on the diagonal.
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Figure 7.11: (A) Position resolved normalized deay rate for quantum dots from �elds

F2, F3, and F4. (B) For the distane dependene of the normalized deay rate one

ould interpret an osillatory trend towards the array element. The dashed red

line is a smoothing spline �tted to the data as a guide to the eye.

These regions are skethed in Fig. 7.10 together with the degree of polarization of

the investigated quantum dots.

In�uene of the oupling on the photoluminesene deay rate

The deay dynamis was measured for 27 of the investigated quantum dots in the

resonant �elds. The deay times were �tted and the deay rates are alulated. The

resulting rates are normalized to the mean deay rate of all 27 quantum dots and

in Fig. 7.11(B) also plotted at the relative position of the orresponding quantum

dot in the unit ell. Very lose or below the array element the deay rate of four

quantum dots is 5-10 % larger than the mean deay rate. At distanes on the

order of 50 nm there are a few quantum dots that show a deay rate whih is

dereased by 5-10 %. For deviations of the deay rate on this order of magnitude it

is di�ult to distinguish between variations in the ensemble and modi�ations due

to plasmon exiton oupling. From the experimentally derived quantum e�ieny

one an still set an upper limit for the e�etive Purell fator of an antenna enhaned

quantum dot ompared to a quantum dot without antenna (but embedded in the

semiondutor substrate). The e�etive Purell fator an be expressed as the ratio

of radiative deay rates of the enhaned quantum dot Γenh to the radiative rate of

the unmodi�ed quantum dot Γ0

Peff =
Γ

′

rad

Γ0
rad

. (7.2)

When we assume a ratio of measured total deay rates frates=1.1 and a quantum ef-

�ieny of ηQD ≈9.3 % we an reformulate Eq. (7.2) using radiative and nonradiative
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rates as

Peff =
frates − 1 + ηQD

ηQD

, (7.3)

and we obtain a maximum e�etive Purell fator of Peff=2.1.

Summary hapter 7

In this hapter we investigated the oupling of periodi plasmoni strutures with

single quantum dots. The interation of a quantum dot with resonant arrays showed

a strong dependene on the position of the quantum dot in the Voronoi ell of an

array. We observed di�erent ontributions of near-�eld and radiative (intermediate-

�eld, far-�eld) oupling.





8 Summary

The goal of this work was to ouple exitations in single epitaxially grown semi-

ondutor quantum dots to metalli photoni nanostrutures. The nature of the

ontrolled near-�eld oupling had to be studied by the photoluminesene proper-

ties of the oupled systems in the far-�eld. For the preparation and studies of the

nanostrutures required fabriation and positioning methods had to be developed

and evaluated. The tehniques and �ndings are the basis for designing and under-

standing omplex oupling experiments and integrated plasmoni quantum iruits

ontaining a larger number of solid state quantum emitters.

The resonanes of single plasmoni nanostrutures on substrates with a high re-

frative index were explained in the �rst experimental hapter (hapter 4). In om-

parison to antennas in a homogeneous medium or on a substrate with low refrative

index one observed a strong ontribution from the vertially polarized modes. This

resonane was spetrally loated at higher photon energies than the horizontal modes

and its spetrum ould be desribed by a Fano lineshape whih had its origin in the

mode oupling via indued image harges in the substrate.

In hapter 5 the quantum dot sample, that was used for most experiments was

haraterized. The quantum e�ieny of the quantum dots was alulated using ex-

perimental data from photoluminesene measurements and pump-probe measure-

ments from [168℄. An optial antenna was used to inrease the exitation e�ieny

of single quantum dots. The plasmon resonane of the antenna was in the spetral

interval where we optially exited the quantum dots. Ten antennas were positioned

on single quantum dots with an atomi fore mirosope. The preision of the posi-

tioning was 22 nm. The quantum dots with antennas were brighter than an ensemble

of referene quantum dots. We dedued an inrease in brightness up to a fator of

six. The enhanement fators obtained from ontrol experiments where three of the

antennas had been removed showed a good agreement. The enhanement spetrum
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was determined by varying the exitation spetrum. The enhanement spetrum is

red shifted with respet to the sattering resonane of the antennas. Part of the

redshift ould be explained by the spetral di�erene of near-�eld and far-�eld of a

radiating dipole.

Gold nanorods had been positioned with the same nanomanipulation tehnique.

The nanorods showed a resonane around the emission energy of the quantum dots.

The nanorods lead to a hange of the polarization anisotropy and a derease of the

brightness of the quantum dots. Positioning and alignment of the nanorods is found

to be time onsuming and hallenging, due to the small dimensions of the strutures.

To enable the use of omplex plasmoni strutures we developed an eletron beam

lithography based tehnique to align plasmoni strutures on epitaxially grown quan-

tum dots. For this tehnique, desribed in hapter 6, di�erent methods were shown

to determine the loation of quantum dots and marker strutures in a sanning

eleron mirosope. We determined an auray of 9.3 nm for the positioning teh-

nique. The nanostrutures were used as markers for seletive sample preparation

for transmission eletron mirosopy. To observe oupling between plasmons and

quantum dot exitons we designed simple optial nanoantennas whih showed a res-

onane at the quantum dot emission energy. The enhanement of the exitation

e�ieny was extrated. Enhanement fators of up to 2.5 were ahieved. They

showed a large spatial variation over distanes of less than 50 nm. The modi�ation

of the radiative reombination of the quantum dots was studied for both transition

dipoles parallel and orthogonal to the resonant antenna mode. The enhanement for

the resonant polarization was loalized at the sides of the antenna. The resonane

properties of the antennas were modi�ed by deposition of a thin polymer layer and

by an inrease of the lateral dimensions by an additional positioning step. As a

onsequene the magnitude of the polarization anisotropy was strongly redued.

The measured photoluminesene properties were ompared to numerial simula-

tions based on the reiproity theorem. There was an overall good agreement in the

position dependent trends for measured and simulated relative brightnesses. The

deviations ould be explained by a break down of the dipole approximation for the

quantum dots, due to their large lateral dimensions and the refrative index of the

host rystal.

The positioning of plasmoni waveguides on single quantum dots lead to a modi�-

ation of the polarization anisotropy of the quantum dot, when the orientation of a
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wire was parallel to one of the transition dipoles of a quantum dot. The deay rate

was inreased for those quantum dots whih are oupled to the plasmoni waveguide.

When single quantum dots were beneath a two-dimensional antenna array, the

oupling depends on the position of the quantum dot in the Voronoi ell of the

array. The oupling lead to partially polarized emission and an inrease of the

deay rate. We determined e�etive Purell fators of up to 2.1. The relative deay

rate showed an osillatory trend in dependee on the antenna quantum dot distane.

The strutures that were fabriated made use of the available strutures and

standard proessing methodes. There are many points where one ould improve

the quality and e�ieny of the strutures by hanging to various materials for the

plasmoni strutures or using quantum emitters with a di�erent quantum e�ieny

[191℄ to inrease the observed e�ets. Further, for the oupling of quantum dots

to optial antennas one ould design antenna geometries that improve the Purell

fators or better math the desired appliation.

It has also been shown, that single rystalline metal strutures show superior

optial properties ompared to strutures that were fabriated by eletron beam

lithography and evaporation [192℄. This leads, e.g., to higher quality fators for

optial antennas and lower losses in plasmoni waveguides.

By the use of positioned plasmoni strutures and various optial elements, one

ould also try to do di�erent experiments, whih were not addressed in this work or

ombine and improve tehniques as

• patterned growth of quantum dots ombined with positioning of plasmoni

strutures

• inluding quantum dots in metal-insulater-metal strutures (MIM) whih work

as avities or waveguides [193℄

• eletrial exitation of quantum dots, whih are oupled to plasmoni waveg-

uides. This way one an realize an eletrially pumped plasmon soures [194℄.

• oherent experiments, e.g. pump prope measurements of single epitaxial quan-

tum dots [195�197℄ oupled to plasmoni strutures

The methods and tehniques presented in this thesis pave the way to realizing

integrated plasmoni iruits [198,199℄. The struture, where two quantum dots are

onneted via a plasmoni nanowire has been already realized. To ouple the two

quantum dots via the plasmoni wire requires spetral overlap of the exitons in
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both quantum dots. For that one ould fabriate in an additional positioning step

eletrodes lose to one of the quantum dots. When the initial energeti separation

is not too large, that quantum dot ould be tuned into resonane with the other via,

e.g., the quantum on�ned Stark e�et [176, 200, 201℄.



9 Appendix A: Samples and sample

preparation

9.1 GaAs quantum dots

The quantum dots were grown by Paola Atkinson in the group of Prof. Oliver G.

Shmidt at the Institute for Integrative Nanosienes at the Leibniz-Institute for

Solid State and Material Researh Dresden. The following growth protool gives

information about the growth proess of the quantum dot sample O123 that was

used for a large number of the experiments in this thesis.

≈300 nm GaAs Bu�er

20 nm GaAs

1.8 s Ga

0.6 s GaAs

1 nm GaAs smoothing layer

10 nm Al0.45GaAs bottom barrier

2 nm GaAs QD layer

8 nm Al0.45GaAs top barrier

2 nm GaAs ap

20 s Ga 0.05 µm/h

1 hr Si equiv to 1·1015cm−1
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Figure 9.1: (A) Photoluminesene san of the sample with olloidal quantum dots.

The marker indiates the position where the timetrae in Fig. 2.15 was measured.

The full san area is 25 µm × 25 µm. (B) Time trae for a di�erent quantum dot.

The raw data (blak) is ompared to the data (red) smoothened similarly to the

timetrae in Fig. 2.15.

9.2 CdSe quantum dot sample

The investigated olloidal quantum dots were grown in the group of Prof. Paul

Mulvaney at the University of Melbourne. The olloidal admium selenide quantum

dots are fabriated in a wet hemial growth proess. They have a ore shell struture

that onsists of one monolayer admium sul�de and three monolayers of zink sul�de.

The quantum dots are diluted in hloroform to an optial density of 2.5. To be able

to observe individual quantum dots on a substrate, the suspension is diluted by a

ratio of 1:50 000.

The quantum dots are brought on a glass substrate by drop asting and evapora-

tion of the solvent. For the measurements, the sample is ooled to about 8 K exited

with a ontinuous wave laser at a photon energy of 2.329 eV.
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Figure 9.2: (A) Extintion spetra and (B) transmission eletron mirograph of gold

nanorods (images from [157℄).

9.3 Gold nanorods

The gold nanorods that were used in Ch. 4 were ommerially purhased (NanoSeedz

Ltd). The supplied extintion spetra of partiles with di�erent aspet ratios in

aqueous solution are shown in Fig. 9.2(A). The additionally supplied transmission

eletron mirograph (see Fig. 9.2(B)) shows ellipsiodal nanorods of slightly di�erent

sizes. The size variation spei�ed by the ompany is smaller than 10 %.





10 Appendix B: Antenna model for

Green's funtion alulations

Here we derive the omplex polarizability tensor used in Se. 2.4 to approximate

antenna properties based on experimental data.

Here we hose the antennas on sample A (see Se. 6.2.1) as example strutures.

From the volume of antennas in the experiments, whih is determined with the

sanning eletron mirosope, an e�etive partile radius for a spherial partile of

a=53 nm is alulated. For that partile radius we ompare the resonane energy

E0(Neff ) of Mie alulations dependent on the refrative index of the surrounding

medium with the plasmon resonane energy E0,meas of measured sattering spetra

for the resonant horizontal transverse antenna mode. From this omparison, an

e�etive refrative index neff = 1.815 is determined. For this refrative index the

sattering and the extintion ross setions σscat and σext, respetively, are alu-

lated. The narrow quadrupole mode at a photon energy of EQ ≈ 2.3 eV does not

have an in�uene on the polarizability lose to the quantum dot emission energy.

The absolute and the imaginary part of the polarizability are alulated from the

sattering and extintion ross setions, using Eq. (2.30) and Eq. (2.31). The om-

plex polarizability αxx of the resonant mode is then determined by evaluating the

real part aording to

Re(αxx) =
√
|αxx| − Im(αxx). (10.1)

Real and imaginary part of the alulated polarizability are shown in Fig. 2.25.

For the vertial antenna mode a resonane energy of Ez=1.953 eV is obtained

from the �tted Fano lineshape (see Se. 6.2.1). The polarizability αzz of the vertial

mode is obtained by shifting the optial response by the di�erene in the resonane

energies ∆E0 = Ez − E0. This is a good approximation, as the di�erene in the

resonane energies is only ∆E = 0.145 eV. The longitudinal o�resonant mode is

obtained by shifting the resonane to a muh lower photon energy of Ey = 1 eV .





List of aronyms

• AFM atomi fore mirosope

• APD avalanhe photo diode

• CCD harge oupled devie

• DOLP degree of linear polarization

• EBL eletron beam lithography

• FIB foused ion beam

• FWHM full width (at) half maximum

• MBE moleular beam epitaxy

• MOVPE metal-organi vapour phase epitaxy

• NA numerial aperture

• OPO optial parametri osillator

• PL photoluminesene

• QD quantum dot

• QW quantum well

• SEM sanning eletron mirosope

• SHG seond harmoni generation

• TCSPC Time-orrelated single-photon ounting

• TEM transmission eletron mirosope
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